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Jones is the New Mayor of Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
by Gail Perry
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Lookout Mountain, Tenn., commissioners welcomed
Frank Schriner to the board of commissioners during the
regular September meeting. He, along with the returning
commissioners, members of the school board and other town
officials, were sworn in by Judge Flossie Weill. The members
of the board unanimously selected Walker Jones to serve as
mayor for the next term. He appointed each commissioner to
continue heading the same departments they currently lead.
Mr. Schriner will replace
Mr. Jones as commissioner
of public works. Commissioner Jim Bentley will serve
as mayor pro tempore, and
Mr. Schriner will serve as
treasurer. Returning school
board members are Jim
Haley, Haven Glascock
and Karen Welborn. Brian
Smith will continue in the
position of town attorney,
and Chief Chuck Wells
will serve as town marshal,
plumbing and building
Mayor Walker Jones
inspector and chief of fire
and police. Samantha Van Alstyne will serve as tax collector, recorder and court clerk, and Town Consultant Dwight
Montague will serve as assistant treasurer.
Officer Davy L. Nicholson, who has worked in the police
and fire departments since 2009, was promoted to sergeant
fire engineer for the Lookout Mountain fire department.
Commissioner of Fire and Police Jim Bentley gave the
monthly department report that was compiled by Chief Wells.
Police answered 232 calls in the month of August, patrolled
4,790 miles and responded to 10 false burglar alarms, as well
as nine assist citizen calls and 28 calls to 911. The department made 106 traffic stops and issued 31 parking citations.
Police made three arrests. The department answered seven
medical calls in Tennessee and made three assists in Georgia.
It answered two fire alarms, both false, and assisted with one
fire rescue in Georgia.
It appears that drivers have slowed down and are now
stopping at stop signs, said the commissioner. During August, the town discovered two advertisements for short-term
rentals. The commission passed a law earlier this year, Mr.
Bentley said, making rentals such as VRBO and Airbnb
illegal anywhere in the town other than the commercial
district. He reminds all residents that these rentals are illegal, and the owners will be cited to court.

Each October, patrons enjoy “Wine Over Water,” a fundraising event for Cornerstones Inc.
Watercolor by William Parker, from a private collection.
Brooke Pippenger, commissioner of parks and playgrounds, reported that Chris Cushenbery is heading up the
soccer program, and almost 400 children are playing this fall.
There are 60 flag football participants from third, fourth and
fifth grades, and games will begin after the fall break. She
reported that pickleball lines will be added to the top and
middle tennis courts at the Commons. This will give the
adult group that has been playing in the skating rink a place
to compete outside.
The Lookout Mountain Carnival, which has been going
strong since 1947, is planned for Tuesday, October 2, with
a rain date for Thursday, October 4, said Commissioner of
Schools Don Stinnett. This year, tents, generously donated by
the Redberg family, will replace the old wooden front booths
for all games. This is a great community activity for families
and children, Commissioner Stinnett said.
Principal Ruth White told the commissioners that the

school year is off to a great start, with the new staff already
settled in. Improvements at the school include new mulch,
better drainage and some new equipment at the elementary
school playground. Money is being raised for work on the
intermediate playground.
The new commissioner of public works deferred to Mayor
Jones, formerly in charge of the public works department, for
the August report. Six or seven areas have been identified for
paving and have been sent out to bid; work is expected to begin
soon. Some changes have been made to the way recycling is
collected. Glass needs to be separated from plastic, metals
and paper, the former commissioner of public works said.
A separate container for glass has been added at the public
works area. Another change is that plastic bags of any kind are
no longer accepted. With fall on the way, the town’s two leaf
machines will be put to work, he said, and the dumpster will
Continued on page A3.

City Council Approves Property Tax Increase
by Gail Perry
At the City of Lookout Mountain, Ga.’s, September council
meeting, residents learned there will be a slight increase to
property taxes in 2018. Because there was a small decrease
overall when property assessments were done, the city council
voted to increase the rate by 0.22 percent, which is almost
revenue neutral, to make up the difference. On first reading,
the new millage rate was set at 9.54 mills, after a public hearing
was held with no citizens speaking for or against. The second
and final vote will take place at the October council meeting.
CPA Paul Johnson told the council that the city received
a clean audit, and the 2017 report looks great. Mayor David
Bennett said that the city finished its third year in a row of
operating in the black. The city is in good financial shape and
is prepared to invest in the community with projects such as
developing the Town Center and a new system of trails.
A final meeting of the committee that is charged with
working on the new comprehensive plan for the town was
held on September 18. The committee learned how Covenant
College students put the survey into a digital format, and
hopes to do the same. Residents should receive the final survey
around October 1. This will be a huge way for our community
to have a voice, said the mayor.
The council approved a new development of quadplexes ty-

ing into the Lookout Mountain, Ga. sewer system. A maximum
of 80 units are planned. Each building will have grinder pumps
like the ones used at Brow Wood, and each of the four units
within the building will pay the service fee, said community
volunteer Jimmy Campbell. Before accepting the plan, the
board requested that developer Dewayne Horton send a site
plan in order for the council to see the layout of the buildings.
Wes Hasden, chairman of the sewer board, also told the
council that engineers gave two options for building a new
pump station. The council approved a plan that will keep the
system running long term. By spending one and a half times the
amount of the alternate plan, the system should last 20 years,
as opposed to working for only four or five years. The plan is
now ready to move forward with bid discussions in process.
Councilmember Arch Willingham updated the council
on the planning commission, which approved Our Lady
of the Mount Catholic Church adding a parish hall and
classroom space onto the main sanctuary. Rock City asked
to build an 8-foot fence around the lot beside Starbucks, but
needs a variance before the planning commission will be able
to approve the request.
Attendance at Music on the Mountain was lower this
year than previous years, but the revenue was higher, said
Councilmember Caroline Williams. It was a good way to
start fundraising for the year, and mobile bidding raised a lot
Continued on page A3.
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Fill the Boot for Firefighters at Café on the Corner
From the ashes of her beloved café, owner
Ruth Oehmig’s resolve rose, calling her to
protect the men and women who willingly ran
into the flames of her burning business. On
May 27, 2014, Oehmig watched in horror as
her restaurant on Lookout Mountain, Café on
the Corner, was engulfed in flames. It wasn’t
until later that Oehmig learned these brave
men often work with inadequate equipment
due to low budgets.
“I have an enormous amount of gratitude
for the Lookout Mountain Fire Department,”
Oehmig said. “They not only fought the raging gas fire that gutted my café, but they also
hugged and cried with me as we watched my
business go up in flames. Not many people
realize just how far these brave men really went
that morning.”
The fire was caused by a gas leak within the
100-year-old building, resulting in flames up
to 20 feet, blocking any access to the shutoff

bought secondhand, or
valve. Some firemen creout of the firemen’s own
ated a wall of water, while
pockets. The existing
another walked in, acting
ones often don’t work
as a human shield from
at all.
the heat and flames. The
“No one would
men also kept the crowds
want their husband
safe after a fallen utility
to have to choose the
pole exposed a live wire.
air pack with a nonCafé on the Corfunctioning beacon/
ner has since reopened;
locator as they go in
however, Oehmig has
to fight the fire,” states
made it her top priority
Oehmig. “I’m telling
to raise awareness and Chef JR Crutcher mans the grill.
funds for the volunteer firefighters in Lookout you, we are messing with the odds.”
Because of the Lookout Mountain fire
Mountain, Tenn., and Lookout Mountain,
Ga. Her Fill the Boot campaign does just that. department’s brave and selfless service in
“The Lookout Mountain fire department’s fighting the Café on the Corner fire, Oehmig
current budget isn’t enough for equipment has organized a fundraiser to provide the
such as beacons, which emit a screeching necessary equipment to keep the firefighters
alarm if a fireman stops moving,” said Oehmig. as safe as possible.
“This equipment isn’t cheap,” states
Oftentimes these beacons are either

Oehmig, “but it is our responsibility to do
whatever we can to keep the people safe
who are risking their lives to save our homes,
businesses and often our lives. These men are
our neighbors, friends, and active members
of our community. Our role is to keep them
safe while they are keeping our families safe.
And I’ll tell you now, I am on a mission to
see to it that that happens.”
The Fourth Annual Fill the Boot Fundraiser will be held on Tuesday, November 6,
at 5:30 p.m. at Cafe on the Corner to raise
funds for necessary equipment. For a donation of your choice, there will be hamburgers,
hotdogs and chili for dinner, a fire truck and
coloring activities for the kids, and beer for
purchase for the grown-ups. For any further
information or ways to support the Fill the
Boot Fundraiser, please contact Ruth Oehmig
at (423) 825-5005.
by Chloe Grabeman

Harriet Chipley’s Pollinator Garden Dream Becomes a Reality
For years, Harriet Chipley
The church was very much in favor
dreamed of turning former small
of the project and installed an irvegetable garden at Church of the
rigation system to keep it watered.
Good Shepherd to be a pollinator
Ann travelled to Overhill Gardens
garden. When she heard that Ann
in Vonore, Tenn., to purchase the
Brown, master gardener, was inplants. She gathered together a
strumental in planting the flowers
wonder committee consisting of
at the Alice Stout Pollinator Garden
Martha Westbrook, John Pine
at Temple Park, she requested her
and Harriet, and together they
help in this endeavor.
chose plants that would attract and
Ann is the primary reason
sustain the monarch butterfly and
Lookout Mountain, Tenn., and
other pollinators.
Lookout Mountain, Ga., have been
Soon, they transformed the
designated Bee City USA towns,
small space on Scenic Highway
and she is busy creating waystations The Rev. Robert Childers and his dog George enjoy a visit to
across from the church. They laon the mountain for all manner of “Harriet’s Garden of Dreams Come True.”
beled each plant so that we can
pollinators, from bees to butterflies and ev- supply depends on pollination, and without identify them and be able to plant them in
erything in between. As you know, our food our pollinators, we would be in trouble. our own yards. Everything the committee

selected is a native plant, and the butterflies
and bees, our pollinators, love them. They
made sure to only purchase plants that
had not been treated with neonicotinoids,
a common systemic insecticide that actually kills the pollinators. They also planted
plenty of milkweed, which is a host plant
for monarch butterflies. In fact, milkweed
is the only plant on which the monarchs
will deposit their eggs.
The committee goes by every six weeks
or so to weed the garden, which has been
named lovingly “Harriet’s Garden of Dreams
Come True.” Go by and see this beautiful
spot. It’s so wonderful to see nature at
work, with bees and butterflies everywhere.
Thanks, Ann and Harriet!
by Gwin Tugman

Your Home for Primary Care
Here on the Mountain

Greg May, DO
Conveniently located in your community,
Dr. Greg May offers comprehensive family
medical services for patients aged 6 and older.
And, if you require more specialized care,
Dr. May can facilitate access to the right
specialist in the Erlanger Medical Group.
The right care. Right here. On the Mountain.
New patients are always welcome.
To make an appointment, call 423-778-9210
or visit erlanger.org/GregMayDO.

Now offering school, sports and work physicals.

101 McFarland Road | Lookout Mountain, GA 30750 | 423-778-9210
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Friends, Family Work Together to Build “Rest Stop” at Thrive
Who doesn’t look forward to a nice walk,
especially when the weather takes a cooler
turn? Exercise is important for everyone,
for all sorts of reasons. But for residents of
Thrive at Brow Wood, having a shady place
to stop and rest along the way is important.
Frank and Dottie Brock enlisted the
support of their children and a few grandchildren, friends and neighbors to build a
little rest stop. The residents of Thrive are
coming up with a fun name for the rest
stop, and they love having a destination to
their regular strolls, as well as a lovely place
to take a moment and enjoy the mountain
air and beauty.
Frank and Dottie believe that many
valuable skills are learned in building something: the importance of envisioning a final
project; the value of manual labor; meeting
deadlines; spending time with family; and
helping others. The pergola, potting shed
and walking trail to Covenant College are
a few of the family’s earlier projects.
Frank came up with a design that he
felt was feasible financially and structurally,

given the skill level of the workers. Marshall Brock and Brow
Wood resident Gerry King
helped with the design and
completed the take-off for the
building materials. Once the
pad was framed, with Dottie
Paden’s permission, Matthew
Layne, GenTech’s supervisor,
poured the pad at the same
time he poured Dottie’s new
driveway
The four support columns
all had to be leveled, stabilized
and completed by noon when
grandchildren had to leave for
other jobs. So, it was all hands
on deck for raising the heavy Mary Brandon Haley, Marion Brandon, Elizabeth Haley
columns and bolting in the roof and Harrison Haley take a break in the new “rest stop” at
beams. Marshall lent a hand at Thrive.
this critical stage, and Bennett Brock and the two oldest grandchildren on the scene,
Addison Rustand did the heavy lifting. Peg took on the toughest job, putting up the
Rustand brought youngsters Effie, Gardner rafters and laying the plywood deck. Krue
Brock is the family expert on roofing and
and Sage for moral support.
Emerson Brock and Brock Rustand, came up with the high, stable ladders and

Lookout Mountain, Ga.,
Wants to Hear From You
The City of Lookout Mountain, Ga., is
creating a Comprehensive Plan to help protect
the qualities that make our community special,
as well as identify and plan for the challenges
facing our community today and in the future.
Members of the Comprehensive Planning
Committee working on this project are Jimmy
Campbell (chairperson), Cindy Whitaker
(vice chairperson), Ramsey Brock, Davo
Devaney, Kevin Leckenby, Kenny Lee, Jason Lehn, Fred Robinson, Keith Sanford (ex
officio), Jan Weaver and Arch Willingham.
In order to build a plan for our future,
we need your input! Sherlock Holmes said it
best, “Data! Data! Data! We can’t make bricks
without clay.”
It is vital that we hear from our community. During the month of October, we
are asking that every resident and friend of
Lookout Mountain, Ga., participate in this
process by completing a short confidential
Comprehensive Plan Survey.
Your valuable feedback can be provided
by completing the survey on the Lookout
Mountain, Ga., website, www.lookoutmtnga.

com/community/page/survey. For those residents who cannot complete the survey online,
please contact Cindy Roberts at Lookout
Mountain, Ga., City Hall, (706) 820-1586,
for additional assistance. Remember, the last
day to complete the survey is October 31.
The city is doing all that it can to spread
the word and gather as many responses as possible. To date, residents have received a letter
from Mayor David Bennett, both by e-mail
and U.S. mail, and signs have been posted
on the mountain. Please help by completing
this survey and encouraging your neighbors
to participate!
After the survey period is closed, residents
will receive a report of the results. Community
forums will be scheduled to allow additional
opportunities for sharing input, and a final
Comprehensive Plan community meeting will
be led by Phil Walker, community planning
consultant.
Look for follow-up in a subsequent
Mountain Mirror issue. Richard Dawson’s
catchphrase declares it best, “Survey says…”
by Kenny Lee

City Council Approves cont.
Continued from page A1.
of money, she said. The “Safe Roads to School”
project, which has been underway for four
years, may become a part of the overall trail
system that the city is planning.
Councilmember Taylor Watson said,
“It is with regret that Assistant Chief Eric
Robertson will be moving out of state.” Officer Aaron Dean will become the assistant
chief, and the department is interviewing for
a new patrolman to fill his now-vacant spot.
Chief Todd Gann told the council that
inspections, which determine ISO ratings,
will take place in October, and the department has been preparing for them. He reported statistics from the department from the
month of August that show police patrolled
3,255 miles, made 36 traffic stops, issued 15
citations and 36 warnings. There were no auto
accidents. The department responded to 15
assist citizen calls and assisted the Tennessee
police on five occasions. During the month,
the department assisted 12 motorists. Police
responded to nine burglar alarms, four fire
alarms, three medical calls, five calls about
suspicious persons and six about suspicious
vehicles. There were no thefts, burglaries or
arrests in August.

The town is leasing a new garbage truck;
its annual cost is $28,000, and after 10 years,
will be owned by the city. The old truck will be
kept as a backup. Some of the old garbage cans
will not work with the new truck, said Mayor
Bennett, so new ones have been ordered. The
city is aware of which addresses need the new
cans and will replace them.
Councilmember Jim Sabourin said
that town residents who own or want to
keep chickens must apply for a permit and
applications will be reviewed by the council
during the October council meeting. The
cost of a permit is $150 the first year and
$100 each year for renewals. Citations will
be issued for those with chickens who fail
to get a permit.
Kudzu is a big problem on the mountain,
and the garden clubs and conservation groups
are joining to create a kudzu coalition to
attempt to eradicate the invasive vine. Ms.
Watson said that residents are responsible for
getting rid of it on their property. To totally
eliminate the weed will take three to five
years, she said.
The next meeting of the Lookout Mountain, Ga., city council will be Thursday,
October 11.

instructions for roofing. Bennett Brock and
Brock Rustand tar-papered and roofed, a
taxing job in the heat. One day, when no
grandchildren could work, Frank enlisted
the help of long-time friend Roger Gulick
to build the railing. Banner Brock, fresh
back from a study abroad, did his time
building the benches. Dottie Brock found
some spare cushions in the attic to make
them comfortable.
Dottie Brock was in charge of the
landscaping, Bennett Brock dug the irrigation trench, and Gerry King designed and
installed the irrigation system. For the final
stage, Patjo Twagirayezucame, a Rwandan
student at Covenant College who has helped
with other Brow Wood projects, dug all the
holes for plants and installed the hurricane
hangers.
It was a great group effort and lots of
fun, thanks to all family and neighbors. The
residents of Thrive now have a great place
to walk with a place to stop, rest and enjoy
the beauty of the mountain woods and
welcome breezes on pretty days.

New Mayor cont.
Continued from page A1.
continue to be available on the first Saturday
of each month.
The commission unanimously approved
a resolution of appreciation for former Hamilton County Commissioner Joe Graham,
who served the district from 2010 to 2018.
The resolution states that Mr. Graham served
his constituents with honor, honesty and an
abiding interest in their well being and that he
strived to make life better in the district and
county. Graham maintained constant contact
with the town, attending virtually all meetings

and special celebrations, and his contributions
are deeply appreciated. The resolution seeks
to express deep appreciation to Mr. Graham.
Mayor Jones also thanked former mayor
Carol Mutter for the 12 years of service she
gave to the community, serving as commissioner of fire and police one term and as mayor
for the last eight years. “You have been so
unselfish with your time,” he told her. ‘Thank
you for the opportunity, it’s been an honor
and a privilege,” she responded.
The next commission meeting is scheduled for October 9 at 5 p.m.

Looking to buy a new home?
Come see us for all your mortgage needs!
Other Full Service Banking Options Include:
• Checking
• Savings

• Safe Deposit
• Business Loans
• Money Market

Convenient Location • Convenient Hours
LOBBY HOURS:
M, Tu, Thu * 9 - 4; Closed Weds.; Fri 9-6; Sat 9-12
DRIVE THRU HOURS:
M-Fri * 8:30-6:00; Sat. 8:30-12:00

706-820-2428
107 McFarland Road
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

• CDs and IRAs
• And more!
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Virginia Polley Wins Reserve
Virginia Polley recently competed
in the World Championship Horse Show
in Louisville, Ky., receiving reserve (second place) in the junior fine harness mare
class. The road to this impressive award
actually started 26 years ago, shortly after
her family moved here. She and her son,
Frank, who was then 4 years old, were
driving down Battlefield Parkway and
saw a sign advertising horseback riding
lessons. One thing led to another, and he
soon began taking lessons at Creek Bend
Stables, with Mama following behind in
lessons, as well. When Frank turned 7,
he was old enough to start showing, so
his father, David, bought him his own
show horse, and, once again, Mama also
got one of her own shortly thereafter.
About 22 years ago, Virginia and
Frank began competing in several shows
around the area. Good show horses can
be very expensive, so the Polleys decided
to start breeding American Saddlebreds,
which are primarily used for showing.
Now, they breed all the horses they Virginia Polley competing
show, and they have a pasture full of babies (second place), which means that they are
waiting to be trained!
the second best junior fine harness mare
Virginia explained that the horses are pair in the world.
shown in three main divisions: five-gaited
For the grand championship a few days
(walk, trot, canter, slow gait and rack – the later, they showed against the entire junior
last two are artificial gaits); three-gaited; class (4 year horses), including stallions and
and fine harness. Nancy Bryan, who also geldings, and placed seventh. In the fine
keeps show horses at the same stables, has harness division, horses are shown pulling
five-gaited and three-gaited horses (walk, a four-wheeled buggy and the driver wears
trot and canter). Virginia shows in fine har- evening clothes for the championships. The
ness and a division called “Park,” in which horse is judged on action, manners and
three gaits are performed but not as much overall appearance!
action is required. Manners and brilliance
Virginia never ceases to amaze us with
are judged in every division.
all that she does and all the talent she has for
During a recent horse show, Virginia so many things. Congratulations Virginia
showed their horse Sister in the Junior for a stellar career and an impressive win!
Fine Harness Mare class and placed reserve
by Gwin Tugman

John Wigal, Pat and Nina Brock and Bob Bernhardt

Good Shepherd to Host “Requiem”
The Church of the Good Shepherd
Episcopal Church on Lookout Mountain,
along with Pat and Nina Brock, invite the
community to the well-known “Requiem”
by John Rutter on All Saints’ Sunday, November 4. The choir of Good Shepherd will
perform with soloists and a full orchestra in
remembrance of loved ones on this holy day.
In addition, Bob Bernhardt, Chattanooga Symphony and Opera’s music
director emeritus and principal Pops conductor, will give a pre-concert introduction
to John Rutter and the “Requiem” at 4 p.m.
in Talbird Hall.

As part of the 5 p.m. concert program, everyone will have an opportunity
to participate in a candle lighting for the
remembrance of loved ones.
The concert takes place at 5 p.m. at the
church at 211 Franklin Rd., at the corner
of Scenic Highway. A reception will follow
in Talbird Hall.
There is no charge for the pre-concert
talk, church concert and reception. All are
welcome. For additional information, call
the church at (423) 821-1583, or email
John Wigal, director of music, at jwigal@
gslookout.com.

Mutter Honored for Outstanding Service
Cardiologist Dr. Mitchell
Mutter, a former chief of staff
for UT Erlanger Hospital,
serves as medical director for
special projects for the Tennessee Department of Health.
Founder of the Children’s
Nutrition Program in Haiti,
Dr. Mutter has taken charge of
the opioid over-prescription
initiative for the state of Ten- Dr. Mitch Mutter

nessee. In this position, he
speaks to medical providers
across Tennessee to explain
the new laws and regulations.
Recently, he received an
award from the Healthy Tennessee organization as the
2018 Tennessee Healthcare
Champion “for outstanding
service to our communities
across the state.”
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I gotta say, I love
my job. I’ve been at it
in some form or fashion
for over 25 years, starting when I popped in
at the Mountain Mirror
office when it was still on Broad Street. My
middle son was at mother’s day out, and I
was squeezing every last errand into those
five precious hours. When I dropped off the
check for my Mountain Mirror subscription,
then-publisher Billy Parker asked me if I
could type.
Well, typing is actually my strong suit.
I’m not saying I’m particularly fast or thorough, only that I paid a lot of money for
aptitude testing only to be informed that
manual dexterity is my biggest strength. It’s
not saying much.
Billy hired me on the spot when I said I
could type, and he let me juggle my hours
around play dates for my boys. After a short
time, then-editor Farell McGinness and I
both had babies, and Billy insisted we just
bring them to the office. He spent plenty of
time balancing Jack McGinness and Mikey
Robinson on his knees while conducting
business, until finally deciding it would be
more effective to just pay for their day care,
which he did.
Lucia Hopper, Billy’s daughter, bought
the newspaper when Billy tired of running it
(or we ran him ragged), and she continues
to make the office a place folks like to be.
Sort of like the corner general store, the
Lookout Mountain Mirror office is a place

people can find out what’s going on or tell
us what’s going on. Either way, we’re thrilled
when people stop by.
We get chances to catch up with everyone
from Gabriel Higdon when he delivers our
mail by hand to Gwin Tugman when she
regales us with her whacky accounts of the
last hour to Jimmy Stewart when he brings
by a poor dog he and Dr. Chris Keller are
trying to place in a home.
One dog they are not trying to place is
my dog Vic. Vic comes to work with me and
loves his job even more than I do. He is terrified of thunder and bolts through the electric
fence at the first rumble. The first time he
did this, he somehow ran to the Market on
the Mountain from Bartram Road, and Bree
Bates tried to lure him in with fried chicken.
Panicked, he refused, and somehow I found
him. He did it again, and Peggy McIntyre
found him soaking wet in the creek by her
house. The third time, a lovely sunny day,
Jane Eiselstein stood in the road for hours,
making sure he didn’t get hit by a car. Each
time Vic took off, the weather was less and
less threatening, until finally it was clear he
was coming to work, cozy bed on the porch
and dry garage be damned.
Lucia acts like all she’s ever wanted is
an office dog. And Vic jumps in the car the
instant I say, “Let’s go to work.” He lies in his
bed all day, popping up for buttered toast that
Farell makes him and straining at his leash to
get to Lucia’s office. He perks up when Lark
McMillan reaches down to pet him and has
made friends with Gwin’s dog, Leo.
As far as the Mountain Mirror goes, Vic
has it made. Just like me.
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Church Gives Parishioners $100 to “Pay Forward”
Church of the Good Shepherd held its
annual Mass on the Grass on a beautiful
September Sunday morning. About eight
years ago, while John Wigal, director of music
and organist for the church, was talking to
the late Fletcher Bright, Fletcher mentioned
that he and his band, “The Dismembered
Tennesseans,” had just played at another
church, and John came up the idea of doing
something similar at Good Shepherd.
On this occasion, the church service is
held on the lawn outside of the parish hall,
and people of all denominations are encouraged to bring lawn chairs or blankets and
enjoy the special morning. About 300 people
gathered to worship and enjoy the wonderful
music last month, and the Def Shepherds
performed iconic songs like “Amazing Grace”
and “I’ll Fly Away.” Kathleen Crevasse gave
these musicians their name, Def Shepherds,
and Mass on the Grass was their debut performance. Members include Assistant Pastor

Def Shepherds – Dusty Kent, Doug Stein, Rachel Henderson and
Mac Brown
The Rev. Robert Childers delivers the sermon to a large crowd during
Photos by Matt Harbison
Church of the Good Shepherd’s annual Mass on the Grass.
Mac Brown playing the bass, Dusty Kent asking people to pay it forward and find a envelopes during all three church services.
playing the guitar, Doug Stein also on guitar worthy recipient of this money. This year, What a fantastic idea!
and Rachel Henderson with her ukulele, an anonymous donor wanted to bring back
After the service, everyone enjoyed a
which she has just learned to play.
this wonderful tradition. The Rev. Childers potluck picnic in the parish hall with fried
After Communion, the Rev. Robert asked people to share with the church some chicken provided by the church. It is a lovely
Childers gave everyone present an envelope of the more memorable things they did with tradition and one that our mountain hopes
with $100 inside. He explained that 10 the money, knowing many lives would be continues for many years.
years ago, the church did this same thing, touched by it. The Rev. Childers gave out
by Gwin Tugman

Local Beekeepers Help Taylor Watson Relocate a Beehive
For months, Taylor Watson’s yardman
complained to her that every time he ran over
her water meter with his lawn mower, he was
attacked by yellow jackets. She looked closely
at the cover, noticing a little finger hole that
the bees obviously used to get in and out.
She called the water company and reported the problem, warning the woman on
the phone that the next time someone came
to check the meter, he better be careful. Later,
Robbie Vreeland was helping her in the yard
when he had to stop working because the
bees were so bad. He came back the next
day to finish up the job and somehow took
a picture of the hive through the finger hole.
He immediately realized that the buzzing
insects weren’t yellow jackets after all, but

honeybees – our friends
and another beekeeper,
and pollinators!
Bella Donna, arrived in
Taylor immediately
full bee garb. Whenever
called Lookout Mounthe bees became agitated
tain, Ga., policeman Debecause all of the comrick Forester, who is also
motion, Bella misted
a beekeeper, and asked
them with a natural
him what he could do.
lavender and rosemary
He promised to come
spray, which seemed to
by as soon as possible
calm them down. But
Honeybees made a hive in Taylor
to attempt to remove
the beekeepers ran into
Watson’s water meter.
the hive.
a problem immediately.
As most people are aware, we depend The bees had basically cemented the top of
on bees for our food supply, and these pol- the meter cover down with a substance they
linators are diminishing because of pesticide make, and it was impossible to open. Derick
use. Caring for them is the right thing to do! and Bella had to cut their way around it, all
Early the next Saturday morning, Derick while attempting not to disturb the bees!

Chattanooga's

#1

They gently tried to remove the honeycomb, and after much patient persistence,
finally pulled the comb out and placed it
in a bucket, then waited to see what the
bees would do. The bees were swarming
everywhere, but within minutes, they flew
straight to the honeycomb because that’s
where the queen bee was. Since the bees were
so concentrated, our friendly neighborhood
beekeepers were able to capture most of the
bees, contain them, and take them away. They
took them to Derick’s farm, Forester Farms
and Apiary in Rising Fawn, and introduced
them to a new hive. They took to their new
home immediately, and everyone is happy
as can bee!
by Gwin Tugman

Furniture Destination since 1885

Thank you from the entire Fowler family for being part of our
134-year journey. We are privileged to help decorate your homes
inside and out ... and to become part of your own family traditions.
Classic to modern. Better, easy-care fabrics. Lighting to accessories.
Amazing design experts to show you how to pull it all together.
Anniversary Sale in progress now.

b e s t f u r n i t u re . b e s t va r i e t y. b e s t va l u e . b e s t e x p e r i e n c e . g u a r a n t e e d lo w e s t p r i c e .

I-24 4TH AVE EXIT 181 • CHAT TANOOGA TN
. TheFurnitureShoppe.com
. ThePatioShop.com

. 423-493-7630
. 423-493-7629
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My Mother’s Greatest Gift to Her Children
My father passed away in 1994, leaving
my mother, Julie Hailey, living in the house
where my three brothers, Mitchell, Joe and
Kenneth, and I grew up. Thankfully, my
91-year-old mother was very resourceful
and capable, living on her own until a year
and half ago.
Midway through her 80s and realistic
and practical about the aspects of aging, she
began going through her possessions and
getting rid of things. She called my brothers
and me every now and then, asking us to
stop by because she had things for us if we
wanted them. She laid out dishes, glassware,
books and all kind of items on her dining
room table, and we would pick things out.
We all had so much already that it was rare
that we took many things. I am not sure
what she did with the things that we did
not want, and in truth, I don’t really care.
It was her stuff to do with what she wanted,
including get it out of her house.
She was on a roll. We were invited to
walk through various rooms and take anything we might want right then. Years ago,
we actually created a master list that she still
has, so all of the larger items like furniture,
rugs and paintings have one of our names
on it. So these walk-throughs were for the
smaller stuff.
I did not know at the time that this

Sarah Hooper, Julie Hailey, Nancy Robinson and Ernestelle Durrett at Thrive
method of purging possessions at the end of parted ways with some of her clothes, but
one’s life has a name: Death Cleaning. It is interestingly, this was not her greatest gift
derived from the Swedish term “dostadning,” to us. Her greatest gift came one day a year
which is a combination of the words for and a half ago, when she called all four of us
“death” and “cleaning.” In Sweden, declut- and simply said, “I am moving to Thrive.”
tering is a way of life, so that your possessions
Thrive is an assisted living facility located
do not become a burden to those left behind. just south of Covenant College. Mom had
I am certain that Mom was not familiar a few friends living there, and since it was
with this term or that purging was a way of within six miles of her house, she (still drivlife in Sweden. She simply recognized that ing at 88) would stop in regularly and visit.
when she dies, her children would have to The day she called me to tell me that she
go through her house and undertake the was moving there, I was out of town and
enormous task of disposing of a life worth told her when I returned we would go take
of possessions. She just wanted to help make a look. That Monday we went for a tour,
it easier. She emptied drawers, closets, and whereupon she picked out a tiny apartment,

paid a deposit, and that was that. We walked
through her house afterwards and picked out
a few pieces of furniture, some personal items
and her clothes, and she began sleeping in
her new home within a week of telling us
she was moving.
Like that, she left her home of 60 years
and created a new home in a new place.
And, it was her decision, not ours. She did
not want to be a burden. She did not want
to cling to her home, her possessions, and
put us in a position of having to tell her she
could no longer live there. She did not want
us to have to go the route of a sitter, only
to have to turn right around at some point
and still be told she had to leave. She made
this decision before my three brothers and
I even asked the questions, “What are we
to do with Mom? Is living alone becoming
too difficult? How much longer is it wise for
her to live alone?”
My mother, in an act of selfless devotion,
while capable, alert, and clear thinking,
answered that question for us.
And, if you can believe this, a couple of
months after being at Thrive, my brother
Joe stopped by to visit. Without any fanfare,
she handed him her car keys and just said,
“A 90-year-old does not need to be driving.”
She is a true gift, indeed.
by Julie Clark

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
The Friends of Mountain Creek are trying
to save the tallest post oak (Quercus stellatta) tree
in the U.S. The tree is endangered because of
a high-density housing development planned
for the Quarry Golf Course at Reads Lake Road
and Mountain Creek Road. The Tennessee
Forestry department has visited the tree and
officially measured it. Besides being the tallest
post oak in the U.S., it has been recognized as
the runner-up to the state champion post oak.
Developer James Pratt has been contacted by
the Forestry Department, and Tom Stebbins,
the U.T. Agriculture Agent for Hamilton

Lookout Mountain
Beautification Fund

To make a donation, send a check to
Lookout Mountain Beautification Fund,
P.O. Box 22, Lookout Mountain, TN 37350.
Include the name and address of the person
you would like to be notified of your gift.

County, has been encouraged to look at ways
to preserve the tree.
The Friends of Mountain Creek are also
seeking a more positive outcome for the use
of the golf course, wanting the developer to
preserve the natural features of the property,
which also includes spring-fed streams and
ponds (Morrison Spring Creek, Read’s Lake)
that could be polluted during the development
process. The post oak tree, which could live
to be 400 years old, is iconic and a local, as
well as national, treasure.
If you want to join the thousands of people
already working to preserve this recently discovered tree, please come by the Market on
the Mountain or the Lookout Mountain Post
Office to sign “Friends of the Mountain Creek
Petition Opposing Proposed Plans for Quarry
Golf Course Development.” If you want to
be kept abreast of the process, contact Bob
Geier at bgeier73@gmail.com.
Sincerely,
Ann Brown
Dear Editor,
I am a newcomer to the Lookout Moun-

tain area (the other side, I keep being told) from
central Arizona. My daughter moved here last
year, and as an Africanized beekeeper, it didn’t
take long for me to decide that it would be
more pleasant to work with nice bees than
what I was working with. She didn’t have to
twist my arm too much to convince me to
also move here. Our first day in Chattanooga
on July 4, 2017, we visited Rock City, and I
remember saying, “I could live here in a little
place [near here.]”
My Google searches kept taking me to
an area of Georgia so quaintly called Rising
Fawn. There is a builder there who builds
small, affordable, high-quality cabins. His little
cabins on Plum Nelly were nearly identical to
a cabin design I had drawn up years ago when
I was trying to buy a half-acre in California,
also on a mountainside.
After building three other homes from
scratch and finishing two others, I knew
exactly what I wanted in a house and could
recognize quality workmanship. I also felt I
was able to sense a person with pride in his
work, yet humility in his spirit.
My house is nearly completed, and I’m

very excited to move into it, a little house
on Lookout Mountain. (No one can tell me
dreams don’t come true or words don’t have
power.)
My builder, his whole crew and all the
others, neighbors, subcontractors and others
along the way, are what I always thought people
should be – kind. They seem to understand
the concept, knowingly or unknowingly, that
we are all one. “They” are “y’all!”
In the fast-track, survival-of-the-fittest
mode of life that I’ve experienced other places,
I had lost vision in a hope for community,
sustainability and faith and trust in people.
Thank you Lookout Mountain, Jeff Mcbryar Construction and all the others I’ve met
along the journey. You are truly a phenomenal
people who should be proud of who you are. I
observed that Jeff doesn’t just build houses. He
builds friendships in his desire to serve other be it his family, his customers, his employees
or his friends. Lookout Mountain has a whole
lot to be proud of, and I am extremely happy
to be a part of its future growth, if not its past.
Sincerely,
Bella Donna

Please send your signed letters to:
The Lookout Mountain Mirror, P.O. Box 99, Lookout Mountain, TN 37350 or email mirroreditorial@me.com.

Mirror Honor Roll of New & Renewing Subscribers
The Lookout Mountain Mirror is proud that our distribution list includes new and renewed subscribers,which are shown below for the
month of September. Now in its 28th year, the Mirror is proud to bring its readers news about people you know. The paper reaches
many former residents now living in nearly every state of the Union and in some foreign countries. The Mirror makes an excellent gift
for a birthday or holiday. Just send $25 with the name and address of your friend or loved one. This is truly a gift that keeps on giving.
CATHY ANGEL
J. MELVILLE ARMSTRONG
JOHN R. BENNETT
JAMES E. BENTLEY JR.
B.B. BRANTON
M/M WESLEY G. BROWN
JANE BURMAN
MELISSA A. CAMPBELL
TREY & ALICIA CARICO
LOUISE J. CASH
M/M SAM CHAMBLISS
MRS. WILLIAM A. CHIPLEY
C. GREGORY COGGIN
SUSAN COLMORE
DR/M DAVID C. CONNER
JOHN CONNOR
WALTER CULLARS
MRS. RICHARD CUNNINGHAM
TINA CURRIN
LUKE CURRIN

M/M PAUL DANIEL
JERRY P. DAUGHERTY
ROBERT FLETCHER
JANICE & ARCHIE FORTUNE
ANITA & JIMMY GIDDEN
GEORGE M. GILBERT
LEE ANN & DOUG GLIDEWELL
M/M JOHN P. GUERRY
IAN N. HAMILTON
EMMY & FRANKLIN HANEY
BETH HARRELL
CATHY & DARYL HEALD
SARAH HOOPER
M/M MICHAEL J. IRWIN SR.
LARRY JABLONSKI
JOHN & MOLLY JAMIESON
MR. E.M. JOLLEY
JOHN F. KILLEBREW
M/M SALLY & JOHN LITTLE
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION

BETH LUPTON
MRS. CLIFF MARTIN
LESSLIE & LOUIE MEIER
ALICE MARRIN
GENE MORRIS
KATHY & BRYAN PATTEN
M/M L.C. RHODES JR.
HUGH & VIRGINIA ANNE SHARBER
DR. SUSAN M. SHUCK
RICHARD STECHMAN
NANCY SUMMERS
M/M JEROME TAYLOR
M/M JAMES W. THOMAS
KIM TILLY
ALAN M. VOGES JR.
KAKHI & MICHAEL WAKEFIELD
MRS. IRENE WELBORN
RALSTON WELLS
PHILIP & CINDY WHITAKER
JOHNNY & RUTH WHITE
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The Mountain Tracker
by Gwin Tugman

The Mountain Tracker

Dear Mountain Ears,
Gwin Tugman, the ever-alert
I turned this article in late
Mountain Tracker, is always in
because my son Robert came
search of tidbits for inclusion in
from Atlanta and stayed with
this column. She can be reached
me for a week. My other son,
by calling (423) 825-1445 or
John, and his wife, Mindy,
e-mail: jtug@epbfi.com
fed us nearly every night,
and, afterwards, Robert and
I stayed up laughing until the
wee hours of the morning.
down the Danube. They stopped in Bratislava
Robert thinks I’m funny; I know he is Slovakia, Vienna and Budapest, to name just a
funny, and together we are quite a team. Lordy, few of the places they toured. The highlights
did we have fun laughing at ourselves, but I for both gals were the castles and palaces of the
am too old for those late nights. Now, read Habsburg family dynasty that ruled for some
on while I take a nap!
650 years throughout Austria and that part of
Europe. Another great treat was having lunch
with a Slovak family in their home and garden,
which was arranged their ship’s tour director.
Wonderful music and dance entertainment in
the various concert halls wrapped up the full
days of activities. These sisters are unstoppable
and so much fun!
Beth Muller Capechi, Lyndia and Dick

Susan, Elizabeth and Chris Crimmins
Susan and Chris Crimmins and their
daughter, Elizabeth, recently travelled to California for a vacation. Kate Corey, daughter
of Allen and Maddin and founder of Travel
6 Degrees in Chicago, planned the trip. They
originally intended to go to Yosemite, but
because of wildfires, they headed to Forestville,
Calif., in the Russian River Valley instead. A Jack and Peggy Muller
private driver, who was also a sommelier, drove Crotteau, and Dottie and Frank Brock
them through several wineries. They travelled recently hosted a party in honor of Peggy
down the coast from Jenner to Bodega Bay, and Jack Muller’s 50th wedding anniversary.
where the Hitchcock movie “The Birds” was Guests gathered at the Crotteau’s beautiful
filmed. After a private tour of Medlock Ames home in Brow Wood, where Lyndia draped
winery outside the quaint town of Healdsburg, garlands of hydrangea over the mailbox
they visited with owner Ames Morrison, who and doorway, and Dottie arranged roses for
is a close friend of Susan’s brother, John Allen. beautiful table arrangements. The couple
The Crimmins celebrated Elizabeth’s 22nd arrived at the Crotteau’s expecting to see just
birthday at Auberge du Soleil, a five star resort family there and was totally shocked to see
in Napa Valley, and then headed to Pebble everyone on the front porch. In fact, they
Beach to watch some of the U.S. Amateur golf were so surprised that it took them awhile
tournament. Attending Bailey Whitaker’s to get out of their car!
The hostesses chose gold chargers and
wedding while they were in Paso Robles was
a real treat, as was touring the Hearst Castle gold dishes in honor of the couple’s golden
anniversary and tucked
and “glamping” at Big Sur,
a pair of lovebirds in the
which is upscale camping
centerpiece. Everyone
amongst the spectacular
enjoyed the delicious dinredwoods. It was a very
ner of smoked chicken
full trip of activities, and
and wonderful sides,
they enjoyed every minute.
and for dessert, Pat and
Susan Colmore and
Bill Dennison brought
her sister, Gay Tucker,
Rembrandt’s strawberry
checked off another trip
cheesecake, and Linda
on their bucket list this
Deffenbaugh made a
summer by flying to Prague
key lime anniversary cake.
and taking a riverboat Susan Colmore and Gay Tucker

The Muller’s three children, Beth, Scott and Jimmy Sutter, Hazel and Mitchell Bell and
Stephen, and their three oldest grandchildren, their sons and daughters-in-law, Kate Frazier,
Brogan, Cullie and Brynne Cappechi, all Elisabeth Donnovin and Billy and Jane
enjoyed the lovely tributes and toasts to the Pritchard were a few of the folks who packed
couple. On Saturday before the party, the Mull- up disco clothes for the costume birthday party
ers celebrated their actual anniversary on a river and toasted their hostess on her special day!
Bartram Road neighbors gathered for a
cruise with their children and grandchildren,
summer block party over Labor Day weekend.
making for a perfect anniversary weekend.
Tara and Joe McGinness opened up their Leah and Paul Daniels invited everyone to
house to several friends who wanted to catch their newly-remodeled home, which is fabuup with Luke Morin, a good friend they lous. Paul stayed up the night before smoking
hadn’t seen in a while. Some of the guests in- barbecue for the crowd of neighbors, who
cluded Carolyn and Skipper Nardo, Boomer licked the platter clean! Everyone brought
Brown, Debra and Rolph Landry, Marie a covered dish to share, including Mefran
and Ricky Thatcher, Farell
and Jimmy McGinness,
Freddy White and Luke’s
daughter, Liz, who came in
from Nashville. Everyone
enjoyed the delicious heavy
hors d’oeuvres, and Luke
had a blast listening to all
the crazy stories that friends
told about all of their teenaged antics. Some of these Jessica Youngblood, Haven Glascock, Paul Daniel, Gracie Schriner
tales are just too risqué to (front), Leah Daniel, Rink Murray and James Williams
be printed here, but trust me when I say that Campbell, Bob Caldwell, and Betsy DalLuke was a wild man and is still so much gliesh, Gracie and Frank Schriner, Elizabeth
fun. It was a special evening for everyone, and Stephen Barnes, Haven and Henry
especially Luke, who enjoyed seeing so many Glascock, Ashley and James Williams and
several others.
of his old friends.

Front, Luke Morin, and, back, Joe McGinness, Skipper Nardo, Boomer Brown, Rolph
Landry, Ricky Thatcher, Freddy White, Chip Allen
Many of you may remember Guadalupe Alvarez and her sons, Jose and
Pato. They lived on the
mountain for several years
and made many friends
before moving back to
San Miguel de Allende
in Mexico, where she is a
famed event planner. For her
60th birthday, she went all
out, and several folks from Hazel and Mitchell Bell, Frank Bell, Guadalupe Alvarez and
Lookout Mountain travelled Billy Pritchard
south of the border for the fabulous event.
Continued on page C8.
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Marrins Run Lavender Farm on Lookout

est. 2016

THE MUSTARD SEED
home decor gifts and more

The Mustard Seed
now offers
watercolor artwork
by local artist,
Hayley Cranford.
Chattanooga landmark
prints & custom house
portraits available.
Contact the shop for
commission details.

Tuesday - Saturday • 10 am - 6 pm
1306 Hanover St. Chattanooga, TN 37405
themustardseedbusiness@gmail.com

Is there anything more picturesque than a
field of lavender? The pale purple spikes echo
the hue of the sky, and lavender’s tranquil
beauty has been enjoyed for 2,500 years.
Alice and Bill Marrin, parents of three
grown children, didn’t set out to own and
operate a lavender farm in their retirement
years. But they did want to move from Atlanta, where Alice enjoyed a career as a school
librarian, and Bill still works as a consultant.
The fell in love with the property they
bought a couple of years ago on Lookout
Mountain, but they had no idea about what
they would do with it.
“We just knew we wanted fields but
also knew we didn’t want to mow!” Alice
said. And since their main residence is still
in Atlanta, Alice laughed that farm animals
wouldn’t fare well.
Alice hales from Texas, where endless fields
of lavender are almost commonplace, so she
researched the practicality of a lavender farm
in Lookout Mountain, Ga. She discovered
that deer don’t like lavender, which is half
the battle of growing anything in our area.
She also discovered lavender is not only a
gorgeous crop to grow, but is highly beneficial
in many areas. It is believed to have both
antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties
and may also be useful for treating anxiety,
insomnia, depression and restlessness. Who
doesn’t need help sleeping at times, naturally?
Studies have shown that the scent of lavender
increases the time you spend in deep (slow
wave) sleep. Used for pain relief, migraines,
allergies, asthma, depression, acne, dry skin
and colic, this pretty plant is certainly a rock
star in the herbal world. Other studies have
even linked it to treatments for breast cancer
in mice.
With all these accolades, it’s curious why
lavender farms don’t abound everywhere.

Personal

Eighth-graders Sarah Fangmann and Kayleigh Brigola from Lilburn, Ga., picking lavender
“We are the only one [on Lookout]!” she
said, but she hopes there are more soon. “You
don’t go to Napa for just one winery – you
visit lots of them!”
Lavender needs a hot, dry climate, and
our past summer was anything but. However,
the Marrins had wonderful results, once they
rolled up their sleeves and got to work clearing the fields that back up to Jay and Abbie
Brooks’ farm near the Canyon Grill. They
also refurbished an existing cabin while they
were at it.
“It was a train wreck – full of trash and
logs and even old gas tanks,” Alice said. But
it didn’t take long for them to plow the fields,
amend the soil, and plant 400 little plants in
elevated rows so that excess water wouldn’t
be a problem. And not long after that, the
slender stalks were covered in lavender blooms,
making a wonderland of sorts in our backyard.
A member of the U.S. Lavender Growers
Association, Alice also planted 25 blueberry
bushes and five apple trees on her farm, and
opened it for picking this past summer. And,
as we all learned from the movie “Field of

Commercial

Dreams,” “If you build it, they will come!”
This summer, lots of folks loved picking their
own bundles of lavender that Alice tied with
a ribbon, and still others made an afternoon
of filling their buckets with blueberries. Alice
also picked about 60 bunches to take to the
Chattanooga Market, and they all sold out
quickly.
Lavender is a seasonal crop, so while it’s
over until late spring, Alice keeps her thinking
cap on. Lavender is drying in her living room,
and she makes all manner of products from
it, including facial toner and wonderful bath
products. When the lavender is in bloom,
photo shoots are allowed for a fee, making
truly memorable pictures of weddings, anniversaries, engagements, birthdays or any
occasion one desires an incredibly picturesque
background.
Lookout Lavender is located at 1039
North Moore Road in Rising Fawn, Ga.
Email alice@lookoutlavender.com or call
(706) 993-1145 for more information, or
go to lookoutlavender.com.
by Ferris Robinson

Professional

SINCE 1973… One of the oldest and largest privately owned
insurance brokers in the Chattanooga region, RSS draws
upon industry expertise, trusted carrier relationships
and a nationwide network to be a proactive
advocate for every client we serve.

423-954-9100

www.rssins.com

6236 Airpark Drive  Chattanooga, Tennessee 37421
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River Ratter Reports: The Beginning of Riverview at Allison Hall
by Judy Rowland

The River Ratter

The River Ratter is working hard to run
Recently, all the street
down any news of Riverview, from who’s
signs in Riverview have been moving to who’s getting married, winning
crowned with a topper of awards and more. If you know of any
historical significance. They news, please call our River Ratter, Judy
proclaim the date of the birth Rowland, at (423) 266-5402 or email
of the Town of Riverview, judyrowland1630@gmail.com.
1913.
As more and more
erview Constitution.
prominent men built homes
M.M. Allison made
in this beautiful area and it
a charming speech,
became more accessible with
highly recommending
the construction of the Walhimself for the office
nut Street Bridge, they saw a
of mayor, and he was
need to form some kind of
elected. The Senate
local government. TheTown
and Lower House were
of Riverview was actually
composed of J.T. Lupborn in “Allison Hall,” now
ton, Theo King and
the residence of Michael and
M.M. Allison. When
Lauren Lebovitz.
a recess was declared,
Michael Morrison Al- New street sign toppers in Riverview all attending walked
lison was born in 1865 in note the neighborhood’s founding
over to the Golf and
Dade County, Ga. Moving year, 1913.
Country Club for reto Marion County, he began a stellar career freshments. They returned to Allison Hall and
in law and was elected a circuit court judge in passed several ordinances. One prohibits cattle
1802 at the age of 27. He married Augusta the privilege of the city streets, lawns, alleys or
Downing in 1896. They started a family, porches … and all animals were banned from
and he decided to resign the judgeship and the golf links. Another ordinance restricts the
specialize in corporate law, prompting a move use of profane language to the golf course.
to Chattanooga.
Another prohibits the killing of birds within
There, the family built one of the first the municipality.
few homes in the beautiful new area called
There were 79 eligible voters. Fifty were
Riverview, starting construction in 1909. It residents; the others were property owners.
was an imposing brick structure on Sevier Some lived on Hixson Pike (originally called
Street (now Riverview Road), directly across Roxbury Road). See the full list of voters at
from the present golf club. There were only a right.
few homes in the area, most with ballrooms
In 1976, Augusta Allison Lasley gave
for social purposes. The Allison home had a a talk to the Chattanooga Area Historical
Association meeting relating her memories of growing up in early Riverview.
This has become a wonderful source of
information.
While the Allison house was being
built, young Augusta, along with her
mother and father, lived at the Theo Kings
until their servants’ house was completed.
There were several out buildings that could
be used as guest or servants’ quarters, inThe M.M. Allison house
cluding a carriage house with an apartment
very large room in the basement called the den, above it. “My sister was born at the King’s
which served as a meeting place for gentlemen, home. My older brother and sisters and Theo
theater, poker room and dance floor for the King spent the winter at the farm in Rising
neighborhood. “Allison Hall” also served Fawn,” remembered Augusta Allison Lasley.
as a Sunday school for Riverview children.
Many families have enjoyed the Allison
Sometimes it was empty for only a couple of home: Jean and Edward J. McKinney and
hours between the end of an all night poker their daughters; Susan and Lewie Card and
game and the arrival of the freshly scrubbed their three children; Jenny and Hampton
children. After Sunday school, all the children Johnston with their three children; and
stayed to play games in the side yard. When Lauren and Michael Lebovitz with their
the Andrews boys went to Yale, they filled three children.
out forms stating: “Religion – the Allison
The freestanding servants’ quarters had
religion.” When questioned, they explained, several owners including: James Hudson
“It’s just what Mrs. Allison believes.”
Jr.; Dr. David Chafoo; and Kim and Hal
In an article from the Chattanooga Times, Jones. It has recently been demolished. The
the first meeting to organize the Town of Lebovitz family has installed basketball and
Riverview was held in Allison Hall. Mr. J.T. four-square courts for entertainment. Once
Lupton was chairman. Mr. Frank Spurlock again, Riverview children are playing in the
was parliamentarian and interpreter of the Riv- side yard!

Clarification

In last month’s story
“Traveling Across the River,
Part 2,” I reported on the
building of the Walnut
Street Bridge and the men
involved with the construction. In error, a generation
was lost in the chronology
of the Bette family. One of
the chief engineers was E.E.
Betts. He was called from
work to hurry home to be
present for the birth of his
baby. On hastily leaving,
he took the scales used for Clifford Betts
weighing materials for the building with

him. So, his son, Clifford
Betts, made his arrival and
his weight was recorded from
these historic scales.
Clifford Betts Jr. (pictured with his daughters
Katherine Betts and Julie
Brandao in last month’s
paper) is actually the next
generation. He loved to tell
the story of his father’s birthday. There were three generations of Betts engineers
that helped build significant
structures in Chattanooga.
by Judy Rowland

The Lebovitz family, Baras, Lauren, Murray, Michael and Eliza

Sissy Card Berube, Nate Card and Lew Card
Jr., the children of Susan and Lewie Card

The Hampshire Johnston family

Riverview continues to be a beautiful
community. Recently, the Riverview Garden
Club initiated a Celebration of Trees to mark
its 100th anniversary in 2022, with the planting of 100 trees by that year. This continues
a legacy that a previous generation began to
provide impressive native trees and enhance

the neighborhood treescape. It is a heritage
that will continue to gift us for future generations. Please consider making a donation.
Make checks to “Causeway” with “Celebration of Trees” on the memo line. Mail them
to Mary Beth Bode, 1151 Lexington Rd.,
Chattanooga, TN 37405.

Voters at the Time Riverview Was Incorporated
M.M. Allison*
E.B. Anderson
W.E. Anderson
Paul Andress
Ray Andress
J.D. Andrews
J.E. Annes*
Chas. E. Bearden
L.S. Beck*
W.S. Beck
J. Kent Boyd
Ferris Bradford
Joseph E. Brown
J.C. Burkett
John Burkett
Tom Burkett
C.E. Carpenter*
A.C. Caroll
S.W. Carroll
Sanborn Chamberlain
Arthur Coleman
John Coleman
H.E. Dagley*
J.L. Davies*
S.T. Dewees
Thomas Dewees
Warren A. Dewees

Warren A. Dewees Jr.
Houston Douglas
Frank H. Dowler*
John R. Evans*
R.S. Faxon*
Alex Garver*
John Gray*
Fred Green
George Harper
Ben T. Howard*
D.M. Hey*
E.M. Johnson*
C.E. James*
W.T. James*
M.P. Kenney
Theo King
Frank Kirby
Charles E. Kuster*
J.T. Lupton
Fred W. Lupton
L.B. Lockwood*
John G. Martin
John W. Moore
N.T. Montague*
T.H. McClure
Henry O’Brien
A.S. Ochs*

H.S. Olmsted
John A. Patten
James Pearson
Walter Phillips
William Pittman
John S. Poindexter*
Ike Poss*
J.S. Post*
S.R. Read*
Edwin W. Reed
Joe Roxfor
Fred Robinson*
W.A. Sadd*
August Schmidt
F.R. Schueler*
T.O. Selman
Frank Spurlock
S.A. Strauss
L.M. Thomas
T.C. Thompson*
E.B. Thomasson
J.H. Waite
J.M. Walker
W.B. Wright
J.V. Williams
* Riverview property
owners at the time
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Explore the Chattanooga Riverwalk From Middle Street
Of course you’ve been on the Riverwalk!
An amazing part of Chattanooga, it encompasses fishing piers near the dam, a slew of
shaded picnic tables, a plethora of gigantic
and prolific hydrangeas and pavilions big
enough to host your family reunion. Many
fundraising events take place on the Riverwalk, as it is the perfect terrain to walk or run
or stroll while raising money for good causes.
The Riverwalk goes all the way to the
Chickamauga Dam, and the blue herons
stake out the river there, swooping down for
an easy catch. A pair of the almost extinct
Peregrine falcons, the fastest bird in the
world, roosted on the old railroad bridge for
several years, attracting all sorts of attention.
The Boathouse is a short bike ride from the
dam, and it makes a perfect lunch stop or
après workout beer. Ample restrooms along
the way and bike stations make this stretch
of the Riverwalk very appealing.
But there’s another section at the foot of
Lookout Mountain that is just as impressive.
Opened two years ago, this stretch connects
Ross’s Landing to Middle Street, which is
right behind Crust Pizza and Trailhead Juice.
The path is a little bit wider than it is on
the other stretch, and it traverses industrial
areas, including Alstom, PSC Metals and
the old U.S. Pipe site. Although one might
not choose these spots for unwinding in
nature, they are actually quite fascinating.
The path crosses under the largest crane
on the Tennessee River at PSC Metals, and
there are plaques detailing the area’s history
along the way, as well as sculptures that are
as impressive as they are large. Many of them
are made of steel, either stainless or fabricated,
making the perfect medium for this area that
is known for manufacturing metal. Atlanta

Wheland Foundry Pass on the Chattanooga Riverwalk

Runners on the Riverwalk beside a Bike Chattanooga rental station
sculptor David Landis created Solstice for the
Riverwalk, and the gigantic hydrangea floret
echoes the masses of blooms along the entire
way. New Yorker Eric Stein’s fabricated steel
“Miro Wedge” and Fisher Stolz’s impressive
“Trinity” are just a few of the immense pieces
along the walkway.
One of the coolest parts of this section
of the Riverwalk is the Wheland Foundry
Pass, which goes under the train tracks and
is landscaped like something out of “The

Lulu Brock and her late dog Gunther take a break near
“Solstice,” a sculpture by David Landis.

Hobbit.” You feel like you’re walking into
some sort of underground room.
Both parking and restrooms abound at
the Middle Street entrance, and Bike Chattanooga installed bicycles here, as well. If you
don’t want to load up your bike and tote it
down to the Riverwalk, you might want to
get an annual pass for $50 for access to these
bikes. You get unlimited 60-minute rides all
over the city, including the Southside, Fortwood, Northshore and all over downtown.

This part of the Riverwalk is surprisingly
peaceful, with Lookout Mountain jutting up
in the distance and creeks meandering along
the way. You don’t get plowed down by bikers
on this section of the Riverwalk. Every now
and then, a couple of runners might nod as
they flash past, and you might hear a train
whistle off in the distance, but the sky is wide
open above you, and there’s just something
calming about that.
by Ferris Robinson

OLMCC Hosts Women’s Retreat Michelle Van Cleave Starts New
by B.B. Branton
Career With Stella and Dot
Church Bells
Information about your church is due
by October 5 for the November issue
and can be sent to B.B. Branton at
williambranton1962@gmail.com.
Please call (423) 596-9253 for more
information or to make a submission.

Our Lady of the Mount Catholic Church will host a women’s
retreat Saturday, November 3,
at the Rising Fawn Gardens in
Trenton, Ga. The speaker is Amy
Roberts, and her topic is “The
Beauty of Hope: Jesus is Our
Anchor in Every Storm.” The retreat is from
9 a.m.-3 p.m., and the cost is $20.

Inner City, Church of the First Born and
East Lake Expression Engine.

LMPC Holds Special Sunday School
Classes on October 21
On Sunday, October 21, Lookout
Mountain Presbyterian Church will feature
guests from its five strategic ministry partners
in Chattanooga speaking in adult Sunday
School classes. These include Metanoia Prison
Ministries, Widows Harvest, Hope for the

Christ Reformed Baptist
Has New Sermon Series
Christ Reformed Baptist Church is beginning a new sermon series through the book
of Judges, as well as a course, “Foundations
of CRBC” for prospective members. Contact
Pastor Nathan White for more information
by emailing crbchattanooga@gmail.com.

Est. 1984

Southern Saddlery Building
3069 South Broad St., Suite 1

423.634.0677

Tuesday-Friday 10-6

Visit us on Facebook

Michele Van Cleave is now a stylist
for Stella and Dot and couldn’t be more
excited about it. Seven years ago, her
daughter Grace decided to become a stylist
for the company as a part-time job. After
hosting shows and selling the company’s
jewelry, she decided to make it her fulltime job, and now she is senior director of
the company! When Michelle heard that
the national annual convention was going
to be at Opryland and the speaker was
Brené Brown, one of her favorite authors
of motivational books, she and her other
daughter, Katie, decided to go, and that
trip changed her life.
Upon entering the convention center,
Michelle was greeted by posters of Grace,
who obviously is a VIP in the company.
During the event, Michelle met strong,
empowered women, some of whom had not
had an easy life but had turned hardships
into good fortune with Stella and Dot.
Grace also introduced her mother to Jessica
Herrin, the CEO of the company. After
just a few minutes, Jessica told Michelle
that she needed to be a part of the team,
because she was perfect for it!
Michelle immediately became part
of Grace’s team, and with her daughter’s
guidance and direction, she was ready to
host her first party just a few weeks after
the convention. For her inaugural party/
housewarming at her new home on Scenic
Highway, she invited some folks for “Style
Makes Me Happy Hour” one afternoon and
“Muffins and Mimosas” the next morning.
Guests could see the wonderful jewelry and
accessories that Stella and Dot offers. The
company also offers a great, inexpensive
clothing line for people of all sizes, and

Grace Van Cleave with her mom, Michelle
Michelle had several samples at her adorable
log cabin for people to try.
Michelle, who has a background both in
real estate and retail, is very used to matching people up to what they need and like,
so these parties require little effort for her,
and they are so much fun. As she laughingly
said, “I get to have a party and serve wine,
see my friends, and visit, and maybe make
some money. Hey, it’s a win-win for sure!”
If you are interested in hosting a party of
your own or are just interested in learning
more about the company, call Michelle at
(423) 488-2387 or email her at michelepvc@gmail.com.
With Michelle’s bubbling personality
and her zest for life, she will most definitely succeed in this new career path she
has chosen.
by Gwin Tugman
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Mountain Entrepreneurs Create Personalized Gifts
Jen Kline’s Thread & Ink Makes Giving Unique Gifts Easy

Lookout Mountain is home
to many talented people who own
home-based businesses. Folks seeking a special gift for friends and family know that Jen Kline is the perfect
person to call for this. Mountain
residents can easily choose a gift over
the phone or from her website, all
without ever leaving the mountain!
Jen grew up in Washington,
D.C., where she met Will Kline,
a Lookout Mountain native, while
working for Coca-Cola Enterprises.
The two fell in love, married and
enjoyed six moves with Coca-Cola.
Jen loved Lookout Mountain whenever they visited Will’s home, but
Monogrammed napkins and etched drinkware are among
she really fell in love with it when
Thread & Ink’s many items that can be personalized.
they lived here for three months
following Hurricane Katrina. They were quite soon found a wonderful small store called The
thrilled to move back!
Earl of Orange. After shopping there several
Lookout Mountain has been their happy times, the shop owners asked Jen if she would
home for many years. Their family has grown, like to work there.
and now their daughter, Carolyn, is a freshman
“I did, and I loved it!,” Jen said. “They
at Wofford. GPS is home to Ellie for one more specialized in invitations and stationary – and
year, as she is a senior. Young Will is in eighth that is where the seeds for Thread & Ink were
grade at McCallie, his father’s alma mater.
planted! When we left Dothan and moved to
Jen and Will’s first move with Coca-Cola Jacksonville, Fla., I noticed that there were no
was to Dothan, Ala. Jen had never heard of stores like that. My sister-in-law, Julie Dixon,
the town, and she was pregnant with Carolyn. and I started talking and decided to start a
She didn’t know quite what to expect, so, personalized gift and paper company. Julie
understandably, she was a bit nervous. Upon was living in Virginia, and I was in Florida.
their arrival in Dothan, Jen was pleasantly We would go to market together, find new
surprised by both the town and its people. She products, and sell them through home shows.”

Ellie, Will, Carolyn, Jen and Will Kline
Soon it became a little too difficult to work
together from different states, so Jen took
over the business. Once the Klines moved to
Lookout Mountain, she dedicated more time
and effort to Thread & Ink.
Thread & Ink creates personalized gifts
and paper via embroidery, print and vinyl
customization. With a great sense of style,
Jen is able to offer a variety of gifts that are
perfect for any occasion. Favorite items
include towels, bathrobes, hand towels,
cocktail napkins, clutch bags, cosmetic bags,
dopp kits, blankets, acrylics items and bags of
all kinds. Jen carries plenty of other items, as
well. With the perfect eye for specialty items,
she makes sure her inventory is always up
to date with the latest gift offerings. Clients
know that they can call Jen, tell her a price
point, describe the recipient and occasion
and know she will choose the perfect gift!
Her gifts grace birthday parties, graduations,

chapel talks and weddings. She truly can
provide the perfect gift for any occasion.
Those who are interested in Jen’s wonderful
wares can visit her website, www.threadandinkco.com, or attend a local home show. Jen
often collaborates with Adelaide Naumann,
owner of Divine Goods, a custom gift basket
company. They will be hosting a pop-up
shop in November and December at 116 N.
Watauga (the studio space next door to the
Mountain Mirror office). Look for more in
next month’s issue.
Continually updated, Thread & Ink’s
website now offers some new gift items,
new embroidery monograms and an expanded offering of gifts for men. For more
info, email her at threadandinkco@gmail.
com, or call (423) 305-0828. Jen is always
happy to help people choose the absolute
perfect gift!
by Ann Henley Perry

Jessica Youngblood’s DIY Spirit Inspires Her Embroidery Creations
Growing up at the feet of talented
seamstresses created a great love of fabric
and sewing for Jessica Youngblood. “I
was extremely close to my grandmother,
Nana, growing up. I could often be found
next door in her den watching her quilt and
cross-stitch, or having her teach me how
to crochet. My mother inherited her love
of sewing and would sew everything from
everyday clothes to Halloween costumes
to every prom dress I wore,” Jessica said.
One of her fondest memories is sitting
on the floor next to her mother as she sewed,
making clothes for her Barbies on her own
little sewing machine. That love for sewing
evolved into a business, Linen and Sage, a
monogramming and embroidery company.
“Once I had children of my own, I
ventured into applique and embroidery.
Having a daughter was the greatest influence on developing these skills! In fact, my
business is named for her,” Jessica said.
Jessica grew up in Austin, Texas, and
attended Texas A&M University, where she
received a degree in health. After college,
she moved to Houston, where she met her
future husband, Sloan, an anesthesiologist.
Houston was home to their family for eight
years while Jessica was an optician in a private
practice. Jessica and Sloan had four children
while living in Houston: Grant and Zachary, 11-year-old twin boys, Sage, 7; and
Cooper, 5. They lived briefly in Madison,
Miss., before making Lookout Mountain
their home in November 2016.
A fantastic “do-it-yourself ” girl, Jessica
rarely sits still. While living in Mississippi,
she started a little monogramming business
on Facebook as a way to connect with others
in her new community. “It wasn’t long before
I was cranking out T-shirts and pajamas for
every holiday, so I had to update my little
embroidery machine to a professional sixneedle machine,” Jessica laughed.
Now that Jessica lives on Lookout
Mountain, she spends her days monogramming and embroidering for customers both

Adorable monogrammed bloomers by Linen
and Sage, Jessica Youngblood’s business
in the community and at The Sandbox Children’s Boutique, where she processes all of
its monogramming orders. With Linen and
Sage, Jessica offers custom embroidery and
appliques on just about anything customers
choose to bring her. She has monogrammed
everything from stuffed animals to bath
towels to baby bloomers. Jessica does not
currently stock items to be monogrammed,
but she is happy to make suggestions on
where to find them.
Additionally, Jessica listens carefully to
what her customers desire, and she is quick to
make perfect suggestions. Her machine fabricates a plethora of unique monograms that
allow customers to create a truly personalized
touch on items they choose to monogram.
Threads of every color in multiple shades
line the wall in her sewing room so that it
is easy to choose the perfect color. With a
turnaround time of just four to seven days,
this busy lady is a gift to those who want
fresh new towels or a personalized gift for
a new baby or recent graduates.
Contact Jessica through Instagram at @
linen.and.sage, call her at (601) 540-6312,
or email her at linenandsagemonograms@
gmail.com. Start planning now for Christmas so that you can have your child’s outfit
monogrammed, and you can spiff up the
guest bathroom with monogrammed towels!
by Ann Henley Perry

Jessica and Sloan Youngblood with Sage, Grant, Zachary and Cooper

Dayle May Jewelers

Please visit us at our new location.
208 Manufacturers Road (Across from Signal Knitting Mill)

423.267.1101
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Buy Local.
108 E. Brow Rd., Lookout Mountain, TN
w
Ne ing
t
Lis

Looking for a home with an awesome floorplan, in top notch condition, and in
one of the most convenient locations in town…look no further than 108 East
Brow Road! The floorplan works equally well for a growing family, with 4/5
bedrooms, 4 and a half baths, and flex/study/play area, as it does for persons
downsizing, offering gracious, easy, main level living plus guest space. It is hard
to find a home that has been so well maintained. The custom built home has
high ceilings, lots of natural light, gleaming hardwood floors, updated kitchen
with high end stainless appliances, two fireplaces, gorgeous landscaping, private
patio, and distant winter view of city lights. The location is 10 minutes from all
that downtown Chattanooga has to offer, yet feels worlds away from it all! Call
listing agent Margaret Thompson (423-991-9901) or John Martin (423903-2450) to schedule your private showing today. $925,000

111 Richardson St., Lookout Mountain, TN
w
Ne ing
t
s
Li

Rare opportunity to purchase historic Tudor home with great potential for today’s
families in prime Lookout Mountain TN neighborhood. Main floor of this handsome
stone and stucco home features elegant foyer and stairway, large formal living and
dining rooms, enclosed sunroom, powder room, office area, and kitchen with butler’s
pantry, Upstairs are the master bedroom plus 3 additional bedrooms and 3 full baths.
There is a 2 car attached garage with 1BR/1BA apartment above it. A lovely terrace
overlooks the private back yard. The solidly built home has lots of natural light,
pretty hardwood floors,doors, and moldings, high ceilings, and three fireplaces.
Permanent stairs lead to a huge attic, affording great storage/expansion possibilities.
Zoned for top rated Lookout Mountain Elementary School, this fabulous home
awaits your family! Home has been priced with needed updates in mind and is being
sold in as-is condition. $565,000 John Martin (423-903-2450) and Margaret
Thompson 423-991-9901

202 N. Hermitage Ave., Lookout Mountain, TN
ce
Pri uced
d
Re

Spacious home within walking distance to school and play ground. 4 Bedrooms
and 3 Full Baths with Master on the main level. Home has hardwood floors
throughout and 4 living areas, including kitchen/gathering area with fireplace and
large bonus/playroom in basement. Huge deck and patio in rear of home. 2 car
garage and unfinished area. Many built-ins. This is a great family home. $449,000
John Martin 423-903-2450 and Margaret Thompson 423-991-9901

Strong history. Bright future.
423.752.0188
FletcherBrightHomes.com

More Changes Made at the
Mountain’s Recycling Center
Because glass can no longer
be single streamed with the rest
of our recycling on Lookout
Mountain, we now have a separate bin for glass, which means
that we won’t have to take our
glass somewhere downtown
to recycle it after all! The only
stipulation is that we must put
the bottles in the “glass only”
bin without a bag, meaning that
we simply dump the bottles
into the bin.
In the other recycling bin
where we place our paper and Johnny Bowen and Tara McGinness at the new “Glass
plastic recycling, we can no Only” bin at the recycling center
longer recycle any plastic bags either, in- for your next recycling trip, or recycle it at
cluding plastic grocery bags like the ones the grocery store.
we use for carrying items from Walmart or
This may seem like a lot of extra trouble,
Food City. We actually should be carrying but it is worth it because we are making our
our own reusable bags anyway!
environment a better place and saving our
If you have all of your regular recycling planet for future generations. The addition
in a plastic garbage bag, just empty the entire of the glass recycling bin is a wonderful adcontents in the dumpster. Put the bag in dition to our recycling program!
the trash can next to the dumpster, reuse it
by Gwin Tugman

New Resident Bella Donna Keeps Bees
Having never done
survival in their home
so, I’ve often wondered
range. Natural beewhat it would be like
keepers favor minimal
to move to a new part
interference with the
of the country. There’s
hive. Bees know what
so much to consider,
they are doing!
including where to
Bella believes natulive and how to meet
ral beekeeping makes
people. I recently had
stronger bees which
the pleasure of speakmakes healthier honey.
ing with Bella Donna,
One aspect of Bela newcomer to the
la’s beekeeping that
Lookout Mountain
distinguishes her from
area from Arizona.
most all others is testing
Bella moved to our
her honey to determine
community in tandem
what pollen the bees
with her daughter’s
used. She sends honey
move. She bought land
samples to Texas A&M
in the Plum Nelly area
University to determine
of Rising Fawn and One of Bella Donna’s beehives
the origin of the pollen.
hired Jeff McBryar to build her cabin.
Her latest honey’s origin is from maple pollen.
Bella quickly found a friend in Derick Even though a hive may be near a certain
Forester, a local beekeeper. Bella kept bees in plant, the bees don’t necessarily choose that
Arizona and is continuing her practice here. plant’s pollen; they may travel to a plant
As an herbalist, aromatherapist, apitherapist that is farther away to gather pollen. Some
and holistic healthcare practitioner/wellness honey is mislabeled as sourwood or clover
consultant, Bella helps her clients find both because that was the closest plant to the hive.
their imbalances and natural ways to recover Knowing the origin of the pollen used in the
using natural remedies, honeys, herbs and honey allows Bella to use her honey more
healthy foods. A yard with native plants and effectively in treatment plans.
native bees is an important part of Bella’s life
Another arrow in Bella’s quiver of
and philosophies. Bella has been able to set honey treatments is propolis. Propolis is a
up her natural beekeeping on her property, resinous mixture that honeybees produce
her builder’s property and beekeeper friend by combining their own saliva and beeswax
Derick’s property.
with exuded substances they collect from
Natural beekeeping distinguishes itself botanical sources. This natural, waxy prodwith a few key practices. The most common uct, also called bee glue, is used by the bees
is the avoidance of chemicals to address issues in hive construction and repair. Propolis is
in the hive. Let nature take its course and over used by humans as a natural remedy and
time, the bees become more robust, she says. found in many health food stores. It is also
Using foundationless frames is another aspect used in cosmetics and as a popular alternaof natural beekeeping. Foundationless frames tive medicine for self-treatment of upper
are essentially a rectangle within which bees respiratory tract infections, common cold,
will create the entire comb, rather than lay it and flu-like infections, as well as for wound
over a provided man-made foundation. This healing, treatment of burns and acne and
allows bees to determine the percentage of many other things.
cells of each size themselves. A third aspect
Bella is settling nicely into our slice of
is using local bees. Sometimes beekeepers heaven, bringing her many talents to our
purchase bees from across the country. Doing community. “The people I’ve met and the
so obviously expands the choice of suppliers, processes along the way have been life changbut there is potentially a very high cost – lo- ing. My faith in people and their commitcal adaptability. Locally-sourced bees will be ment to community and serving and caring
more accustomed to the environment and, in for others has been strengthened,” she says.
some situations, this can be a decisive factor
Bella has found out what so many of us
in whether the bees survive in the long run. already know and appreciate, this place where
Similar to the reason it’s important to plant we live is wonderful!
native plants, bees have better chances of
by Tish Gailmard
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Nell’s Moves to New Location
Jimmy Adams
of August. “The negrew up in Chatcessity of more space,
tanooga, graduating
office and showroom
from East Ridge High
motivated the move,”
School and UTC.
but they definitely
He headed to Los
wanted to say in the
Angeles and excelled
neighborhood they
in the impossiblelove.
to-break-into film/
The new space
television industry.
on Hamilton Avenue
“While working,
will allow room for
I would be asked
“outside designers
by directors, actors
to come and work
and producers to
and source for their
help them with their
clients,” as well as
homes,” Jimmy said. Jimmy Adams and Jay Floyd
provide more space
Much of these requests came during the sum- for Nell’s staff, which includes May May
mer, a slow time for production, so Jimmy McGuire, Garrett Henson-Hinck, Merhad a lucrative side hustle. His partner, Jay edith Feira and Marnie Rodgers, as well
Floyd, realized it would be even more lucra- as local design students.
tive to open a retail design shop, so in 1994,
Jimmy works closely with his clients,
they opened Nell’s on Beverly Boulevard. forming lasting friendships with them as
Named for Jimmy’s mother, Nell’s flourished a rule. And that is only one of the special
and quickly outgrew its space.
qualities that makes Nell’s more than just
“We decided we needed a larger space, a design center. The selection of high-end
so we moved two blocks down where we furniture, upholstery, bedding, fine lighting,
stayed for almost 10 years,” Jimmy said, not décor and a vast selection of gifts is coupled
mentioning the names of his elite Hollywood with a top-notch design team.
clients. Suffice to say, the real Who’s Who of
For decades, Jimmy has realized his
actors, singers, performers and writers were calling is in design. But he also knows he
fans of the duo’s work.
has options.
This vast success in a town called the City
“If I didn’t have Nell’s, I would go to the
of Broken Dreams would be hard for most dogs. Literally. As co-owner of The Ark Pet
people to leave. But after the birth of their Spa and Hotel, I could be there every day,
second daughter, Jimmy and Jay knew that helping care for our clients’ furry ‘children,’”
Chattanooga was the place they wanted to Jimmy said with a smile.
raise their girls.
Hopefully, Nell’s will spend the next
They moved “home” about 15 years ago, decade in its new location. But if history is
setting up their trademark, jaw-dropping any indication, it will probably outgrow that
showroom on the Northshore. They stayed in spot in the next 10 years. Just so it stays in
one spot for a decade, but Nell’s Home and Chattanooga, that’s fine.
Gifts moved to 820 Hamilton Ave. at the end
by Ferris Robinson

Since last fall, we’ve added 5
state-of-the-art science labs and a new
STEM room. We offer a full range of AP
courses, with 93% of students scoring
3+ on AP tests. Our AP scores at CCS
significantly outperform national
averages. Plus, we’ve added amazing
new learning spaces across campus.
Great things are happening at CCS.

Preview Day information for PreK-12th at ccsk12.com
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Siskin StarNight Features Locash
StarNight, Siskin
gel, Catherine Bolden
Children’s Institute preand Josh Ruben, Linda
mier gala, featured Locash
McReynolds, Dr. Emily
for its entertainment,
Brandt, Dr. Alan and
along with dinner and
Lois Kohrt, Dr. Jim
dancing at the Chatand Fern Shire, Grady
tanooga Convention
and Phyllis Williams,
Center. The large crowd
Cynthia and Jay Dale,
of supporters also enjoyed
Jeff and Ronna Renee
entertainment during
Jackson, Marie Dance,
the cocktail hour that
Andrew Chauncey and
featured vocals by Azusa
Mitchell McCain, Ca“She She” Dance and
mille and John Arthur
Andrew Chauncey acDaniels, Anita and Tom
companying her on the
Decosimo, Dr. Keith
keyboard.
and Laura Lea Dressler,
Siskin Children’s In- John and Amy Pregulman, StarNight John and Trish Foy, Dr.
stitute CEO and presi- 2018 Chairs
Jay and Anne Marie
dent, Derek Bullard,
Jolley, Brenda Saxon
welcomed everyone, and board president Flinn, Movita Steiner and Dave Hammel,
Paul Loftin and retiring interim director Dr. Michael and Jan Hanan, Bryan and Mindy
Deborah Arfken emceed the program. Guests Kelly, Amy Kinworthy, Jeff and Cindy
enjoyed a new video presentation about some Messinger, Sara and Spencer McCallie,
of the Institute’s wonderful work with children Chris and Rachel Welch, Irvin and Judy
with special needs and their families.
Pressman, John and Sherry Pollock, Amy
Charles and Betty Lebovitz received the and Robert Snetman, Mary Tanner, Wade
first annual Heart of Gold award. Chairs Amy Tanner, Steve and Felicia Wagner, Donna
and John Pregulman and Honorary Chair and Warren Dropkin, Sue and Lynn Rice,
Helen Siskin Pregulman greeted guests, Sandra Brewer, and Mary Stewart and Matt
and Helen looked extraordinarily beautiful. Lewis. There were so many more people I wish
Other family members present included I could have spoken to, but I thank everyone
Claire Binder, Zac Beker, David and Brenda who supported this great organization and
Binder, Eva, Ross and Eli Binder, Ellen hope that more friends will send contributions
and David Weinberger, Jacob and Jessica to www.Siskin.org/hope.
Weinberger, Pris and Robert Siskin, Allen
Siskin Children’s Institute has a special
and Jeri Israel and Alyssa Pregulman.
place in my heart; I worked there for 24 years
Among the hundreds of supporters at after I moved back to Chattanooga with my
the gala were Michael and Kate Trundle, late husband, Mel. The Institute has served
Julie Dahrling, Carla and Bubba Morgan, children with special needs and their families
Julie Brandao, Mark Ramsey, Jennifer and since 1950 and is truly an inspiration and a
Maury Nicely, Julie and Rob Taylor, Kandy treasure for our town.
and Marvin Berke, Judy and Kevin Spieby Sonia Young

ANNA BALL WHITE
fine apparel
499.4940

Four Squares Business Center

William B. Raines, Jr.
President, CCIM, CRX, CSM, RPA
BRaines@rainesgroup.com

1200 Mountain Creek Road, Suite100
Chattanooga, TN 37405

(423) 875-3600 RainesGroup.com

Four Squares Business Center Leasing Opportunities
• Campus Style Single-Story Office
Complex
• Well-Landscaped & Well-Maintained
Premises
• Ample Free Parking with LED Parking
Lot Lighting
• Local On-Site Ownership and
Management
• Favorable Lease Terms
• 24/7/365 Access to Space
• Easy Access from Highway 27
• Minutes from Downtown
Chattanooga, Hixson & Soddy Daisy

200
Building

300
Building

Your Office Here

Build-to-Suit
Up to 20,000 SF

100
Building

400
Building

Mountain Creek Rd.
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Chattanooga Theatre Centre Recognizes Outstanding Volunteers
All seven productions of the
2017-2018 mainstage season,
including four plays and three
musicals, won honors at the
Chattanooga Theatre Centre’s
Miss Annie Awards in August.
The annual awards, Chattanooga’s
answer to the Oscars, salute the
volunteers (onstage and off )
who have contributed their time
and talent to the success of the
nonprofit community theatre’s
past season.
Recognized for their performances in plays were Jeremy Campbell, Gwynne Noel Jones,
“Hello Dolly,” the Broadway CTC Executive Director Todd Olson, Producer’s Award
blockbuster that ended the winner Becki Johnson and Board President Jim Kennedy Jacob Moore, Julie Van Valkenburg, Jim Eernisse and Annie Collins
theatre’s season, was recognized as Outstand- favorite that attracted the
with Campbell as OutThe traditional Gypsy Robes, which honor
ing Musical of the Season and Audience highest attendance of the
standing Leading Actor outstanding ensemble members in a musical,
Favorite Musical of the Season. Audience season, Jordan Otis was
in a Play and tying were presented to Lauren Rayhab of “Beauty
Favorite awards are selected by a vote of season recognized as Outstandwith Patrick Brady and the Beast” and Jeff Hill of “Hello Dolly.”
subscribers. In the title role of Dolly Levi, ing Debut Actress in a
as Hercule Poirot in Joshua Harrell received the Star Turn Award.
Beth McClary-Wolford was named both Musical. In a tie vote,
“The Mysterious Affair
In backstage roles, Angie Griffin was
Outstanding Leading Actress in a Musical and James Cunha as Gaston
at Styles” as Audience recognized as Outstanding Stage Manager, and
Audience Favorite Actress in a Musical. Tanner and Jason Russell as
Favorite Actor in a Play. Vincent Lemmons was honored as OutstandDean as Ambrose Kemper was honored as Lumiere were recogOther performers ing Crew Member.
Outstanding Debut Actor in a Musical, and nized as Outstanding
recognized included:
Other top awards went to Paula HenderRay Laliberte as Rudolph was recognized as Supporting Actors in a
Darryl Wheeler as son, recipient of the President’s Award, Becki
Outstanding Featured Actor in a Musical.
Musical. Alexis Newson
Scarecrow in “The Wiz” Jordan, winner of the Producer’s Award, and
Singled out as Outstanding Play of the as Babette was named
as both Outstanding Brad Cansler, Volunteer of the Year.
Season, “A Room with a View,” an Edwardian Outstanding Featured
Leading Actor in a Play
Other honorees included: The Larson famromantic comedy, also won honors for Jeremy Actress in a Musical, and The theatre enlisted the help of Drew
and
Audience
Favorite
ily,
Outstanding
Front of House Volunteers;
Campbell as George Emerson as Outstanding the cast was recognized as Champion, left, and Alex Champion, Actor in a Play; Tiffany Kim Jackson, Outstanding Administrative
Leading Actor in a Play, Gwynne Noel Jones Outstanding Ensemble. right to deliver trophies to winners like Williams as Lion in “The Volunteer; Kitty Murakami, Outstanding
as Lucy Honeychurch as Outstanding Leading
“Boeing Boeing,” Beth McClary-Wolford, center.
Wiz” as Outstanding Costume Shop Volunteer; Carina Miller,
Actress in a Play, Julie Van Valkenburg as a comic farce following the exploits of a Supporting Actress in a Musical; Jacob Moore Outstanding Scene Shop Volunteer; and
Charlotte Bartlett as Outstanding Support- swinging bachelor in the 1960’s, was named as Jim in “The Glass Menagerie” as Outstand- Marieke Lowery, Outstanding Contributions
ing Actress in a Play, Alexandra Feliciano Audience Favorite Play of the Season. The ing Supporting Actor in a Play; Evans Jarne- to the Youth Theatre.
as Minnie Beebe as Outstanding Featured show also won honors for Annie Collins as feldt as Captain Hastings in “The Mysterious
Founded in 1923, the Chattanooga TheActress in a Play, and Rodney Van Valkenburg Gretchen as Outstanding Supporting Actress Affair at Styles” as Outstanding Debut Actor atre Centre is celebrating its 95th anniversary
as Reverend Eager as Outstanding Featured in a Play and Kitty Reel as Berthe as Audience in a Play; and Courtenay Cholovich as Mrs. with the 2018-2019 season. Find out more at
Actor in a Play.
Favorite Actress in a Play. Jim Eernisse was Cavendish in “The Mysterious Affair at Styles” TheatreCentre.com.
As Belle in “Beauty and the Beast,” a Disney recognized twice for his role as Robert, tying as Outstanding Debut Actress in a Play.
by Sonia Young

820 HAMILTON AVENUE CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405 • 423.899.9141 • NellsAtHome.com
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The Pen of the Purple Lady
by Sonia Young
Fall is finally here!
We look forward to
cooler weather, new
arts season offerings and
some new events, such
as the Chattanooga Ballet’s first annual “Nutcracker Sweets Brunch”
at the Walden Club on
Sunday, November 4,
from 11:30-2 p.m.
Our favorite quote
this month is attributed
to Mae West: “You only
live once, but if you do
it right, once is all you
need.” So let’s all try to
“do it right!”

The Purple Lady
This intrepid social butterfly has made
her mark in Chattanooga as one of the
outstanding promoters of cultural and
social events. Sonia, a free-lance journalist whose profession has taken her all over
the world, covers many social and cultural
events for the Mountain Mirror. She is a
graduate of Tulane and holds a Master’s
degree in psychology from UTC.

Cam Busch Hosts
Reception for
Arts in Medicine
Cam Busch hosted
the CHI Memorial
Cam Busch
CHI Arts in Medicine
Council at a lovely reception at her beautiful, art-filled home. With its permanent art
collection that includes over 250 pieces, CHI
Memorial’s Arts in Medicine program uses the
arts in the healing process, providing meaningful therapeutic opportunities for people
of all ages in a variety of treatment settings.
The organization’s varied programs feature
dance, music, environmental arts (therapeutic
gardens) and education outreach programs.
Bob Scheri, vice president of Mission
Integration at CHI Memorial, and Jennifer Nicely, president, spoke of upcoming
shows and AMC’s healing mission. Folks

enjoying a fabulous reception
catered by Jack Martin, head
of Memorial’s Food Services,
included Bob Willie, Olga de
Klein, Joyce Dick, Sister Judy
Raley, Brooke Montague, Chyela Rowe, Robin Grant, Casey
Schumoreker, Katelyn Kirnie,
Theresa Slowikowski, Joyce
Franz, Tony Smith, Christa
Mannarino, Ellen Heavillon, Mark Ramsey, Martha
Mackey, Linda Woodall, Carla
Donina and Jerry Mitchell.
Guests enjoyed listening to the
music of artist Rick Rushing.
This mission is so very important to
so many of us in our community who
understand that the arts touch the heart,
calm the spirit and bring healing and hope.
If you would like to make a tax deductible
gift to this program, go to www.memorial.
org/artsmed, or mail a donation to CHI
Memorial Foundation at 2525 de Sales
Avenue, Chattanooga, TN 37404.
Leonard Bernstein at 100,
“The Creation of West Side Story”
Leonard Bernstein was always larger

We also learned some little
than life to Marilyn Goler,
known, fascinating facts
and because of this, she
about him. Following the
brought an incredible
show, the audience joined
multimedia production
together to sing in a medley
to Chattanooga Theatre
of Broadway songs.
Centre in honor of his
Folks enjoying the
100th birthday.
re c e p t i o n a f t e r t h e
“This program proshow included Owen
vides an opportunity to
Allen, Dr. Sam and
honor his memory, to
Dana Banks, Leonard
celebrate his life and,
Murray and Jacquein so doing, come full
line Marschak, Richard
circle. Putting together a
Zachary, Bonnie Stoloff
production like this has
and Bruce Shaw, Susan
been my greatest dream!” Charles Troy and Marilyn Goler
and Alan Waxenburg,
Marilyn said.
More than 3,000 events have been Janet Reeve, Rodney and Lynn Strong,
scheduled around the world to celebrate Barbara Oxenhandler, Dr. Frank and
Bernstein’s 100th birthday year, and well Pam Miller, Dr. B.W. and Rhoda Ruffover 200 people enjoyed the CTC’s fabulous ner, Sanford and Elaine Winer, Kathy
production, “The Creation of West Side Whitaker, Patricia Whitaker, Eleonore
Story,” presented by musical historian Williams, Martin and Vivian Hershey,
Charles Troy. This production was part Sherry Dahrling, Barbie Standefer,
narrative, part documentary and part musical Martha Mackey, Karen Diamond, Herb
theatre, with America’s most acclaimed musi- Cohn, Paula Dzik, Shelton Goldblatt,
cal theatre, historian, graphic designer and Ethan Goldblatt, Helen and Stan Smith,
former theatre lyricist producing an amazing Lisa Glisson, Jan Jacobs and many more
multimedia production that included local Bernstein fans and music lovers.
Congratulations and many thanks to
singers Darrin and Christine Hassevoort
performing musical numbers from “West Marilyn Goler for bringing this amazing
production to our town and giving us the
Side Story.”
The audience learned about the life and opportunity to celebrate the great Leonard
legacy of the legendary Lenny Bernstein Bernstein’s 100th birthday!
and his amazing career as conductor of the
Happy Special Birthday, Robert
New York Philharmonic, creator of three
Our dear friend Robert Jackson recently
symphonies, and other works that included
music and some lyrics for several musical the- celebrated his 60th birthday at a wonderful
atre shows, three major ballets, and writing party hosted by Mike Lees in their beautiseveral books. He won 11 Emmys, one Tony ful Signal Mountain home. Mike and Lee
Award, the Lifetime Achievement Grammy Towery prepared a fabulous feast, and it was
Award and the Kennedy Center Honors.
Continued on page B5.

Celebrating 81 Years

of

DA Z Z L I N G !

BRODY
JEWELERS

FINE JEWELERS SINCE 1937
4TH Generation Jewelers
The finest inventory of loose diamonds
with a GIA Diamond Grading Report.
Three gemologists on premises.
Also specializing n fine, pre-owned Rolex
and other Swiss watches.

213 Chickamauga Ave. Rossville, GA
706.866.3033
703 Cherry St. Chattanooga, TN
423.266.1442
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Center for Mindful Living’s “Paths to Peace” is Oct. 27
The Center for Mindful Living’s “Paths to
Peace” event will take place Saturday, October
27, from noon to 3 p.m. at the Chattanooga
Theatre Centre with a full schedule of activities for all ages.
“We hope this event will provide an
opportunity to bring people together to
experience activities that nurture and unite
us in a common quest for world peace and to
be mindful of our common humanity,” said
Elizabeth Kabalka, executive director of the
Center for Mindful Living.
In addition to children’s activities, a
new Pies for Peace component will include
a variety of pies provided by dozens of area
churches and faith-based institutions. “We
are bringing people together over a free piece
of pie to create conversation and a unify-

ing experience,” explained
Kabalka.
The Paths to Peace event
is free of charge, and will
feature labyrinth walks for
adults and children led by
Ellen Simak and Margy
Oehmig, along with an introduction to mindfulness
practices, yoga, Qigong,
art, dance and more! The
afternoon will conclude
with free pieces of pie for
Margy Oehmig and Ellen Simak Participants walk the labyrinth at last year’s Paths to Peace event.
all attending. If your church
The Center for Mindful Living is a 501c3 fulness practice. These practices lead to more
or faith-based organization is interested in
nonprofit
that educates the community about joy, balance, and compassion. Our mission
donating pies for the event, or for more
the
benefits
of mindfulness and provides is to empower people to decrease their stress
information, go to centermindfulliving.org
opportunities
for people to develop a mind- and increase their well-being.
or check it out on Facebook.

The Pen of the Purple Lady cont.
Continued from page B4.
celebrating with Rob- and Lynn Chapman, Kathy Kasch, Scott
one of the most festive, fun
ert were Anita and Chamblee, Jerry Draper, Adam Bryan,
affairs we’ve ever elebrated.
Steve Burkett, Dr. Peggy Lees, Barbara Lord and Jeanette
Robert is the ultimate
Steve Thomas, Vicki Mulvaney.
football fan, so there was a
and Stuart James,
What a fantastic way for our friend
splendid three-tiered cake
Dr. Frank and Mary Robert to welcome a new decade that we wish
decorated with football
Sisko, Betty and brings him good health and great happiness,
helmets and topped with a
John Bishop, Judy joy, and above all, FUN!
huge confectionary football
Carscaddon, Joy
and Mississippi State BullWorley, Anne and
Happy Wishes to…
dogs logo. Mike decorated
Bob Roza, Randy
Happy Birthday to the “Ladies of
the table with sunflowers
Forrester, and Steve August” celebrating their special dates,
and yellow roses, footballs
and Margaret Smith. including Helen Pregulman, Debbie
and helmets and, of course,
Guests enjoying Alper, Finette Winer and yours truly, The
plenty of Mississippi State
the delicious food Purple Lady.
banners.
included Andrew
Happy birthdays to dear friends Keith
There were tables and
Parker, Rhonda and Sanford, who celebrated his 60th, and to
bars on their lovely multiRobert Jackson with his birthday cake Jim Catanzaro, Rex friend Leonard Murray on his very special
level decks, and the weather
Knowles and Sherry birthday.
cooperated
beautifully.
Among the Online:
friends Landrum,
Becki Jordan, Bren Ingle, Chip
Happy anniversary to Dr. Frank and
Register
Online:
www.mccalliesummercamps.com
Register
www.mccalliesummercamps.com

Pam Miller, and to my brother and sisterin-law, Finette and David Winer.
Congratulations!
Congratulations to Jeff Jackson on his
recent promotion. That’s the good news.
The sad news is that Jeff will be moving to
Miami soon, but Ronna Renee, Hugh and
Sara Catherine will stay here until after the
school year. We will really miss this lovely
family but wish them good health, happiness
and joy in their new lives.
Jeff, First Tennessee’s market president
in Chattanooga, was promoted to Florida
market leader for Capital Bank, which was
acquired by First Horizon Corp., the parent
company of First Tennessee Bank.
Jeff is succeeded by Jay Dale, a 25-year
banker who has been with First Tennessee
Bank for the past eight years.

LACROSSE SCHOOL
ACADEMY BASKETBALL
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E SCHOOL
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Players SUMME
will be divided
based
each session.

McCallie Basketball School

LACROSSE
SCHOOL for Beginners 1- 2 pm - Oct. 14 & 21, Ages 6-11
Friends and Fun. Sports. Enrichment. Leadership.
Plus over 20BASKETBALL
different
camp
options
toSCHOOL
choose!
For All
Boys
Rising
2nd-8th

Semester
1: Nov.
5, 28
12, –19,
26 &
3, 10, pm
17
Every
Sunday,
Oct.
Dec.
2, Dec.
3:30-5:30
Register
online
at:
Semester
2:
Jan.
7,
14,
21,
28
&
Feb.
4,
11,
18
For
all
boys,
Rising
Grades
2-7
mccalliesummercamps.com

SIGN UP
TODAY!

SU M M ER C AMP S
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TODAY
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AND
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A
FOR 2017 EARLY
LIMITED
EDITION
BIRD
SAVINGS
Register
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DISCOUNTS!
T-SHIRT!
mccalliesummercamps.com

(423) 493-5886
(423)493-5886

Homegrown
CARE

We are thankful for the
stories, lives and legacies
we care for every day.

423.877.1155

1020 Runyan Dr.
Chattanooga, TN 37405
LifeCareCenterOfRedBank.com

Personalized Skilled Care
& Short-Term Therapy
119354

Friendship.
LACROSSE ACADEMY

Sundays, 2:30-4:00 pm - Oct. 14 & 21, Nov. 4 & 11, Dec. 9 & 16
Open to boys ages 9 – 14.
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Doug Bullard, Brian Rudisill, Jody Rudisill, Kelly Brock, Ellen Bullard and Walker Jones

State of Confusion Opens

State of Confusion, a new restaurant
in Chattanooga’s Southside, opened for
business in August. The restaurant is the
second foray into the restaurant scene by
Allen Corey and his company, Square One
Holdings, which opened its first restaurant,
Stir, in 2015. Located on East Main Street at
the former location of Estate of Confusion,
a salvage yard, the restaurant is situated right
in the center of this growing area.
State of Confusion’s chefs spent 10
days in Peru to learn about the techniques
and flavors of the country, which gives this
restaurant a unique twist. The restaurant
also features a touch of both New Orleans
cuisine and American – in essence, the food
is a in a state of confusion, but is all divine!
I was fortunate enough to be invited
to dinner during the restaurant’s “soft
opening,” along with my sons John and
Robert, and John’s wife, Mindy. I ordered
a huge double cut pork chop, which was
cooked on the open wood fire grill, and the
boys couldn’t resist the hamburgers. Mindy
chose ceviche, the house specialty. Ceviche
is seafood that is cooked by marinating it in
something acidic, like lemon or lime juice.
Everything was delicious. The burger I
sampled was so wonderfully messy that it ran
down my chin! The service was topnotch.

Mtn Mirror GridIron Football Steak ad 9-5x7-5.indd 1

On August 18, about 800 invited guests
attended the soft opening and enjoyed
mingling in the small front “grab and go”
bar and the huge outdoor area, as well as
in the main restaurant. Folks enjoyed State
of Confusion’s signature drinks, including
margaritas and mojitos made with fresh
sugar cane, Moscow mules and beer chilled
to precisely 32 degrees. Servers offered
platters of battered root vegetables, ceviche,
ribeye, grilled chicken, nachos, grilled
chicken, monkey bread and sautéed shrimp.
Everything was delicious, especially the
ribeye, which literally melted in my mouth.
The space of this new restaurant is
awesome and is in keeping with the Estate
of Confusion’s aesthetic; a huge metal
sculpture serves as one of the focal points,
and the fire pit and metal water wall are
reminiscent of the fascinating, eclectic
former salvage yard. Adding to the unique
décor are rumors that igloos might be
installed over the patio tables in winter,
making for cozy little dining spots.
State of Confusion is open 7 days a week
and serves brunch on the weekend. Find
more information and view the full menu
at soconfusion.com. As with Stir, State of
Confusion is sure to be a success!
by Gwin Tugman

8/13/18 6:19 PM
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Maven Beauty Spa Opens on Broad Street
Meet the Maven girls – Lynn Tengler,
Teresa Rohn, Chanda Moss and Page Lee.
These four delightful and talented ladies
recently opened Maven Beauty Spa on South
Broad Street. Located at 2433 Broad St., right
next to Core Body Training, Maven is a day
spa open Monday through Saturday.
Chanda, Teresa and Page were formerly
with Natural Body and recently decided to
make a go of it own their own. I personally
was thrilled over this and even more excited
that they are closer to Lookout Mountain,
and they offer free parking!
Chanda owned a nail salon for 23 years
and has been licensed as a cosmetologist since
1992. She is an expert at manicures and
pedicures, gel nails and acrylic nails. Trust
me, this is no average nail bar experience.
Maven offers a full spa nail treatment in a
private room, with spa music and a fabulous

Lynn Tengler, Teresa Rohn, Chanda Moss and Page Lee
hand and foot rub included. It’s divine!
treatments in the near future!
Page has nine years under her belt as
Lynn is a licensed massage therapist spea licensed aesthetician and cosmetologist. cializing in relaxation and sports massage. She
She is qualified in many services, including is certified in Ohashiatsu, a unique method
body waxing, facials, chemical peels, lash of healing touch, since 1996. She is extremely
and brow tints, spray tanning, lash lifts and well educated and trained in her field, and
dermaplaning. She is excited about offer- believe me, she uses her knowledge of anatomy
ing hydrodermabrasion and ThermoClear and physiology to help get those “kinks” out!

Helping you celebrate the life
of your loved ones.

Teresa is a licensed aesthetician with three
years experience. She specializes in dermaplaning and microdermabrasion facials that balance
and enhance the skin’s natural radiance. She
is amazing at body waxing, especially brow
waxing, back waxing and Brazilian waxing.
She also offers chemical peels, brow and lash
tinting and lash lifts.
Each of these women is special and highly
skilled to help you maintain your health and
beauty, which is important. Every day there is
more evidence out there to support both the
physical and mental benefits of taking good
care of yourself. These treatments don’t just
feel good, they’re good for you! But don’t take
my word for it, book an appointment and find
out for yourself.
Find out more at mavenbeautyspa.com
or call (423) 991-3535.
by Angie Conroy

You’re Invited To

Call on us to...
Remember this moment.
Cherish this story.
Celebrate this life.

Country Arts & Crafts Fair

October 20 & 21, 2018
Near Whitwell, TN

Admission: $7.00 for adults; children 12 and under free
Free parking · Handicap parking available
Visit us on Facebook

Honoring Life & Preplanning
at Affordable Prices.

KetnersMill.org
facebook.com/KetnersMill

Enrich Your Home with a Beautiful, Distinctive, Handwoven & Timeless Work of Art

At Tabari Persian Rugs, We Are People You Can Count ON!
We are committed to your satisfaction and will help you find the perfect rug for your home.

S

!
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Sho Save 15
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Would you like to know more about your handmade rugs?
We would love to share our years of knowledge and experience.

• 45+ years of experience

• Trade-in allowance on future purchases.

G e n u i n e P e r s i a n & O rienta l r u G s

Visit us at:

persianrugofdalton.com

at the Lowest Comparable Prices

3030 N. Dug Gap Rd. • Dalton, GA • (770) 630-8646 and 3035 N. Dug Gap Rd. • Dalton, GA • (706) 277-1279 • (800) 397-1274
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The Biggest
Subaru Ever!

With flexible seating for up to eight passengers,
standard Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, and up to
5,000 pounds of towing capacity[1], the family-sized
2019 AscentTM makes every day an adventure.

900 Riverfront Parkway, Chattanooga, TN 37402
423-490-0181
MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-6P.M. • SAT. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
Subaru, Forester, Impreza, Legacy, Outback, and EyeSight are registered trademarks. Actual mileage may vary. See your retailer for details. Dealer sets actual price.
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On the Cook’s Shelf
by Karin Glendenning
“Soul: A Chef’s Culinary Evolution in
150 Recipes.” By Todd Richards. Oxmoor
House. 368 pages. $35.
“This book is my homage to the cuisine of
my family and ancestors,” writes Chef Todd
Richards in the introduction to his beautiful
new book. He starts with what you will recognize as “soul food” and then presents really
creative recipes that star the food of the South
but are informed and shaped by his years of
experience cooking a variety of world-class
cuisines. The result is nothing short of amazing!

Chapters include a study on collards, with
so many recipes utilizing the green vegetable.
Other chapters feature onions, berries, meats,
corn, tomatoes, melons, eggs, beans and rice,
and root vegetables.
Chef Richards has been the executive
chef at the Ritz-Carlton Buckhead and has
received two James Beard nominations. Other
Atlanta eateries he developed are The Pig and
the Pearl, The Shed at Greenwood and White
Oak Kitchen. His Richards’ Southern Fried
in the Krog Street Market in Inman Park has
won a Best of Atlanta award. Anyone up for a
road trip to Atlanta? After reading this book,
you will be.

Sausage-Stuffed Onions
2 tablespoons blended olive oil
1 cup uncooked wild rice, prepared
6 large yellow onions, cut in half crosswise
according to package directions
1/2 pound hot Italian sausage, casings
1/2 cup panko
removed
1/4 cup chopped pecans
1 small sweet potato (about 8 ounces),
1/4 cup golden raisins
peeled and diced
2 tablespoon sherry vinegar
1 celery stalk, finely chopped
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
1 shallot, finely chopped
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
Preheat oven to 400. Heat oil in a skillet over medium.
Place the onion halves, cut sides down, in the skillet and cook in batches for about
five minutes, until caramelized. Remove from heat and transfer, cut sides down, to baking sheet. Bake in oven until just slightly tender, 10 to 15 minutes. Let cool about 20
minutes. Scoop out two to three inches in center of each onion, dice the scooped-out
onion, about 1 1/2 cups, and set aside.
Return skillet to medium. Cook sausage until browned and crumby, about five
minutes. Stir in reserved diced onions, sweet potato, celery, and shallot. Cover, reduce
heat to medium-low, and cook until the sausage is browned and potatoes are tender,
about 20 minutes.
Remove from heat and stir in wild rice, panko, pecans, raisins, sherry vinegar, salt
and pepper; let stand for 10 minutes. Spoon sausage stuffing in onion centers, about
3/4 cup per onion half. Bake in preheated oven on bottom rack until the onions are
tender, 10 to 12 minutes. Remove from oven and let stand for five minutes before
serving. Makes six servings.
Grilled Peach Toast with Pimiento Cheese
2 firm-ripe peaches, halved and pitted
2 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil
2 tablespoons plus 1 teaspoon blended oil 1/4 cup thinly sliced red radishes (about
1 medium-size ripe avocado
3 ounces)
4 (1/2-inch thick) slices multigrain
1 bunch watercress
boule-style bread
1 teaspoon sea salt
Pimiento Cheese (recipe follows)
1/2 teaspoon coarsely ground black pepper
Preheat a grill to medium-high.
Brush the peach halves with one tablespoon of the blended oil, and place on the grill
grates, cut sides down. Grill, uncovered, until grill marks appear, and the juices begin to
release, about three minutes. Remove from the grill, and slice. Set aside.
Cut the avocado in half lengthwise, pit, and brush cut sides with one teaspoon of
the blended oil. Place halves, cut sides down, on the grill grates. Grill, uncovered, just
until the avocado is charred and begins to soften, about five minutes. Remove from grill.
Brush the bread slices with the remaining one tablespoon oil, and place on the grill
grates. Grill until the bread is toasted, about two minutes per side. Remove from the grill.
Spread Pimiento Cheese onto one side of each piece of toast. Cut each piece into
four equal rectangles, keeping the pieces together.
Scoop the avocado from the peel into a medium bowl and mash with one tablespoon
of the extra-virgin olive oil until it is chunky and spreadable. Spoon onto the toast, and
top with sliced peaches.
Top the toast slices with radish slices and watercress leaves. Drizzle the remaining
one tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil over the toast slices, and sprinkle with gray sea salt
and black pepper. Serves four as an appetizer or two as an entrée.
Pimiento Cheese
4 bacon slices
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1 tablespoon blended oil
1/2 teaspoon granulated garlic
2 small red bell peppers, stems removed,
1/4 teaspoon coarsely ground black pepper
finely diced (about 1 ½ cups)
4 ounces white Cheddar cheese, shredded
2 teaspoons adobo sauce from canned
(about 1 cup)
chipotle peppers
4 ounces sharp Cheddar cheese, shredded
1/4 cup mayonnaise
(about 1 cup)
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
4 ounces cream cheese, softened
2 teaspoons hot sauce
2 tablespoons thinly sliced chives
Cook bacon in a heavy-bottomed skillet over medium-high five to six minutes
or until crisp. Remove bacon from skillet and drain on paper towels; chop. Reserve
one tablespoon bacon drippings and set aside. Wipe the skillet clean.
Return the skillet to medium. Add the blended oil and the red bell peppers. Cook
until tender, about two minutes. Stir in the bacon drippings. Add the adobo sauce
and cook two minutes. Remove from the heat. Stir in the bacon, mayonnaise, vinegar,
hot sauce, dry mustard, granulated garlic, and black pepper.
Combine the Cheddar cheeses, cream cheese, and bell pepper mixture in a large
bowl Stir in the chives and serve at room temperature. Makes about three cups.

by Suzanne and Parks Hall
October marks the time of year when we
start to think of slightly heavier foods and
more robust wines. Our beef and black bean
chili and The Federalist cabernet sauvignon are
good examples. You’ve probably never thought
of grilled cheese and wine, but try our pairing
suggestion, and you might think differently.
Together the two make a fun guest luncheon.
Buckhead Diner Grilled Cheese
4 slices whole grain bread
Mild grainy mustard
2 tablespoons thinly sliced green
onions
1/4 cup diced plum tomatoes
4 (1-ounce) slices Swiss cheese
4 (1-ounce) slices Cheddar cheese
2 tablespoons butter
Spread two bread slices with
mustard. Sprinkle with equal amounts
of green onions and tomatoes. Top
with each with one slice of Swiss and
one slice of Cheddar cheese. Place
sandwiches on rack in broiler pan.
Broil four to five inches from heat just
until cheese begins to melt, about two
minutes or less. Top with second bread
slice. Melt butter in large non-stick
skillet over medium-low to medium
heat. Place sandwiches in skillet; cook
each side until bread is golden brown
and sandwich is heated through.
Makes two sandwiches.
Festive Holiday Fruitcake
1/3 cup bourbon or orange juice
1 1/2 cups (12 ounces) glace diced
fruit and peel
1 1/2 cups (12 ounces) glace colored
pineapple wedges
1 cup (8 ounces) glace whole red
cherries
1 cup (8 ounces) glace whole green
cherries
1 cup dried apples, coarsely chopped
1 cup pitted dates, coarsely chopped
2 cups currants or dark raisins
1 cup slivered almonds
1 cup walnut halves
1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
3/4 cup granulated sugar
3/4 cup packed light brown sugar
1/2 cup butter or margarine, softened
5 eggs
2 tablespoons dark molasses
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
Fruitcakes are best made ahead, so
start now with this one!
Pour bourbon or orange juice over
combined fruits and nuts in bowl;
let stand two to three hours, stirring
occasionally. Measure remaining
ingredients into large mixer bowl.
Beat at low speed until blended; beat
at high speed three minutes, scraping
bowl occasionally. Stir in fruit mixture.
Spread mixture evenly in greased 12cup fluted or angel cake pan or two
greased 6-cup fluted cake pans. Press
mixture firmly into pan.
Bake in preheated 275-degree
oven until toothpick inserted in center
of cake comes out clean, 3 to 3 1/2
hours. Cool in pan on wire rack 20
minutes; invert onto wire rack and
cool completely. Makes one large or
two small cakes. Wrap tightly, put in
tin and store until ready to serve.

And remember, we buy all our wines locally.
Selections and prices, though, can vary from
shop to shop.
Our top pick this month rates high not
just for its quality but also for its price. The
2017 Clos du Bois California pinot grigio
($11-$13) is pale gold in color and has some
nice pineapple and citrus aromas. Peach and
pineapple dominate the flavors along with
some grapefruit.Try this crisp medium-bodied
wine with grilled cheese, Asian dishes and
shellfish.
Other good bets this month include the
2016 The Federalist cabernet sauvignon ($19$22), the 2015 Blandine Le Blanc ($13-$15)
and the 2015 Bogle Vineyard California petite
sirah ($12-$14). Look for tobacco, spice and
cranberries in the nose of The Federalist. Flavors also include cranberries, spice and black
cherries. Very drinkable, especially with beef,
lamb and rich poultry dishes, it is medium
bodied and has forward tannins.
The Blandine Le Blanc is a white blend
from the Gascogne region of France. Crisp,
medium bodied and well balanced, it is an
unusual but very drinkable wine with green
apple flavors. Pair it with seafood, creamy pasta
dishes and mild cheeses. Very dark (almost
purple), the petite sirah has lots of plum with
a hint of strawberry in the nose. Also, look
for plum flavors and a hint of brown sugar.
Braised short ribs and lamb with rosemary
are good matches.
Beef and Black Bean Chili
2-pound boneless beef chuck eye roast
3/4 cup dried black beans
Water
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 large green bell peppers, chopped
1 large onion, chopped
2 to 4 jalapeno peppers, seeded and
finely chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 cup chili powder
1 tablespoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black
pepper
1 (28-ounce) can crushed tomatoes
in puree
1 cup (4 ounces) shredded sharp
Cheddar cheese
3/4 cup dairy sour cream
Sourdough bread
(Note: You may substitute 1
(15-ounce) can black beans, rinsed
and drained, for the dried black beans
and water.)
If using dried beans, soak them
in cold water to cover 12 hours or
overnight. Combine beans and one
quart of water in large saucepan; heat to
boiling. Reduce heat; cover and simmer
one hour to one hour 15 minutes or
until beans are tender.
To prepare chili, trim excess fat from
roast; cut beef into 1/2-inch cubes.
Heat oil in Dutch oven over medium
heat until hot. Add bell peppers, onion, jalapeno peppers and garlic; cook
10 minutes or until tender, stirring
frequently. Increase heat to high; add
beef. Cook six minutes or until beef
is no longer pink, stirring frequently.
Reduce heat to low; stir in chili powder,
cumin, salt and pepper. Cook and stir
two minutes. Stir in tomatoes. Cover
and simmer one hour 20 minutes.
Drain beans; add to pan and simmer
10 minutes. Or add canned beans and
simmer. Transfer chili to serving bowl.
Serve with cheese, sour cream and
sourdough bread. Makes six servings.
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From Rubble to River Drifters
They owned Cheeburger
Cheeburger on Market Street
for almost 20 years when the
unthinkable happened – the
whole front of the restaurant
disintegrated before their eyes,
leaving a mountain of rubble
where the wall was. Thankfully,
no one was injured, but in the
blink of an eye, the restaurateurs
behind the failing brick façade
were left wondering what to do
next – rebuild or retreat?
Renee and Charlie Eich
chose to re-invent their restaurant far away from downtown;
their goal was to create someEnjoy lunch and a cold drink after paddle boarding or kayaking at River Drifters on Suck Creek Road.
thing more low key, more soulful,
from Red Bank High.
rich in beauty and very different than what bringing sandwiches
and paninis to the
Chase attends Red
they’d done before.
Bank Middle School
“Opening River Drifters has been one of next level, with some
and plays baseball and
the most rewarding experiences of our lives. amazing appetizers and
wrestles like his brother
In the short time that we have been here, we burgers,” Renee said.
But this time
did. Gabriella is 2 years
have met some amazing people and made
around, instead of soda
old. She is our late
some great friends,” said Renee.
in life baby surprise,”
River Drifters, a fusion between water and shakes, they will ofshe said. “They are
sports, restaurant and sports bar, is how Renee fer adult beverages. “We
spread out in age, but
and Charlie are dusting themselves off and have a broad selection
of beer highlighting
the boys treat Ella like
rebuilding their lives.
the princess she is. She
“Charlie and I have been restaurant part- some of the city’s best
enjoys gymnastics and
ners for around 20 years, so it only made sense local craft beers from
tumbling and playing
for us to do it again in a place we fell in love OddStory, Heaven &
ball with her brothers.”
with,” Renee said, noting they celebrated their Ale and Hutton and
All the kids enjoy
20th anniversary last month. In this case, the Smith, to name a few.”
Renee is thrilled
river sports, which is
object of their affection is the Tennessee River,
why the Eichs decided
just below Signal Point on Suck Creek Road. that this new river hangto offer watercraft rentThe question on everyone’s mind was out is an experience the Chase Eich
whether or not this wonderful couple would entire family can enjoy, especially her own als at their new restaurant. They obviously
serve their famous hamburgers at this new family, which includes Chaz, 18, Chase, 12, thought of food, but, “We thought, ‘Why stop
there?’ What a perfect place to let people enjoy
restaurant. “We knew we wanted delicious and Gabriella (Ella), 2.
“Chaz is our oldest. He graduated last year what we enjoy on the river, so we decided to
food that we describe as elevated casual,
rent out kayaks and stand-up paddleboards.”
The couple quickly realized the beautiful
location was just the perfect place to have
some fun on the water and then come sit on
the patio and have a burger and beer. They
foresee the peaceful, scenic spot as a gathering
spot for the entire family, a girls’ evening out
or a beer after work.
Admission Open House • Sunday, Oct. 28 2-4 p.m.
Renee has spread her wings even further
Class Sampler • Campus Tours • Information Session
Contact us today to explore your options.
than the new river restaurant; she’s also running her own food truck, Heart and Bowl.
You can catch her bright purple truck on the
weekends at the Chattanooga Market, where
she sells yummy acai bowls that consist of
yogurt, granola and all manner of super foods.
“We can’t wait for what the future holds
at River Drifters. We have live entertainment
on the weekends, continuously adding great
food and beer specials, karaoke and many more
exciting things to come,” she said.
For up to date info about either venture,
go to RiverDriftersChatt.com or HeartandBowlChatt.com. You can also follow RiverDriftersChatt on Facebook or @RiverDrifters
on Instagram. Or you could just drive out
to 1925 Suck Creek Rd., about two miles
from Signal Mountain Road. The views are
astounding, and unwinding is automatic.
by Mich Michaud

Challenge. Balance. Joy.

St.Andrew’s
Sewanee
AN EPISCOPAL BOARDING & DAY
SCHOOL SINCE 1868

931.598.5651 | www.sasweb.org | admission@sasweb.org
290 Quintard Rd. | Sewanee TN
Chaz Eich
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Downtown Spot Will Bring Third Natty Light Golf Tourney
Coffee and Bar Scenes Together
is One to be Remembered

Two local businesses are combining
forces to bring diversity
and inclusion to the
Chattanooga coffee
and bar scene. The
Mad Priest/Coffee &
Cocktails, co-owned by
Michael Rice (of Mad
Priest Coffee Roasters)
and Matt Sears (of
Haskel Sears Design) Matt Sears, Michael Rice, Jen Gregory, Luke Pigott, Cherita Rice,
endeavor to continue Tarig Idris, Mark Stahlwood, Lauri Moyle, Cameron Williams,
in the tradition of the Lisa Pinckney, and Mike Robinson. Also pictured are Michael and
early coffee houses of Cherita’s little girls.
the Ottoman Empire, which were places of and women, along with paying staff above
socializing, intellectual discourse, and politi- industry standards for hourly wages. Paid
cal debate. The new Mad Priest location on vacation time will be available after contiguCherry Street will be a space that is inclusive ous employment for full-time staff, as well as
of everyone so that all may experience the paid training workshops and an intentional
timeless rituals of communion, revelry, and approach to work-life balance, unheard of for
many hospitality employees. “My employees
friendship.
Mad Priest serves up coffee that you won’t are my bottom line. If they’re happy and
find anywhere else in town, coming from well taken care of, they’re going to take care
regions such a Laos, Yemen, and Myanmar. of our guests and we’re all going to pay our
The focus is on the narrative of displaced bills,” said Rice.
The pair believes that good drinks open
people, and as a result, Mad Priest’s coffee
is sourced from regions that have current or our minds to new possibilities, spark creativity,
past conflict. At Mad Priest Coffee, the focus and bridge people and cultures.
The name “Mad Priest” comes from “The
is on both quality coffee and quality of life.
Roasters cup the coffee two or three times a Count of Monte Cristo” by Alexandre Dumas.
week, compared to most roasters doing this Edmond Dantès was ready to give up and die
in prison, but in the nick of time, the “Mad
one to two times a month.
Built by Matt Sears and the Haskel Sears Priest” came on the scene and gave him a reason
Design Team, the new space will have an “Old to hope again. The Mad Priest is a fictional
World” feel, according to Rice. The intent is character that embodies the fight for justice,
to promote the idea of the restaurant and bar freedom, and opportunity. Regarding their
being open to anyone, regardless of who they company, Sears and Rice are striving to do
are and where they came from. Rice and his just that. Find Mad Priest at 719 Cherry St.
by Taylor Hixson
team are intentionally hiring persons of color

It’s that time of year again.
I’m talking about the time of year
when 64 adult males collaborate
for a very memorable event – a
much-anticipated event where these
washed-up athletes get to compete
again. A time when these 30- to
35-year-old men can act like it’s their
21st birthday. I’m talking about the
Natty Invitational.
The Third Annual Natty Invitational was held in July, and it was
one to be remembered … at least for
this first timer. Local genius Andrew
Scarbrough is the mastermind who
put this event together, and this
tournament has grown every year
due to his hard work!
Now, this is not any ordinary
golf tournament (not that I would
have clue.) Let me go ahead and
break down some of the many
attractions: First, each player can
Michael Dixon and Jon Lawrence with the trophy
only play with three clubs. Also,
teammates are not allowed to share clubs. all the “athletes.” Hydration is key!
This tournament demands creativity from
This year, the tournament was domiits participants! Second, there is an unlim- nated by two dark horses, Michael Dixon
ited supply of Natural Light beer, and only and Jon Lawrence of Signal Mountain.
Natural Light. That refreshing beverage was With determination, raw athletic ability,
distributed by the tournament’s hardwork- and a little bit of liquid courage, these two
ing cart professionals – Janie Hennen, were able to come in with a whopping score
Madison Werner, Lucas McBride, Kristy of 12 under for the win. They took home
Minton and myself. Thankfully, these the glued together collection of empty
professionals knew much more about the Natural Light cans, which is now called a
sport that I could ever hope to know. Third, trophy. I think I mentioned this tournament
Mike’s Hole In the Wall provided lunch for demanded creativity! Enjoy it for the year,
all of these hooligans. Fourth, RevIVe Chat- boys, because my husband is coming for
tanooga helped sponsor the event, offering ya next year!
on-site discounts on B-12 boosts and IVs to
by Julianna Robinson

2019 Lincoln Navigator
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Spectrum Allows Community to Purchase Art for the Hunter
Spectrum, the Hunter Museum’s annual gala and auction, is fast approaching,
and Gala Chairs Jeff and Ronna-Renee
Jackson are hard at work to make this
year’s two nights equally spectacular. Gala
committee members are busy putting all the
right touches on the events. Art selection
chairs Allison and Thomas Lee and their
committee are travelling to galleries across
the country to find spectacular artwork for
the two auctions. This year’s silent auction
on November 8 and gala on November 10
promise to be magical nights indeed!
What some may not know about Spectrum is that in addition to allowing guests
to build their art collections, the event also
allows the Hunter to continue growing its
collection. Since 1996, the “museum purchase plea” has offered Spectrum guests the
opportunity to contribute to the purchase

of a work for the museum’s permanent collection. The work for the museum purchase
plea is chosen by the curators and approved
by the acquisitions committee – in fact, it
goes through the same acquisition process
as any other work in the collection, except
that Spectrum guests are the first to see
the work and are able to contribute to its
purchase through “bids” during the live
auction. The Hunter has added 22 works
to its permanent collection in this way.
This year’s museum purchase plea is a
beautifully dramatic, large-scale work by
Los Angeles native Gajin Fujita. Drawing
upon his Japanese-American heritage and
embracing two worlds, Fujita’s works combine elements from traditional Japanese
“ukiyo-e” woodblock prints with aspects
of urban street art. In these works, graffiti,
spray paint, stencils and markers mix with

5 STAR
Home Care

classically applied gold leaf
and acrylic paint.
In creating “Fight”
(2016), Fujita was inspired by the woodblock
prints of ukiyo-e artwork
from the 19th century,
but incorporates modern
symbols as well as graffiti
tags placed by the artist’s
friends and contemporaries. Embedded in the
work are numerous references to breast cancer,
placed as an homage to
the artist’s mother-in-law,
who was battling the
disease at that time. The
juxtaposition of cultures,
symbols and materials creates a dynamic, complex
work rooted in tradition
but firmly planted in the
present.
It’s fitting to add this
work to the Hunter’s collection since the museum
hosted a solo exhibition
of Gajin Fujita’s work in
2015. Special exhibitions
often provide curators an
opportunity to explore an
artist’s practice and body
of work in more depth,
and that exploration is an early part of the

Left: “Fight,” 2016 by Gajin
Fujita [b. 1972]; spraypaint,
meanstreak, paint markers,
12k and 24k gold leaf on
wood panel, 84 x 22”
acquisition process, so the
two, solo exhibition and
acquisition, often dovetail.
In the spirit of modern
America, “Fight” speaks
to current issues while
incorporating imagery
from a variety of experiences, perspectives and
backgrounds.
Spectrum is made
even more exciting by
the promise of adding yet
another exquisite work to
the museum’s strong collection of American art.
Please join us for one or
both of these spectacular
evenings in support of
the city’s cultural gem.
Tickets to the silent auction, $100 each, may be
purchased now at www.
huntermuseum.org. To
purchase a $5,000 table
of 10 at the gala or to become a Spectrum sponsor,
contact Aly Haugland at
(423) 752-2045.
by Cara McGowan

Adventures in the Folk Music Store:
Couple Finds Rare Violin, Makes Donation

• 5 hours of •

• Personal Care Services
• Light Housekeeping
• Meal Preparation
• Medication Reminders
• Transportation

Call for details.

Professional, Comprehensive
Senior Home Care Services
423-893-8181 | 5starHomeCare.com
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At the Folk Music Store in Red
Bank, we have an ongoing program
that involves reconditioning used,
donated instruments. Recently, we
collected a load of instruments for
a school the Momance School in
Leogane, Haiti. An older couple came
by one day with an old saxophone and
an old, beat-up violin to donate. The The Jaeger violin
sax had been in their family’s possession for Mr. Humble fixed a small crack, fitted a
over 60 years, and the violin for decades longer. new bridge and post, replaced the tail piece,
Taking a quick look at the violin and replaced the strings, checked the tuners and
bow, I convinced them to wait a few minutes intonation. The bow was also rehaired. At a
while I examined it. I suspected the violin was minimum, the pair is worth about $4,000
valuable, and that the bow was possibly more and that is before being played to check the
valuable than the violin. Indeed, the old paper sound of the instrument!
The couple decided to go along with
tag read, “Johann George Jaeger. Violinmacher
Neukirchen 1776.” The old German bow was their original intention of donating the rare
instrument, and an auction was organized.
inscribed with “H.P. Pfretzschner.”
During my almost 20 years in the violin All proceeds of the sale went to the Momance
business, I’ve never had an instrument of School in Haiti. The Folk Music Store took no
this age show up in my shop. While the fees or portions of the sale, but certainly was
couple waited, I called local violin builder glad to be a part of this generous donation.
by Steve Daughtery
Jim Humble, and Jim agreed to look at it
Steve Daugherty operates the Folk Music Store
the following Monday.
The violin turned out to be authentic. and Folk School in Red Bank, Tenn.

9/12/2018 11:40:15 AM
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Donated Art Raises Funds at the Clothes House
One never knows what
Parker estimates he
they’ll find in a thrift shop.
has painted hundreds of
But sometimes it’s the
watercolor scenes like this
donation process that can
one for the front page of
be most rewarding.
the Mountain Mirrors.
Last month, not only
As the former publisher
did The Clothes House
of the Lookout Mounon Signal Mountain retain Mirror and Signal
ceive a highly valued
Mountain Mirror, he had
gross of Signal Mountain
a great venue to publish
maps, which sold out in
his work. “I founded the
a matter of hours, it also
paper, but my daughter,
received long-lost water
Lucia Parker Hopper,
color prints painted by lowanted to buy it so I sold
cal artist William Parker,
it to her. I work really well
publisher emeritus of the
with her because I love her
Mountain Mirror.
so much.”
How this treasure
The self-taught artist’s
trove of donations ended
love for painting came
up on the porch of The
later in life, at around
Clothes House is still
age 50. He says he gets
a mystery, but its value
his ideas from what he
cannot be understated,
sees around him and does
says Victoria Skorupa,
many of his painting en
manager of The Clothes
plein air.
House. “We can’t thank
Parker has published
the donor enough, as we
one watercolor book called
had the biggest sales week
“Painting Along the Way”
in history.”
and has two other books
William Parker with one of his prints at the Clothes House, a thrift store on
Skorupa remembers
in production, one about
Signal Mountain
taking the initial call from
the Coca-Cola empire,
William’s wife, Margaret. “Mrs. Parker them when we offered them back for to which features many of his watercolors as
called our store and said she was told her free of charge,” said Skorupa. “Mr. illustrations.
that some of her husband’s prints were Parker stated he didn’t want them back,
Some of his prints are still available at
donated. She asked if she could buy them but we kind of insisted he take a few. Mr. The Clothes House. Skorupa says his donaParker pulled out his wallet and gave us tion will make a real impact on the lives
back,” she said.
Then they both got into their car and a very generous donation. “When I first of Signal Mountain residents. “Donating
drove over to The Clothes House from heard about it, it aggravated me because to our store gives many opportunities for
Lookout Mountain, where they live. “They I didn’t know how they could have ended Signal Mountain Social Services to help
both came in together, and he recalled up in a thrift store. But after I saw what those in need on our mountain. Having
drawing them 15-20 years ago. Mrs. Parker they [The Clothes House] were trying to rare items come in of value is thrilling.”
had her checkbook out ready to pay for do, I wanted to help them,” said Parker.
by Michelle Michaud

models
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10th Annual Celebration of
Life and Hope is October 27
Go with one of the
best names in the
insurance business.
That’s what we did.

BB&T Insurance Services recently acquired Regions Insurance
Group, and we will now operate under one of the most-respected
names in the business:

735 Broad Street, Suite 100, Chattanooga, TN 37402
423-756-0711

© 2018, McGriff Insurance Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

McGriffInsurance.com

The Austin Hatcher Foundation presents its 10th annual Celebration of Life
and Hope on Saturday, October 27, at
Stratton Hall from 7-11 p.m. This event
celebrates the lives of those who have survived pediatric cancer and raises awareness
for the Foundation’s mission to erase
the effects of childhood cancer and
optimize each child’s quality of life.
“We want to celebrate the lives
of our survivors and raise awareness
about the effects of pediatric cancer.
Our goal behind this is we want to
celebrate life, empower our survivors,
honor those who have been taken, and
vow to never give up,” said Julia Sharp,
regional resource
development coordinator.
The foundation has four divisions – psycho-oncology, industrial
arts, diversionary
therapy and healthy lifestyle education. The
Austin Hatcher Foundation provides all
services at no cost to the families, beginning
at the time of diagnosis and continuing
throughout survivorship.
“Two out of three childhood cancer
survivors will develop long-term side effects from the very treatment that saved
their lives, including hearing loss, learning disabilities and secondary cancers.
The psycho-oncology division is focused
on restoring the emotional, educational
and social development of the child and
the child’s family after a pediatric cancer
diagnosis. The industrial arts division ad-

dresses hindered fine motor and dexterity
skills with hands-on wood or metal projects
to build teamwork, confidence, and concentration. Diversionary therapy provides
families and children with a variety of special activities, including leisure, recreation,
education, and more. Then there is our
healthy lifestyle education division, equipping children with the knowledge
necessary to make healthy lifestyle
choices while reducing their risk of
cancer tomorrow,” Ms. Sharp said.
The Celebration of Life and
Hope is the foundation’s signature
fundraising event. All funds raised
benefit the Foundation’s four divisions
that reach families
and children in
42 hospitals across
28 states, with a
special focus on
the Chattanooga
community.
“We have a VIP
hour starting at 6:30 p.m., which includes
specialty cocktails by Matilda Midnight,
specialty cuisine from the Monen family
restaurants, and priority seating in the
racing simulator used in our programs.
Regular ticket holders, starting at 7 p.m.,
will get an open bar, both live and silent
auctions, dinner and music from local
band the Young Hearts,” Ms. Sharp said.
Tickets cost $100 for each individual
regular ticket and $700 dollars for a group
of eight general admission tickets or $150
for individual VIP tickets and $1,000 for
a group of eight VIP tickets.
Continued on page B15.

Dad hasn’t decided
who will get his
mint condition
1954 pickup.
Steer the odds
in your favor.

At Thrive, we consider parents to be more precious than
heirlooms. So we treat your parents like June treated the Beav.
We challenge and encourage them. We forge meaningful
relationships based on admiration and trust. There is purpose

in every breath. Let us help you see how. Come. Bring your parent.

Experience what it feels like to thrive. Why there’s just no telling
how your parent will show their gratitude.

Thrive at Brow Wood
37 Brock Drive, Lookout Mountain, GA 30750
706.956.5898 | ThriveSL.com/BrowWood
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No Health Insurance, No Problem: A Step Ahead Can Help
Audrey is a single woman living in
North Chattanooga. She has a good
job and health insurance. But when
it was time to look for birth control,
she discovered the out-of-pocket
expense for her preferred method of
contraception was still too high, even
with insurance.
“I believe all women deserve the
right to accessible and affordable
women’s healthcare,” said Audrey,
whose real name is withheld for confidentiality. And she’s not alone. Access
to affordable women’s healthcare is
a problem lawmakers continue to
grapple with across the nation. But A Step Ahead’s outreach team, Hannah Teske, Tyler Staszewski, Kamilah Jones and Denver Oliver
while laws for access to affordable birth control
Audrey found out about the program positively affected,” Mrs. Aiken said.
are debated, there’s one local nonprofit bridg- when an outreach member spoke at her office.
Oliver says at the end of the day, she feels
ing the gap between women and affordable “It allowed me to get an IUD at no cost to a sense of purpose and accomplishment while
contraception.
me,” she said.
serving on the board of A Step Ahead. “It
“I’d like people to know that we connect
Alicia Oliver believes so strongly in the
women of all ages and incomes with effective nonprofit’s mission that she became a dedibirth control and then pay for whatever por- cated board member. “I’ve met many women
tion of the visit isn’t covered by insurance,” who became pregnant at a young age and have
said Rachel Schulson, executive director of struggled to complete their education, keep
the A Step Ahead Foundation. “We’ll pay all their jobs or advance,” said Oliver. “It’s well
of it for those who are uninsured. We remove known that earning capacity increases with the
all barriers, including transportation, so all level of education, and I’ve seen women lose
women can become pregnant only if/when or delay those opportunities. By helping with
they feel ready. A Step Ahead is designed to life planning, our organization is positively
help women reach their full potential by help- impacting women’s opportunities.”
ing them live their life on their own terms.”
Rachel Schulson agrees. “In the same day,
Founded in Memphis in 2013 by GPS we may serve a college student or a woman
graduate and juvenile court magistrate working two jobs. For both, an unintended
Claudia Swafford Haltom, A Step Ahead pregnancy could derail their plans. Half of
now has five Tennessee locations – Memphis, women who get pregnant unintentionally
Nashville, Knoxville, Jackson and Chat- were using birth control. We want to be sure
tanooga. A Step Ahead’s philosophy is that they have barrier-free access to methods that
being abstinent is the best method of birth are the most effective and are fully reversible.
control, unless you are not. That’s where the I’m so proud of the work we do,” she said.
foundation steps in. Mrs. Haltom and the
Audrey says every woman should take
directors advise young women to plan their advantage of this opportunity, urging them
careers, choose a mate who deserves them to find our what resources are available and
and then plan their babies. A Step Ahead’s use them.
staff and volunteers work through schools,
Ann Aiken believes A Step Ahead is a
neighborhood groups, word of mouth and true win-win situation. “When a woman can
social media, and its Outreach Team members choose if and when to have children, all aspects
are paid. Between them they speak English, of her life – education, employment, maturity,
Spanish, French, and Urdu!
the ability to nurture and raise children – are

10th Annual Celebration cont.
Continued from page B14.
This year, the event is sponsored by
dozens of entities from every facet of
the community, from media to financial
centers to hospitals. The presenting sponsor is Textile Rubber and Chemical Co.,
and Vascular Institute of Chattanooga,
Reliance Partners, Horizon Stone and
Reliance Human Capital Management are
lead sponsors as well.
“The Austin Hatcher Foundation for
Pediatric Cancer has provided more than $3

million dollars in services in Chattanooga
alone over the last 10 years,” Ms. Sharp
said. “In our first year, we had roughly
100 attendees and raised about $60,000.
In 2017, we had over 475 attendees and
raised $200,000 dollars. We’ve grown
so much in the past 10 years, and we’re
looking forward to another great event,”
Ms. Sharp said.
Ticket purchasing information can be
found at www.celebrationlh.com.
by Rusty Crump

has been very fulfilling to hear the
personal stories from women who’ve
used the services. It’s been a real thrill
to see our message resonate with the
community. We’ve been overwhelmed
with positive support.”
Schulson says the nonprofit is
actively looking for support, and
that donations go to outreach and
education so that women can know
about all the options for birth control,
as well as services. “We direct women
to our medical partners, paying for
rides if needed, and then reimburse
our medical partners for any costs not
covered by insurance. There are many
moving parts, but education and services are
the two main areas that require funding,”
Schulson explained.
by Michelle Michaud

OPENING WEEKEND
Sept 28th - 30th
OPEN THURSDAY- SUNDAY NIGHTS

October

th

- 28th st

& Halloween, October 31

3 1 Browns Ferry Road
Chattanooga, TN 37419
Go online for tickets, dates, and details.

DreadHollow.com
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Matt Oehmig Opens Zen-Inspired Motorcycle Shop
Have you ever considered how motorcycle
riding and Eastern philosophies and religion
may find commonalities? At first thought,
most of us would find difficulty in this
question, but entrepreneur Matt Oehmig
has linked the two subjects and founded a
business based on his awareness. Bodhisattva
(pronounced bode – rhymes with Jodi – sattva) is a motorcycle shop offering many services,
in addition to a dose of escapism and liberation.
A Bodhisattva is a Budhhist title attributed to one who has dedicated his or her
life to helping others achieve enlightenment
and liberation of the ego. This description
certainly piques one’s interest. Located at
1104 McCallie Ave. (directly across from the
entrance to Warner Park), Matt’s shop offers
general motorcycle maintenance services like
oil changes and tire replacement. Matt sells
motorcycles, as well, and can also help you
with that old tired motorcycle that has been

sleeping in your garage, not living up to its full
potential. Matt finds riding and working on
motorcycles to be an extension of escapism and
finds liberation both in his work and riding
motorcycles. Matt likens riding to “a form of
meditation – you can strip off who you are
and what you’re going through and concentrate
on the present, be in the moment.”
It seems this philosophy is well understood
among riders and aficionados. One Colorado
motorcycle shop owner states, “I ride because
when I do, I can easily ignore pretty much all
of my life’s issues and simultaneously focus on
what’s really important at that moment: the
challenges of skillful riding and the intense
rush of being at one with the bike, the corner
and the moment. In that setting, whether it’s
total escapism or total clarity, I am fulfilled.”
This biker is not alone in his Zen-like
experience in riding.
“On the road, the constant monitoring

Chattanooga’s littlest ghouls and goblins
are invited to dress up in their favorite costume
for Boo in the Zoo this October at the Chattanooga Zoo. The Chattanooga Zoo’s annual
Boo in the Zoo is a family-friendly celebration
filled with some of the most loveable cartoon
characters, wonderful trick-or-treat stations
and fabulous costume contests. Don’t miss out
on fun signature games, pony rides, inflatables,
hayrides, magic shows and much more! Join
the folks at the Chattanooga Zoo for four
nights of spooktacular fun!
Held from 5:30-8:30 p.m. on October
19-20 and again October 26-27, this nonscary Halloween event is sure to have the
whole family talking for years to come. Go
to chattzoo.org for more information.

Meet animals while wearing an animal (or
other) costume at Boo in the Zoo.

Celebrate Halloween at the Zoo

of your situation – speed, angle,
body posture, road condition,
lane position, possible hazards –
serves as a meditation that clears
your mind of the unnecessary. I
have never once thought about
the Kardashians while riding,”
said website RideApart author
Chris Cope.
The now-classic book “Zen
of the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance” by Robert M. Pirsig
was an influence in Matt’s life
and strikes a cord with many
readers. An Amazon.com review states, “Phaedrus, our
narrator, takes a present-tense
cross-country motorcycle trip Matt Oehmig, owner of Bodhisattva Motorcycle Co.
with his son during which the maintenance
“Motorcycle riding is all about liberaof the motorcycle becomes an illustration of tion, stepping outside your typical patterns
how we can unify the cold, rational realm of of existence, shedding the sense of self that
technology with the warm, imaginative realm we identify as an ego, unifying yourself with
of artistry. As in Zen, the trick is to become your environment, and immersing yourself in
one with the activity, to engage in it fully, to the moment,” says Matt. “Like the Bodhisatsee and appreciate all details – be it hiking in tvas, the business is my personal attempt to
the woods, penning an essay or tightening the share that experience with other people. The
chain on a motorcycle.”
name ‘Bodhisattva’ seemed to be the closest
Matt got his first bike in 2005 and has metaphorical analog for what I’m trying to
found pleasure and enlightenment since. achieve with my work,” Matt said.
Matt opened his shop several years ago, but
Matt said his business has been swift since
only moved to his new location recently. Matt moving to the new location. In the vein of the
said his shop is no frills and smells like oil shop’s name, Matt wants to inspirit everyone to
and grease, but shouldn’t real shops without the possibilities owning and riding a bike can
pretense smell that way?
bring – exhilaration, fear, pleasure, relaxation
Matt, son of the late West and Gina and being present in the moment. Matt says
Oehmig, wanted to do something he enjoyed biking brings both physical and emotional
for his work, and he recognized riding a pleasure, with a layer of anxiety and adrenaline.
motorcycle is a rewarding part of his life. He All these emotions can change you forever.
now gets to share his knowledge, his love of Check out www.bodhisattvamoto.com or
the bike and of riding, and the philosophies contact Matt at n.m.oehmig@gmail.com.
that center his life.
by Tish Gailmard

The Best Kept Secret In Town!

Chattanooga Jewelry Co.
Design, Repair & Gallery

1309 Taft Highway Signal Mountain, TN

423.777.5400

And... Opening in October
1400 Market Street at the Choo Choo!
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Ned Caswell Brings Back
Portable Power Tennis Product

In 2008, Ned Caswell invented
the MiniTennisCourt and it was a big
success. After he and his wife, Wendy,
sold out of his inventory, life got in the
way, and they didn’t have the time for it.
Now, with their children out of college,
Ned and his business partner, Dustin
Kane of Kane and Sons, decided to
bring it back as Portable Power Tennis. Ned listened to comments and
suggestions from folks who used the
MiniTennisCourt, and he is excited by
this new improved version.
The concept is simple. Portable Harper and Samantha Caswell playing tennis on
Power Tennis is a scaled down version their MiniTennisCourt in the early 2000s
of tennis that uses high density but light
foam balls, which go slower than regular tennis on top of their games when they use this
balls, and not as far. This allows you to use a full product. The Caswells have a mini court in
hard swing to hit the ball, just as you would in their backyard and have used it for years to
regular tennis. It is a great learning tool because teach their two girls, Harper and Samantha,
it simulates playing on a real court, but in a to play tennis. It worked: Both played tennis
smaller area like your driveway or backyard. in college and were also on the All Southern
It is especially instructive for children who Conference Team. But it just wasn’t a learnare just starting the sport. Youngsters can be ing tool for the girls, it was also a fun activity
easily intimidated and overwhelmed while that they could do as a family in their own
learning the game because their tennis balls backyard, and many memories and fun nights
fly everywhere but over the net. With these were spent in friendly competition.
The system comes with six foam balls and
special balls, players have more control, and
thus more success in hitting them over the a net that has elastic cord running throughout
net. PPT makes the children want to keep on the entire frame, which makes set-up a snap.
playing tennis because they feel more confident Also, the net will never sag because it is elastic
and because it’s so much fun. They learn all and can be pulled to the correct tension. Porabout the sport with PPT, including how to table Power Tennis can be set up in minutes,
keep score, but especially how to enjoy tennis. and you can take it anywhere, even to the
Using the PPT system ensures the player beach on family vacation!
Ned, a tennis pro, created an incredible
practices the correct swing with the right
amount of power. He or she can go straight product that may change you or your child’s
tennis ability. Go to portablepowertennis.com
to a regular-size court and not miss a beat.
People who are recovering from an injury for a wonderful video and more information.
by Gwin Tugman
or just can’t get to the tennis court can stay

300 Cherokee Blvd. Suite 120, Chattanooga
423-602-5908
Mon.-Fri.: 10-6 • Sat.: 10-5
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St. Elmo’s Corgi Parade Brings Community Together
The annual St. Elmo Corgi Parade will
be held on Tuesday, October 2, at 7 p.m.
Part of the National Night Out event in St.
Elmo, this parade actually began in in late
’90s, but was revived by founder Bob Wright
five years ago. It has been greeted with great
enthusiasm!
National Night Out is an annual community building campaign that promotes
police-community partnerships and camaraderie to make neighborhoods safer, more
caring places to live. This year, St. Elmo was
chosen as the kick-off location for the city, and
festivities will begin in St. Elmo 30 minutes
earlier than in other locations. Starting at
5:30 p.m., folks are invited to come enjoy
local vendors, food trucks, free sliders from
Mission BBQ and the Pre-Parade Pie Party
at the newly-opened Common General.
Check out Facebook details at Search for

“2018 St. Elmo Corgi Parade” on Facebook
for all the details.
An interview with creative visionary Bob
Wright follows:
Q: How did the wonderfully whimsical
idea of the Corgi Parade occur to you?
A: At one point I had four corgis, and
as I walked them every day, I thought it was
really kinda funny to see a bunch of corgis
together. Back in 1999, I was on the committee for September in St. Elmo, and I thought
this would be the perfect venue for a corgi
parade, and it was a hit. I was contacted in
2013 about reviving the parade for National
Night Out and have done it every year since.
Q: What are the requirements for entering the 2018 Corgi Parade?
A: Corgi owners don’t have to sign up in
advance, just show up with a leash. Parade
rolls at 7 p.m., but they should arrive between

Chattanooga’s Only
Life Celebration Home

Heritage Funeral Home & Cremation Services
East Brainerd Chapel

Voted Best of Best for Past 16 Years

Curtis L. Ottinger, Managing Partner
2018 Finalist Best Chattanoogan

The same caring staff serving our
friends and families for over 25 years.

423-894-2010

7454 East Brainerd Rd.
Chattanooga, TN 37421

www.heritagechattanooga.com

WE MAY NOT ALL BE IRISH.
BUT WE ARE ALL FIGHTERS.
At Notre Dame, we’re not afraid to fight for what we
believe in. Or, who we believe in: our students.
8TH GRADE VISIT DAY – OCT. 16
OPEN HOUSE - OCT. 21, 2 PM

home of the fighting irish
www.myndhs.com | 423.624.4618 | 2701 Vermont Ave. | Chattanooga, TN 37404

6-6:30 p.m. at the Incline Railway in downtown St. Elmo,
where experienced judges
Shell Hunt and daughter
Emma consider winners of
categories, like shortest, longest, best ears, best tail, king
and queen. Certificates and
gift bags are provided by our
partners: Riverview Animal
Hospital; Jimmy Adams and
the Ark Pet Spa and Hotel; and
Welsh corgi breeder Nancy
Pearl from Black Fox Kennel
in Cleveland.
Q: What is the corgi story?
A: There are two breeds
from two different areas of
Wales: Pembrook, no tail; and
Cardigan, big tail. Initially
bred to herd cattle, they are
low to the ground so not
Bob Wright with his corgis
easily kicked by cows. Queen
Elizabeth has been the best advertising for the
People laugh and smile throughout the
Welsh corgi, raising and breeding them since parade. It’s so silly and they are such funny
she was 8 years old. Her global profile often little animals. I am always surprised there
includes several corgis, as they escort her on has never been a dogfight, since corgis have
vacations, airplanes, even to the Olympics a feisty nature. They always seem to be in
opening ceremonies. We did invite her to very good form.
come to the parade, but her lady-in-waiting
In the early parades, most people did
sent us a letter explaining that she couldn’t not realize a parade was going on. Now the
come and wished us well.
crowds and paparazzi come for the experience
Q: What are some of the highlights of from as far away as Macon, Ga. Mimi Pond,
the parade?
cartoonist and graphic novelist, judged in
A: After one of the first parades, a man 2016 while her husband and Chattanooga
came up to me and said through tears, “Thank native, Wayne White, exhibited installations
you so much for doing this. My teenage at the Hunter Museum and Wayne-o-Rama.
daughter is going through so many problems, Here is a link to her hilarious post-parade
like anxiety and depression. When she found cartoon published in The New Yorker:
out about the corgi parade, it turned her www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/
life around and gave her something to look dog-day-afternoon-judging-a-corgi-parade.
forward to.”
by Elizabeth Miller

National Park Partners Hold a Party
From Umbrella Rock to
soft rock, supporters of the local national parks
enjoyed a night
of relaxing entertainment, food
and, oh yes, a few
scenic views from
Point Park last
month. During Steve Smalling with Susan and Don Jensen
the Treasure Your Park event and fundraiser two old “Friends” groups that supported
for National Park Partners, attendees could both Moccasin Bend and Chickamauga
have their picture taken at the famed Um- and Chattanooga national parks.
brella Rock, and Becky F. Browder received
The 10th annual gathering was also
the Drew Haskins Jr. Award of Merit for a time simply to celebrate the beauty of
her longtime volunteer and support work the local national parks and let supporters
with the group.
mingle and enjoy fellowship.
National Park Partners combines the
by John Shearer
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Barbecue Battle Raises Funds
for Lana’s Love Foundation
The fourth annual Battle Below the
Clouds, an amateur barbecue competition,
was held once again at Ruby Falls, with all
proceeds going to the Lana’s Love Foundation. Cindy and Jim Webster, and their
sons, Alan and Cole, founded the Lana’s
Love Foundation after the youngest child
in the Webster family, Lana Beth, died of
neuroblastoma at age 11. The purpose of
Lana’s Love is to help kids with cancer and
their families have fun, something that easily
goes by the wayside during this terrible time.
Hugh Morrow, president of Ruby Falls
and family friend of the Websters, knew Lana
Beth well, as she played on his daughter’s
baseball team. Involved with Lana’s Love,
Hugh thought the barbecue cook-off would
be a fun event, as well as raise funds for the
foundation.
Seven teams competed for bragging
rights, hoping to be named Grand Champion, Best Ribs, and Best Pulled Pork. The
independent panel of judges included David
Karnes, Zack Wamp and Erskine Oglesby,
who enjoyed sampling all the good food.
Two bluegrass bands performed, Bluetastics
and the Chattanooga Pickers, keeping the
Lana’s Love families, competitors and Ruby
Falls guests entertained. The event attracted
over 100 Lana’s Love guests, and Ruby
Falls’ visitor participation topped previous
years - they completely sold out of barbecue
before the end of the event!
The winners were: Grand Champion Midnight Riders; Best Ribs - Smokin’ Otis;
and Best Pulled Pork - River City Parrott
Heads. A new award was presented this
year in honor of a longtime enthusiastic
supporter of Battle Below the Clouds, Jim

Scott Chase accepts the Jim Brewer Spirit
Award from Hugh Morrow, president of
Ruby Falls.
Brewer. Jim Brewer was a media executive
who lost his fight with cancer earlier this year.
The Jim Brewer Spirit Award was given to
the team that embodied the whole-hearted
support Jim gave to the success of the
event and the pure joy he found in coming
together with friendly competition to bring
fun to kids with cancer and their families.
Old 41, sponsored by KZ106, won this
special award.
This fundraiser continues to grow in
its success and it is an event that is most
anticipated. The money raised goes to a
most worthy cause, and it is loads of fun
for those who attend!
Mark your calendars now for Lana’s Love
Foundation’s Golf Tournament on Tuesday,
October 9. Held at Windstone Golf Course,
there will be a shotgun start at 8 a.m. and
1 p.m., with lunch served from 11:30 to 2.
Find out more at lanaslove.com.
by Gwin Tugman

We
believe:

“Chattanooga’s children
deserve a new hospital.”

presents

Lewie Card

Becky Card

Lewie Card

Becky Card

(Pictured with grandchildren Morgan Wynne,
Josie Card, Annabelle Zink, Charlie Card,
and great-grandchild Blaire Wynne.)

With five active children, we learned to appreciate
Children’s Hospital first hand. And now, with eight
grandchildren and one great grandchild (so far), we

YOU’RE IN FOR A

Treat!

Bring the family for an afternoon
of fall fun and festivities.

SATURDAY

appreciate it even more.
We’re excited that construction for the first phase of
the new Children’s Hospital is underway. In fact, we’re
so excited, we are giving to the Believe Campaign
even though we currently live out of state. It’s just
that important. Won’t you please give as well?

OCT.

27

3-5:30 p.m.

For children preschool through third grade
Carnival games, crafts, inflatables, and more
Saturday football viewing available
Kids are encouraged to wear their costumes!

The Campaign for Children's Hospital

Donate at WeBelieve.build
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Gala Will Have You “Dreaming of a Cure” for Cancer
Mark your calendar for the very exciting
Gala of Hope to benefit the American Cancer
Society. The gala will be held at the Westin
on Saturday, October 13, and the theme is
“Dreaming of a Cure.”
The VIP pre-party starts at 6 p.m. in the
courtyard, and the main event kicks off at
7 p.m. The starry night theme will include
wonderful silent and live auction items, as well
as an extensive open bar, a delicious seated
Southern dinner and fascinating entertainment by Chattanooga Aerials. Dancing to the
tunes of Love, Peace and Happiness rounds
out the evening. You don’t want to miss this
fun party for such a great cause!
Marcie Beasley and Leigh Ann Fryar
say they are honored to co-chair the event
with committee members Karen Anz, Emily
Cooper, Kelly Reese, Jennifer Hammontree, Marleah Alpers, Stephanie Goodrich,

Back, Jan Quinn, Ashley Reid, Kelly Dibrell, Kelly Reese, Leslie Gilbert, Marleah Alpers, Marcie
Beasley and Scottie Summerlin
Front, Shelley Nadeau, Kim Watson, Jenny Bivens, Stephanie Goodrich, Brennen Riddle, Azurae
Redmond, and Karen Anz
Scottie Summerlin, Yasmine Key, Lindsey research through clinical trials and education.
Wyatt, Kelly Dibrell, Azurae Redmond, Locally, ACS provides wigs, support and
Ashley Reid, Kim Watson and Leslie transportation to and from treatment. Other
Gilbert. These ladies are working on all the ACS events include Relay for Life, during
details, making sure this event is outstanding. which survivors are honored and can receive
The American Cancer Society benefits life inspiration awards.
There are several opportunities to support
patients on a national level by funding cancer

this amazing event. There are three levels
of sponsorship, including silver, diamond
and platinum. Sponsorship starts at $2,500
and includes event tickets for 8-16 people,
depending on sponsorship level, along with
an opportunity to honor a loved one at the
event.
The presenting sponsor this year is Southeastern Trust Company, led by CEO Bart
Rolen. Tennessee Oncology is a Platinum
VIP sponsor this year and other sponsors
include: The Hamilton Group; McCamish,
Cooper and Dyer Orthodontics; Warren and
Griffin; Diagnostic Imaging Consultants;
University Surgical Associates and CHI
Memorial.
If you or your business is interested a
sponsorship of this amazing event, please
email: marciebeasley@yahoo.com.
by Kendall Brown

Abandoning Our Frenetic Pace and Choosing Rest and Play
by Dr. Christy Bonner
When I was in my early 20s, I was
introduced to a personality test called the
Enneagram. The test comes from the Greek
words “ennea” (nine) and “gram” (something
drawn) and refers to the nine points on the
Enneagram symbol. The different personalities, identified as number one through nine,
represent nine types who think, feel and behave
in diverse ways. Each of us has one number
on the Enneagram that best represents us, and
when I took this test I learned I am a number
two, also known as the helper. I find meaning
and gratification in life through helping others, but as I explored different aspects of my
personality, I learned I can often wear myself
out helping people, if I am not careful.

The wisdom of the Enneagram has taught
me that I become the best version of myself
when I take breaks from helping and allow
myself time for rest and self-care. If I am not
careful, I end up trying to validate my sense
of self through helping others. I have learned
that it is when I create space for meditation,
prayer, rest and my own interests that I find a
strong sense of self within me, instead of trying
to affirm myself through taking care of others.
When I cultivate more time for rest
and play, I end up finding so much more
significance and fulfillment in my vocation
and life. When I am practicing self-care and
in a place of balance, I have observed that
instead of using my work to prove myself, I
help others for the joy of it. I have much more
to offer my counseling patients and loved ones

if I take time to care for my mind, body and
spirit. When I am too much of a helper and
keep my calendar excessively full, I end up
not having much to offer others.
Several years ago I traveled with a friend
to the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. While we
were there, we noticed how happy the people
seemed to be. Everywhere we went, people
had smiles on their faces and had kind words.
The people in Mexico appeared to be living
life to the fullest. Mexicans spend more time
with their families than Americans do, and
they also take breaks during the middle of
their workday for a siesta. Yes, their standard
of living is not as high as our own, but my
observations left me feeling like they have a
greater level of happiness than we do. As soon
as my friend and I left Mexico and arrived back

in the States, we noticed the difference in the
people here. Everyone seemed hurried and not
as friendly as the Mexicans we encountered.
Even though I rarely take siestas, I have
noticed that when I take breaks, including
lunch with friends or a yoga class, I have so
much more to give my patients. It is when
we learn the art of rest and play that we end
up finding gratification in our labor. When
we take the time to fill our cup, we nourish
ourselves and have so much to offer others.
When we neglect to care for ourselves, sometimes what we have to offer can be rather dry.
I remember a conversation I had with a
woman who was applying to be the CEO of a
large company. This person definitely has what
it takes to be a CEO. She is an intelligent and
Continued on page B21.

Providing Exceptional
Care for over 18 Years!

Manorhouse offers individualized care and services in an
upscale residential environment. Our Levels of Care Program
ensures that residents receive the care they need and pay
only for the services they require.
Never “on call”- our licensed nurses are always here,
at our facility - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

1148 Mountain Creek Road
Chattanooga, TN 37405

(423) 870-5900

Come take a tour and see why
our residents chose Manorhouse.

www.manorhouseretirement.com
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How Do Advisors Add Value?
by Tom Eddy CFP®
and Scott McDonald
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Using a
unique data set
based on Canadian investors and
financial advisors, researchers have found that investors
working with financial advisors have wealth
gains equal to 5 to 10 percent annually when
compared to investors not working with
financial advisors.
• These gains are present even after
controlling for over 50 economic and demographic factors.
• Financial advisors appear to add value
in a wide variety of ways. They encourage
savings, help improve after-tax returns, and
make it easier for their clients to successfully
take on a greater allocation to equities.
• Additionally, financial advisors can
add value through portfolio management,
retirement planning, and taking a total wealth
approach with their clients.
What is the value of financial advice? To
ask the question even more directly: What
is the value of a financial advisor? Recent
research helps clarify how advisors add value
for their clients. The results are positive, but
perhaps surprising.
There are two main approaches for
quantifying the value of an advisor.
One option is to look at the theoretical
ways advisors can add value for their clients.
Asset allocation, stock selection, portfolio
management, manager selection, retirement
planning, tax planning, and behavioral
coaching are all possible ways – among many
others – through which financial advisors

can add value.
We’ll refer to this
approach as the
theoretical approach, because
these are plausible, but not guaranteed,
sources of value.
Another approach is to look at households that work with a financial advisor and
compare them to households that don’t work
with a financial advisor. We’ll call this the
empirical approach. This approach – which
shows us the realized value investors have
actually received from working with advisors
– allows us to measure the real-life impact of
financial advisors. However, the empirical
approach doesn’t always clearly show exactly
what advice led to improved outcomes.
By putting these two approaches together,
we can start to answer three important questions about financial advice: Do financial
advisors add value for their clients? How much
value do they add for their clients? How do
they add value for their clients?
Research on the Realized Value
of Financial Advice
Two data sets from Canada have enabled
academic researchers to dig deep on the issue of
advisor value. The first is a longitudinal study
of Canadian investors that has been running
since 1999. The second study is based on 10
years of transaction-level data for Canadian
investors provided to the researchers by three
large financial advisory firms. These data-sets
track investor performance, include a wide
range of characteristics about the investor and

Baylor Announces 77th Round Table

Fifteen Baylor seniors have been selected
for the school’s 77th Round Table. Founded
in 1942, the literary discussion group emphasizes independent thought and lively debate.
Selection is among Baylor’s highest honors.
Round Table members for 2018-19 are
pictured above, back, Kristopher Kennedy
(president), Lily Zabel, Wiley Pippenger,

Olivia Bettis, Miles Kadrie; middle, Kate
Padilla, Izzy Boyd, Andrew Pace, Jeremy
Brien, Sophie Wisenbaker (vice-president);
and, front, Dawson Brown, Charlsey Newman, Sydney Sutherland, Jenna Azzouz and
Elizabeth Hayslett (secretary).
English instructor Heather Ott serves as
the group’s faculty adviser.

Abandoning Our Frenetic Pace cont.
Continued from page B20.
successful young woman who could probably
run for Congress if she ever wanted to pursue
this. Yet, as she talked about this opportunity,
she also shared her realization that taking this
job would mean sacrificing precious time with
her two young children and husband. She also
worried about the ramifications that the long
hours could have on her health. Because of
these factors, she made the brave decision to
give up her dream to be a CEO and stay in a
job that would allow her to have a work-life
balance. She could have chosen a job that
would offer her a great salary and title, but she
knew it would be at the expense of pursuing
her hobbies and spending time with her family.
The American Dream often comes at a
great price to our health and relationships. We

work ourselves to death in order to prove our
worth through job titles, caregiving and many
other ways. We might end up with money,
power or praise from others, but the price is
loneliness, depression, anxiety and poor health.
Just like I sometimes try to validate my
sense of self through helping others, many of
us try to affirm who we are through prestigious
titles, material goods, cosmetic procedures
and other ways. But instead of working so
hard to prove ourselves, maybe we can find
the courage of the woman who decided not
to pursue the path of being a CEO. We can
also learn from Mexico’s slower pace and find
more time for ourselves. It is when we take
time for loved ones, play and rest that we find
abundant life, and in turn are able to offer our
gifts and graces to the world.

his or her household, and indicate whether or
not the investor has an advisor. If the investor
is working with an advisor, the data-sets enable
the researcher to look at the advisor’s personal
portfolio and performance and compare it to
the client’s portfolio and performance.
Unfortunately, we don’t have the necessary data-sets to effectively compare advised
and non-advised households in other countries, including the United States. Although
there certainly could be differences in many
regions, the role of an advisor is broadly
the same in Canada and other countries:
to provide investment advice and financial
planning advice. We feel comfortable that
general conclusions from Canadian households apply globally.

Do Advisors Add Value?
The empirical data is very clear that financial advisors add value for their clients. After
controlling for a wide variety of demographic
and economic variables, Montmarquette
& Viennot-Briot (2012) find that advised
households, on average, multiply the wealth
of non-advised households by 1.58 after
working with an advisor for four to six years,
two times after 7-14 years, and 2.73 times
more wealth after 15 years or more. Those
multiples are equivalent to percentage wealth
increases of 7-12 percent annually over four
to six years and 5-10 percent annually over
seven to 14 years.
The data from the Montmarquette &
Viennot-Briot study was based on investor
survey data, and therefore can be considered
to be net of fees and realized taxes.
How Do Advisors Add Value?
The Montmarquette study also explores
the mechanisms through which financial
advisors improve household net worth. For

instance, advised households hold a larger
share of their assets in equities than nonadvised households, indicating that advisors
helps families become more comfortable with
the prospect of higher short-term volatility
(characteristic of equity-heavy portfolios);
and overcome the behavioral obstacles to
successful equity investment. Our research
at UBS estimates that increasing the equity
portion of a portfolio by just 10 percentage
points, relative to fixed income, can lead
to an increased average return of about 0.5
percent annually.
The researchers also find that working
with a financial advisor improves savings
behavior by nearly 100 percent. Saving more,
and investing a greater share of those savings
in equities, is responsible for a substantial
component of the improvement in lifetime
wealth accumulation.
Finally, advised households in Canada are
more likely to use tax efficient accounts than
non-advised households. The Department
of Finance Canada estimates that use of taxefficient vehicles improves performance for
those investors by about 1.5 percent per year.
Even so, the Montmarquette study is
limiting because it cannot tell us exactly how
advisors are creating value for the households
they work with. In order to move beyond
increased equity exposure, improved savings
behavior, and improved tax-efficiency, we
need to explore some of the theoretical areas
advisors add value to fill in the gaps.

As a firm providing wealth management services to
clients, we offer both investment advisory and brokerage
services. These services are separate and distinct, differ
in material ways and are governed by different laws and
separate contracts. For more info on the distinctions between
brokerage and investment advisory services, please speak with
your Financial Advisor or visit ubs.com/workingwithus.
UBS Financial Services Inc. and its affiliates do not provide
legal or tax advice. Clients should consult with their legal
and tax advisors regarding their personal circumstances.
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A Look at Chattanooga in 1893, Baylor School’s Founding Year
(Editor’s Note: This is another in a series of
stories related to the 125th anniversary of the
founding of Baylor School.)
When Baylor School opened in 1893,
the world of Chattanooga was much different
from today. Or was it?
Sure, there were long-since-obsolete businesses like C.W. Chaff Carriage Works in the
800 block of Cherry Street, and Chattanooga
had an eight-ward Board of Aldermen (yes,
Alder-MEN) form of government under
Mayor George W. Ochs.
Segregation also existed. The city had the
all-black Howard School and Montgomery
School to go along with the white schools,
such as the now-forgotten First District
School, Second District School and Third
District School.
But many of the businesses actually seemed
reflective of the entrepreneurial spirit of the last
couple of decades of the early 21st century or
so in downtown Chattanooga, with countless
one-of-a-kind businesses. While the number of
restaurants was much smaller, the Chattanooga
Brewery Co. at Broad and Second streets and
some other proprietorships could pass for 2018
Chattanooga start-up businesses.
Also, the British-affiliated land firm, Chattanooga Company Ltd., was running ads in
the city directory touting North Chattanooga.
“Keep your eye on North Chattanooga, the
ideal suburb,” it said. In 2018, people are
definitely keeping their eyes on it, too.
Some ads also touted the adjacent Riverview area as “the most beautiful resort in
vicinity of Chattanooga.” The area included
the Riverview Theatre for live shows near
where hole No. 2 at the Chattanooga Golf
and Country Club now is.
And, of course, in the early 1890s there
were such still-familiar businesses as W.F
Fischer and Brother watch and jewelry firm

The original site of Baylor School, now First-Centenary United Methodist Church
(now Fischer-Evans) at 8th and Market streets;
Provident Life and Insurance Co. (now Unum)
at 819 Georgia Ave.; and Chattanooga Medicine Co. (formerly Chattem Inc., now Sanofi)
at the foot of Lookout Mountain.
However, no one at that time, including
John T. Lupton, the future Baylor benefactor,
had likely thought of bottling Coca-Cola, even
though it could be found in Atlanta drugstore
fountains. Mr. Lupton, by the way, was the
vice president of Chattanooga Medicine Co.
at the time and lived on St. Elmo Pike near
the Incline station at the foot of Lookout
Mountain. Chattanoogans could also ride
an incline up Cameron Hill in those days.
A glance in the 1894 city directory gives
all kinds of insights into the city that existed
when the independent preparatory school was
new, and the comparable McCallie and Girls
Preparatory School did not yet exist. That year
Baylor is listed in the city directory under the
name University School, and John R. Baylor
was listed as the principal, even though he is
considered the founder today. The school was
located at 101 McCallie Ave. in the former
McCallie family home at the northeast corner
of what is now Lindsay Street.
Back in those days, there may have been
more blocks on McCallie Avenue than today.
Cross streets mentioned in the city directories
on the west end of McCallie Avenue by down-

town included, in order, Lindsay, A, Houston,
B, C, D, E, Baldwin, Palmetto, Magnolia,
Park, Fairview and East End.
Most of the buildings along that stretch of
McCallie Avenue must have been single-family
residences, although one or two facilities there
were used as physician offices. There were
apparently few or no churches or apartment
buildings on McCallie Avenue at that time.
A little past D Street going east were First
District School and U.S. Grant University,
the latter of which became what is now UTChattanooga. Chattanooga also had some
other colleges then, including Chattanooga
Medical College, which may have been part
of Grant.
As far as the McCallie family that had
formerly occupied the old home on McCallie
Avenue, there were several of them listed in
the 1894 directory.
Because of Baylor School, the McCallie
family’s life was changing. Son James Park
McCallie was attending Baylor, and he and
older brother Spencer would later start McCallie School. Another McCallie, Thomas S.
McCallie – the older brother of the school
founders – was a grocer at 602 Market Street
and resided at Lewis Street.
But Chattanooga was developing into a
city far beyond any one or two schools. It had
countless manufacturing businesses, including

Ross-Meehan Foundry, as well as a number
of mining firms involved in the extraction of
the surrounding area’s resources, including
coal and other minerals. And several land
companies were around, so somebody thought
Chattanooga was getting ready to grow, much
as some people think in 2018.
To support this city of 1894, Chattanooga
seemed to have about everything. City Hall
was at the northeast corner of Georgia Avenue
and Market Square (now Patten Parkway),
and the local police headquarters was at the
southeast corner of Market and Fourth streets.
The town boasted several libraries - the
Catholic Library, the Hodder Library, the
YMCA Library and the library association of
Chattanooga. It also was home to the Baroness
Erlanger Hospital on Harrison Avenue, the
Hamilton County Hospital two blocks north
of McCallie Avenue, and the Dominican
Sisters-run St. Vincent Infirmary in East Lake.
An orphanage, a separate children’s refuge,
and the Steele Home for needy children were
also in Chattanooga.
Countless organizations existed in those
days, before people became too busy. They
included some Civil War veterans groups of
both the Union and Confederacy. One was
the Chickamauga Post No. 22, which was
comprised of black Union war veterans.
Chattanooga was also becoming cultured
during this time. The Chattanooga Music
School offered lessons in voice and various
instruments under Professor R.L. Teichfuss.
Professor Baylor’s daughter, Eloise, later
became an accomplished singer, and she likely
took some lessons here or at a subsequent
facility like Cadek Conservatory.
Yes, downtown Chattanooga was a happening place in the 1890s, just like it has
become again 125 years later.
by John Shearer

This is SENIOR LIVING !

Ask us about our brand new
Rent Lock program!

CALL 423.822.5894

TheTerraceAtMountainCreek.com
1005 Mountain Creek Road, Chattanooga, TN 37405
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So many schools in
ratory School’s newest
our community produce
theater faculty member.
stellar plays, and GPS and
Krawczyk brings years of
McCallie are no excepclassical and professional
tions to this rule. Here
theatrical experience to
is the schools’ Fall 2018
bear in guiding the Uplineup, which promises
per School performers of
to be outstanding.
GPS and McCallie to
The GPS Middle
give life to Shakespeare’s
School musical is “The
world of Messina. Don’t
Little Mermaid Jr.” In a
miss what is sure to be
magical underwater kingan energetic production
dom, the beautiful young
of this beloved comedy.
mermaid Ariel longs to
McCallie’s Upper
leave her ocean home –
School play is “The Three
and her fins – behind and
Musketeers.” You know
live in the world above. McCallie student Jack Curtis ’18
Iron Man, Deadpool,
But first, she’ll have to and GPS student Olivia Combs ’19 Thor, Black Panther,
defy her father, King in last fall’s play
Captain America, Black
Triton, make a deal with the evil sea witch, Widow … Now it’s time to meet the suUrsula, and convince the handsome Prince perheroes of 17th-century France – Athos,
Eric that she’s the girl whose enchanting Porthos, Aramis, D’Artagnan and Sabine,
voice he’s been seeking. Presented by Middle (D’Artagnan’s sister, a superhero in her own
School students from GPS and McCallie, right). Of course, every hero has its nemesis
“The Little Mermaid Jr.” is a musical the and, in this case, there are two evil antiheroes:
whole family will enjoy.
the cunning mastermind Cardinal Richelieu
Catch “The Little Mermaid Jr.” on and the beautiful, deadly Milady de Winter.
October 15 at 4:30 p.m. and October 16 at
This play is presented by Upper School
7 p.m. The musical is directed by Mike Lees students from McCallie and GPS. See this
and takes place in the GPS Frierson Theatre. play on November 9 at 7 p.m. and November
“Much Ado About Nothing” is the GPS 10 at 2 p.m. in the McCallie Walker Theater.
Upper School play. Courtships. Scandals. It’s directed by Stevie Ray Dallimore.
Wars of words. Betrayals. False deaths. Chaos.
The GPS fall orchestra concert will take
Intrigue. And love. It all adds up to “Much place on November 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Ado About Nothing” in Shakespeare’s classic school’s Frierson Theatre. Directed by by
comedy.
Mary Baxter, students from both GPS and
The play takes place in the GPS Evans McCallie will perform.
Center on November 1-3 at 7 p.m. and is
Go to gps.edu or mccallie.org for more
directed by Mark Krawczyk, Girls Prepa- information.









GPS and McCallie Announce
Fall Performing Arts Lineup
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For more information –Visit us online:

StayAtRiverViewInn.com
Enjoy a DAY FULL of FALL FUN
at the foot of Lookout Mountain!
Get to the fun faster at Blowing Springs Farm!
Go on a hayride, race in the pedal cars, send corn
flying with jumbo slingshots, and play a game of
supersized checkers! Enjoy a fresh funnel cake,
roasted peanuts, grilled sausage and pepper
sandwiches with an ice-cold Coca-Cola or Slush
Puppie. Pick out a carving pumpkin, meet furry
friends at Bagby’s Critter Corral and more!

Kids
Under 4
get in
FREE!

OCTOBER 19-28

Fridays-Sundays • Sept 28 - Oct 28
Visit ☛ BlowingSpringsFarm.com
An emotionally powerful and intimate
musical about two 20-somethings
who fall in love-and out of
it-over the course
of a 5-year
relationship

for tickets, hours and directions.

It’s Time to Oompah!
Live Music
Specialty Beer
German Food

Weekends
in October

Formore
more info
For
infocall:
call:
706.820.2531
706.820.2531
For more info call: 1.800.854.0675

See RockCity
.com
1400 Patten Road, Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

TICKETS
423.267.8534 || TheatreCentre.com
TheatreCentre.com
TICKET
S |@423.267.8534

Live on Lookout? Use your Resident Pass
to visit as often as you like!
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At GPS, front, Lisa Reynolds Shanahan, Lauren Hayes, Lindsey King, Dr. Gregg Lightfoot,
Casey Caldwell, Caitlin Rozell, and Janna Eichelberger.
Back, Matt Green, Lexi King, Dr. Erin Montero Rangno, Cécile Lainé, Mark Krawczyk,
Chris Twombley and Amelia Mann
Not pictured: Bill Kropff and Vincent Parker

At Notre Dame, Sr. Scholastica Neimann, Selina Duncan, Martha Mitchum, Connie
McNamara, Sr. Mary Joseph Wittman, Jennifer Strickler and David Carter

Local Schools Welcome New Faculty and Staff

Besides new books, classes and a plethora
of new activities, our area schools welcome new
staff and facultiy for the 2018-19 school year.

Girls Prepartory School
A new school year means new beginnings
for everyone, and the GPS community is proud
to welcome new faculty, staff and coaches to
its campus for the 2018-19 school year.
New faculty and staff include: Casey
Caldwell ’08, new Middle School counselor;
Janna Eichelberger, Middle School physical
education/varsity basketball coach; Matt
Green, strength and conditioning teacher/
coach; Lauren Hayes ’02, director of alumnae
and community engagement; Alexandra
“Lexi” King, health and wellness teacher,
admission coordinator, assistant Middle
School swim coach, and assistant varsity
lacrosse coach; Lindsey King, eighth grade
English teacher; Mark Krawczyk, drama
teacher/theater director; Bill Kropff, director
of facilities; Cécile Lainé, French teacher;
Dr. Gregg Lightfoot, seventh-grade history
teacher and history/social sciences department
chair; Amelia Mann, associate director of
college counseling and community engage-

world geography; Jennifer Strickler, the
visual arts department.; Martha Mitchum,
guidance department; David Carter, wellness
department and football coaching staff; Sister
Scholastica Neimann, head of the theology
department; Sister Mary Joseph Wittman,
science department; and Connie McNamara,
part-time AP Psychology.

At Baylor, front, Markley Anderson, Allison Cheeseman, Becky Williams, Jenn Lindsay and
Shane Turner
Middle, Mike Kelly, Neil Hetrick, Regan Phillips, Elia Hennings, Lorraine Byerley, Sally Willingham Ratterman, Natalee Oldham, Christine Lau, Kimberly Smith and Margaret Harman
Back, David Hilley, Jeff Gaither, Chase Waller, Tawambi Settles, Mark Price and Leo Seballos
ment; Dr. Erin Montero Rangno, Spanish
teacher/world language department chair;
Vincent Parker, facilities/bus driver; Caitlin
Rozell, graphic designer; Lisa Reynolds
Shanahan ’83, director of impact fund; and
Chris Twombley, network administrator.

Proudly Serving
Our Clients In
Chattanooga
ounded in 2008, Benjamin F. Edwards & Co. is a national
wealth management firm that is committed to client-first
service and providing the investment advice you deserve.
Trust. Integrity. Mutual Respect. These are the principles
that keep us focused on what matters—our clients and
their financial well-being.
Ward Petty | Branch Manager and Managing Director – Investments
Joseph P. Donnovin, Jr. | Vice President - Investments

We encourage you to stop by or give us a call.

Baylor School
A new group of faculty have joined the
Baylor School community for the 2018-19
academic year. In addition, the school welcomed 1,083 students, including boarders
from 23 states and 14 countries.
Joining the faculty are: Markley Anderson, Upper School counselor and dorm parent;
Allison Cheeseman, teaching fellow in the
English and social studies departments; Becky
Williams, Middle School counselor; Jenn
Lindsay, head of the Middle School; Shane
Turner, history instructor and wrestling coach;
Mike Kelly, applied humanities librarian;
Neil Hetrick, German instructor and Middle
School global education coordinator; Regan
Phillips, English instructor; Elia Hennings,
laboratory technician; Lorraine Byerley,
Spanish instructor; Sally Willingham Ratterman ’04, counseling center assistant; Natalee
Oldham’10 assistant director of student life
and yearbook adviser; Christine Lau ’14,
music instructor; Kimberly Smith, health
center director; Margaret Harman ’14, dance
instructor; David Hilley, math instructor; Jeff
Gaither, English instructor and track coach;
Chase Waller, humanities specialist in the
Baylor Learning Center and dorm parent;
Tawambi Settles, director of inclusivity,
associate dean of students and social studies
instructor; Mark Price, boys’ varsity basketball
coach; Dr. Leo Seballos, physics instructor;
and Talon Stroud, science instructor.
Notre Dame High School
As Notre Dame begins the 2018-19 school
year, there are many new faces to welcome.
In addition to 109 new students, eight new
faculty members join the Notre Dame family, including: Selina Duncan, German and

Chattanooga Christian School
Chattanooga Christian School began the
2018-2019 school year with a record enrollment of 1,270 students in pre-K through
12th grades, a brand new Nancy B. Maclellan
Lower School building, and an impressive
cadre of new staff and faculty. The Upper
School welcomed 11 new faculty members
from locations as close as Covenant College
to as far as New York, New York.
New staff and faculty include: Chris Fain,
middle and high school history and coach;
Robert Marshall ’13, middle school English;
Ellie Smoak ’14, middle school theatre
teacher, assistant director of CCS productions
and exceptional education paraprofessional;
Clara Wolfe ’14, physical science honors 8;
Andrew Cone, algebra; Bekah Mason, Paul’s
Epistles and U.S. history honors; Christy
MacDougall Gambrell ’03, ninth grade
bible and social and emotional counseling;
James Schaefer, modern world histry and
contemporary global history; Julien Amorelli,
modern world history; Luke Harvey, English
and middle school baseball coach; and Ray
Padron, foundations in art and photography
courses.
The McCallie School
There are several new faculty and staff
joining the McCallie community. These 18
new members of the McCallie family bring
new insights and enthusiasm to life on the
Ridge. New faculty members include: David
Conrady,varsity basketball coach and middle
school chaplain; David Eastman, chairman
of the Bible department and will hold the
Sherill Chair of Bible; Katie Elverd, director of
orchestras, instructor of stringed instruments
and assistant coach for the varsity swim team;
Alan Shikoh’05, upper and middle school
guitar; Kristin Smith, director of student
health; Ricky Thomas, dean of community and brotherhood; Valerie Van Buskirk,
middle school administrative assistant; Steve
Robison, assistant varsity basketball coach
and middle school basketball director; and Jeff
Andrews, assistant strength and conditioning
coach. These new faculty members, along with
several new staff members, will help McCallie
maintain its status as one of America’s top
boys schools.

1101 Broad Street | Suite 105 | Chattanooga, TN 37402
P 423-668-5411 | TF 855-732-1159

benjaminfedwards.com

2015-0655 Exp. 12/31/2018 Member SIPC

At CCS, front, Julien Amorelli, Jame Schaefer, Christy Gambrell and Ellie Smoak
Back, Andrew Cone, Robert Marshall, Ray Padron, Bekah Mason and Luke Harvey
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Fifth Music on Mountain is a Success for FES

Caroline Williams and Emily Haney

Sarah and Jason Lehn

Ramsey Brock, Doug Elkins, John Tugman and Rich Boschi

Frank and Anne Elizabeth Youmans and Laurie Stuckey

Celeste and Peter Lindeman

Michael and Kristin Tremain

Kira and Beth Ehly

STOP
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Courtney Guthrie and Carrie Gallant

H

O

Frank and Gail Proctor

S

E

The fifth annual Music on the Mountain, Fairyland Elementary School’s major
fundraiser, was a great success, as well as a
lot of fun. Held at the Lookout Mountain
Club overlooking the golf course, this muchanticipated event was co-chaired by Carrie
Gallant, Courtney Guthrie and Maggie
Corey, who all did an excellent job. The
community turned out in a huge way, and
the night was absolutely beautiful, with a
picturesque full moon. Held under a tent
outside the club, highlights included Paul
Hadfield and The Foothills playing some
great bluegrass/country music, while the
guests enjoyed delicious grilled chicken and
pork tenderloin with wonderful sides.
The auction committee, consisting of
Mindy Tugman, Heather Droke, Megan
Brock, Susan Colmore, Ginny Johnston,
Wendy Taliaferro, Caroline Williams and
Michelle and Justin Workman, did an unbelievable job with both the silent and live
auctions. This year, online bidding was an
option for the silent auction items (which
were very numerous) and this seemed to
add a lot of interest to the evening. Nelson
Williams was hilarious as the auctioneer,
keeping the bidding very lively!
Live auction items included fabulous trips
and interior design consultations among a
plethora of other great things. The golf cart
raffle is always a high point; folks buy raffle
tickets for $100 each, and a lucky winner goes
home with a brand new golf cart. This year,
Lulu and Mark Brock won the cherry red
EZGO golf cart, graciously giving it to their
son, Ramsey, and his wife, Megan, who will
use it constantly with their three children.
Once again, the FES Music on the
Mountain was another stellar event. Don’t
miss it next year!
by Gwin Tugman

Andrew and Britt Anderson, Jamie Jackson and Kevin Koeninger

Now is the time to aerate
and seed your Fescue lawn.

Grant and Lauren Caldwell

Thompson and Dawn Pettway

We use only the best turf-type
Fescue seed and fertilizer available.
We also have the best topsoil
in town to fill in low or bare
areas in your lawn.

Call today for
a free lawn evaluation.

(423) 622-0320
Fully licensed and insured

Adam Campbell and Lauren and Nick Wilkinson

Leah and Fletcher Smith
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Get to Know New Lookout Mountain School Teachers
Lookout Mountain School’s 2018-2019
year has had an auspicious start as we welcome
many new students and families and six new
teachers to the mountain (or to new positions
within the school). In order to get to know
our new teachers, we continue the nosy tradition of asking them silly and fun questions
relating to their experiences as teachers and as
part of the Lookout Mountain community.
Mary Avans, science lab teacher
Q: What is your favorite insect?
A: The praying mantis, because they are
interesting to watch.
Q: If you could give a star a name, what
would it be?
A: Tim, to honor my brother.
Q: If you could meet one famous scientist,
past or present, who would it be and why?
A: Ada Lovelace, who is often considered
to be the first computer programmer.
Q: If you could be an element on the
periodic table, which would you choose?
A: K (Potassium); I like bananas!
Karly Brown, first first grade teacher
Q: If you could take your students on a
Magic School Bus ride anywhere in the world,
what destination would you choose and why?
A: Probably a neighborhood in Chattanooga where life is harder for kids their age,
so my class can better understand how people
in need aren’t as far away as they think, as well
as helping them to appreciate the fact that
they have access to a good education, food
and a safe home. (Something I wish I could
have understood earlier on in my own life).
Q: If you could only eat one school lunch
for the rest of your life, what would it be?
A: Hamburger.
Q: What was your favorite Halloween
costume you ever wore as a child?

Front, Alison Roedder, Lisa Inman, Carol Martin and Principal Ruth White
Back, Michelle Meyners, Karly Brown, Lacey Redden and Mary Avans
A: Steve Irwin (or the female version). I the tension, and you can’t help but smile.
wore this costume for many years in a row. I
Q: What carnival booth do you most look
wore a khaki shirt and shorts with a stuffed forward to visiting: “Glitter Tattoo;” “Doctor
animal snake around my neck.
Disaster;” “Jail;” or “Bouncy Castle?”
Q: Who is your favorite superhero and
A: This will be my first Carnival, and I
why is he/she your fave?
am so excited! I am hearing more and more
A: Batman. He is the most realistic super- about all the awesome booths and items for
hero there is. There are already millionaires/ sale at Carnival. I am looking forward to
billionaires creating awesome gadgets in visiting “Doctor Disaster,” as this sounds
hopes to save the world, just minus the capes. very interesting.
Lisa Inman, fifth grade teacher
Q: If you could take your students to any
play or cultural event before they graduate to
middle school, what would it be and why?
A: It would have to be “Lion King” in New
York. The costumes, set and choreography
are mesmerizing, but it also has a wonderful
message of perseverance and courage. All
middle school students need both of these.
Q: If you could have any animal in the
world for a classroom pet, what creature
would you choose?
A: It would have to be a great Dane dog.
They are large but so gentle and loving. When
having a stressful day, having this big sweet
dog come love on you seems to help release
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Exciting News!

MOUNTAIN ESCAPE SPA has
teamed up with OUTLOOK MED SPA
Dr. Greg May and Devony Webster Hitt, PA-C
offering Injectables, Fillers, and More
Gift Certificates
Available!

October Specials
Mountain Escape Spa
• Hot stone add on to any massage service
• Free pumpkin scrub with any pedicure service
• Nail services are available on Saturday
Outlook Med Spa
• Botox $10-12 a unit with an
additional 10% off your service
• Free Consultation

Shop our
fabulous
gift boutiq
ue!

Spa- liday re
tail it
arriving dai ems
ly!

Carol Martin, Literacy Lab teacher
Q: If you had the powers of a Hogwarts
professor, how would you deploy them in
the literacy lab?
A: When the kids sat down, they would
not be able to get up unless the teachers said
so, and they would be able to magically focus
and learn quickly.
Q: What are your favorite books that you
think most kids haven’t read, but should read?
A: “Where the Red Fern Grows;” “Little
House on the Prairie” (series); “The Last
Lecture.”
Q: If you could be the protagonist in any
book, who would you be?
A: Will from “Old Yeller” because of his
strength, love and kindness.
Lacey Redden, P.E. teacher
Q: What sport or mode of exercise would
you teach the children of LMS if facilities or
time weren’t a limitation?

A: Slow pitch softball. I think that even
though there are so many who already play
baseball or softball in summer leagues, there
are those who haven’t, and this would give
them the opportunity to try without feeling
the pressure of competition.
Q: What calisthenics exercise would you
choose for all the children to do 50 a day of
for the rest of their lives?
A: I would have them do 50 sit-ups every
day to help build a strong core.
Q: If you were an Olympian, in which
sport would you participate?
A: I would love to participate in women’s
basketball.
Ali Roedder, fourth grade teacher
Q: If you could introduce your children
to any historical figure, who would it be?
A: Helen Keller.
Q: If you could shrink the Magic School
Bus to the size of an ant, where would you
travel with your miniaturized students?
A: The ocean – its beauty and mystery
make it comparable to visiting another planet.
Q: What carnival food are you most looking forward to eating at the LMS Carnival?
A: Clumpies ice cream.
Let’s welcome the new teachers to our
magical mountain and enjoy the beginning
of autumn. October promises to be a month
of fall fun as we kick off the fall season with
Carnival, rest and travel during Fall Break,
have parent/teacher conferences, and cap off
the month with costumes and Halloween!
by Anna Lee Mutter

LMS Important Dates
October 2: Carnival,
3-6 p.m. at the Commons
October 4: Carnival Rain Date
October 8-13: Fall Break
October 15: No School
October 19: Report Card Day
October 25: Parent/Teacher
Conferences, 3-6 p.m.

Music on the Mountain Funds to
Help With Library Renovation
We are so thankful for our
parents, teachers, staff and community who came out to support
our school and make this year’s
Music on the Mountain one of
the most fun events of the year!
This year’s event was a success
and raised funds needed for many
things in our school, including
the beginnings of a library renovation project. Huge thanks go
to this year’s fantastic co-chairs
of the event, Carrie Gallant and
Courtney Guthrie, Maggie Corey, Justin Workman, Caroline FES principal Jeremy Roerdink and his wife, Tiffany, at
Williams and other members of this year’s Music on the Mountain
our PTO who tirelessly worked to make this
event a success.
We would also like to thank our presenting sponsor, EPB, and our other corporate
sponsors, including Michelle Workman Interiors, Mountain View Auto Group, Presley
Law Firm, Chattanooga Allergy, Herman
Walldorf Commercial Real Estate, Marion
Environmental and Brock Insurance.
by Melissa Cairns

FES Important Dates
Lookout Mountain’s Luxury Escape Just Minutes from Home • Est. 1997

Spa Local | 814 Scenic Hwy. | 821-1772 | mountainescapespa.com |

October 3: Walk/Bike to School Day
October 8-10: Fall Break
October 26: Great Pumpkin Chase

Thomas and Carrie Gallant at Music on
the Mountain
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Take a Walk in Rock City Founder’s Footsteps

At some point,
chances are you’ve been
to Rock City. Either as
a child, a parent or a
tourist, you’ve probably
walked through this
wonderland, pausing
on the Swinging Bridge
to catch your breath and
gasp at the incredible Hazel Bell, Boofie Crimmins, Gracie Schriner, Lee Moore, Kim Strang, Emily Brown, Carol Beard, Carolyn Doster, Candy Killebrew, Wiki Carter, Virginia
Polley and Susan Jensen
view.
However, I doubt you’ve had the pleasure size of 15 people. Imagine touring behind berfest, you’ll visualize Frieda using string to uncovering this phenomenon. The stone face
of actually walking in Frieda’s footsteps, the scenes with your own personal guide mark trails between the gigantic boulders and beneath the famed vista where you can see
Frieda Utermoehlen Carter being Rock and horticulture expert as you learn about ancient trees, and wonder just how she knew seven states is clear as a bell – once the guide
City’s co-founder and visionary of the En- the infinite number of native plants, most that certain rocks were more fascinating than points it out. Sure enough, his strong features
chanted Trail.
actually planted in the early 1930s by Frieda others. You’ll learn about Pulpit Rock, which are obvious, and his story is heartbreaking:
Rock City is offering Walking in Frieda’s herself. Fascinated with European folklore looks like a preacher would be comfortable the Santeee Indian brave leapt off the cliff
Footsteps, historical guided walking tours as well as wildflowers and rock gardens, she standing behind it, and you’ll be awed by when it was clear he would not be able to
of Rock City Gardens. Available most days planted columbine, coralbells and hemlock a 1,000-ton boulder somehow balancing marry the woman he loved.
during normal operating hours, the tours are trees that are still there today.
Schedule a tour during the beautiful
perfectly on a smaller stone. Decades ago, one
a mere $5 per ticket upgrade from general
As you take this behind-the-scenes tour, of the plentiful groundhogs started digging month of October, and see Rock City again!
admission, and there is minimum group which is available this month during Rocto- furiously, and a gardener followed, eventually
by Ferris Robinson

Explore Old McDonald’s Farm With Your Family This Fall
Farm Days at Old McDonald’s Farm
in Sale Creek is a fall event steeped in history at the oldest family-owned farm in
Hamilton County.
Open on Saturdays from 10 a.m.-7
p.m. and Sundays, noon-7 p.m., through
October, this family-friendly and educational event promises lots of entertainment.
Folks can experience pony rides and bounce
pads, play in corn cribs, slide down and
shoot out from haylofts onto bales of hay
below, and experience a little critter barn
with a miniature horse, goats, chickens and
more. Gem mining, corn mazes, cow coaster
rides, a gourd slingshot and the pumpkin

patch are also part of the fun.
Admission is $12.50 per person, with
a small charge for some of the special
activities, like gem mining and the gourd
slingshot. Farm Days is ideal for families
with children ages 3-10. The farm also
features the Calf-A where refreshments can
be purchased.
“We’re so happy to be able to open our
farm each year so that other families can
enjoy this place that we’ve cherished for
so long,” said Clay McDonald, a seventhgeneration McDonald. “It always brings
a smile to our face to see young children
enjoying the farm – learning about where

their food comes from, petting a baby goat
or just having a blast sliding down our giant slides. I’ll be bringing our 3-month-old
daughter, Alice, to the farm this fall for
the first time, and I hope every kid in the
region gets to experience it.”
Founded in 1821, the 1,700-acre McDonald Farm in Sale Creek is one of Tennessee’s oldest family farms. Nestled at the
base of Walden’s ridge in northern Hamilton
County, the farm has been home to the
McDonald family for eight generations.
The McDonald family and farm have
been instrumental parts of Chattanooga’s
story. Ben’s son Frank started the Home

Stores grocery chain and stocked it with
milk, eggs, and other produce from the
farm. In 1933, Frank’s son Roy started
the Chattanooga Free Press as a weekly
newsletter featuring stories, comics, and
advertisements for the Home Stores. It
grew into a daily newspaper that reached
65,000 homes and, in 1999, merged with
its competitor, the Chattanooga Times, to
create the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Old McDonald Farm is located at
16705 Coulterville Rd. in Sale Creek. For
more information about Farm Days visit
www.oldmcdonaldsfarm.net or search for
“McDonaldFarmTN” on Facebook.

GPS Welcomes New Drama Teacher Mark Krawcyzk
Mark Krawczyk is preparing to present
first production of the year, “Much Ado About
Nothing.” After an extensive search to find
the best drama teacher for Girls Preparatory
School, the school discovered Mark Krawczyk,
a teacher, actor, director and coach who had
cast his net widely in his search for the next
step in his career path. He interviewed with
schools in Michigan, Illinois, Maryland, even
South Korea, but none seemed to be a good fit.
Then an email from a career placement
company informed him that his credentials
had been sent to a girls’ school in Chattanooga.
About a week later, Krawczyk scheduled his
first interview with GPS. “We were impressed
with Mark’s rich professional experience, as
well as his humility and passion for teaching
acting,” says Cathie Ault Kasch, GPS dance
teacher and performing arts coordinator.
“His plethora of experience, both on stage
and in television, will bring new skill sets to
our students.”
Krawczyk’s initial impression with the
school was positive. “As a theater teacher, you
want to feel like you’re supported and appreciated by faculty,” he says, “and that was clear
to me during the interview process.” He also
was impressed by the students he met during his mock lessons and by the “bottom-up
education” of theater at GPS.
“I like to see the appreciation for the arts
fostered from a young age,” he says. “I could
tell even the middle school students were
incredibly intelligent and eager to run with
anything.” He accepted the position in April
and spent his first few weeks on campus taking
inventory of props, costumes, scenes, monologues, and plays. He’s currently digitizing the
school’s vast collection of scripts.
Once school started, the organizational
tasks quickly took a backseat to teaching and
preparing for the school’s first production
- a coordinate play with McCallie School,

Shakespeare’s “Much Ado
on stage,” she says. “His goals professional actor. He toured Europe with his
About Nothing,” to be
of a great show are evident, theater company, Without Gas, performing
performed November 1-3.
but what is more apparent in England, Poland, and Slovakia. He has also
Before choosing the play,
is his focus of building a performed with Tony Award-winning compaKrawczyk met with Stevie
self-confident student - one nies such as Utah Shakespearean Festival and
Ray Dallimore, theater
who embodies strength and Shakespeare Theatre Company, as well as Foldirector at McCallie, who
respect for her/himself.”
ger Shakespeare, Martha’s Vineyard Playhouse,
typically directs a ShakeThat building process Baltimore Shakespeare Festival, Imagination
speare play himself each
became apparent during Stage, and Taffety Punk Theatre Company,
year but instead chose “The
auditions. Not only were among others. Krawczyk has also acted in
Three Musketeers” for Mcall the students new to various commercials and industry films, made
Callie’s Upper School fall
Krawczyk, he was new to an appearance on the television series “House
production.
them. “I’ve spent the last nine of Cards,” and recently finished a short film
Before presenting the
months constantly casting titled “Garfunkel.” He holds a bachelor’s degree
scripts to students, Krawand auditioning - others and from Towson University (Maryland) and a
czyk reread the version Mark Krawczyk works with GPS myself,” he says. “And with Master of Fine Arts in acting from Southern
adapted by Folger Theater students on their fall production, any Shakespeare play, you Methodist University (Dallas, Texas). He also
and made additional edits “Much Ado About Nothing”
can’t escape having young studied devised theatre at Dartington College
to fit his players. “Some archaic jokes you just women play male roles, even with our pool of Arts (Totnes, England).
have to cut when working with students,” he of McCallie students. Playing any character
Krawczyk and his wife, Katelyn Dix, are
says. “But I want to expose them to as much gives the girls a cultural agency and owner- excited to call Chattanooga their new home.
of the original language as possible while ship over classical prose and verse, in a way. She teaches freshman and AP senior English
making it accessible to the audience as well For centuries women were denied that. Very at The Howard School.
as the actors.”
few roles were written for women; in most
“Much Ado About Nothing” will be
Meg Persinger. Brock, chair of fine and Shakespeare plays, only two or three characters performed in The Evans Center at GPS, Noperforming arts at GPS, says Krawczyk has out of 20 will be women.”
vember 1-3, at 7 p.m. Tickets will be available
engaged the students in preparation for the
Prior to joining GPS, Krawczyk enjoyed at the door.
Upper School fall play to see themselves as true a career as an educator and classically trained
by Pamela Hammonds
professional artUp-to-date news all month long.
ists. “While encouraging them
to delve deeper
into their roles, he
asks them to cre1227 Scenic Hwy. | Lookout Mtn., GA
atively approach
706-820-0680
the nuances of
Mon.-Thurs Mass - 8:30 a.m.
their parts, to reSat. Mass - 5:30 p.m.
fine their acting
Sun.
Mass - 9:00 a.m
techniques, and
Confessions:
to more thoroughly investi- Sat. 4:00-4:45 p.m.
gate the characolmcc.com
www.mountainmirror.com
ters they will play

Our Lady of the Mount
Catholic Church
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Jeremy Roerdink Embraces Leadership Role at FES
For such a small community, Lookout
Mountain is fortunate to have two amazing public elementary schools in its midst.
In fact, many families choose to live on
Lookout Mountain because of the Fairyland Elementary School or the Lookout
Mountain School.
Jeremy Roerdink is the amazing principal of the Fairyland School. While Roerdink
was born in Sheboygan, Wis., and spent the
majority of his childhood there, he also lived
in Grand Junction, Colo., Portland, Maine,
West Palm Beach, Fla., and Hershey, Penn.
Living in such vastly different cities created
a great understanding of people and personal resilience in Roerdink. After moving
frequently as a child, Roerdink settled in the
Chattanooga Valley and Lookout Mountain Amos Oster, Ismael Sanchez, Jeremy Roerdink, McKenna Snider and Gabriella Formenti
area, where he has lived for the past 25 years. School in Flintstone, Ga., where he taught each morning.”
When asked what the most important
Roerdink is the son of Karen and Philip seventh grade math. He also taught other
Roerdink. His father worked for Covenant subjects, including seventh grade science, issue facing education is today, Roerdink said
College for 10 years as the resident manager social studies and computer, eventually that it is a lack of funding. “The needs of students are greater today than ever before, but
of the Lookout Inn. He is one of four chil- becoming assistant principal.
The opportunity presented itself for to improve it, as a society, we must first value
dren, with an older brother, Jason, a twin
brother, Jeff, and a younger sister, Heather. Roerdink to move to FES, and he has been education, and then support it. Too often,
Roerdink attended high school at Lake changing lives here on Lookout Mountain schools have to shift and adjust to make up
Worth Christian in Boynton Beach, Fla., as for nine years, during which there has been for lost positions or lack of resources that are
good for students. Thankfully, our wonderful
well as Lower Dauphin High School in Hum- plenty of change.
“Much has changed in my nine years PTO and community help to fill these gaps
melstown, Penn. He received his bachelor
of arts in education in 1998 at Covenant at Fairyland School. Technology is an area each and every year,” Roerdink said.
Caroline Williams, former PTO presiCollege. Additionally, Roerdink received his in which most of the change has occurred,”
master’s from Lincoln Memorial University Roerdink says. “At FES, we now have a one- dent at Fairyland School, shared, “When I
in 2003, followed by a specialist degree to-one Chromebook initiative in grades three think about Mr. Roerdink, the first thing
from the same institution in 2005. Both of through five. We have iPads for students in that comes to mind is one of our initial
conversations in his office. He told me
these degrees are in the field of educational grades PreK through second.
“The culture in this building has under- when I met him, ‘Everything we do on this
leadership and supervision.
Tiffany is Roerdink’s lovely wife of 19 gone some very big and unique changes dur- campus and beyond is based on what is best
years, and they reside in Flintstone, Ga., with ing my tenure as principal. Fairyland School for the children who attend Fairyland.’ To
their three children: Jacob, 19; Kuiper, 15; is a diverse school and one that embraces all be honest, I thought that was a wonderful
and Elaina, 12. The family attends church students ... In fact, our diversity is what I thing to say, but what I truly wanted was to
at River City Church in Rossville, Ga. Ro- believe sets us apart. We have students from actually see it happening.
“At Fairyland, it does. It all starts with
erdink loves to spend time with his family, many different socioeconomic backgrounds,
along with differ- the forward-thinking, long-term plan that
and other hobbies
ent races, abili- he has developed for our school. The basis
include following
college and profes“[Roerdink] is up for anything, ties, ethnicity and for the execution of that plan is the team
abilities. that he has assembled and continually resional sports, travelincluding being taped to the flag cognitive
But as I like to fines. It is a team of unbelievable teachers
ing and fishing.
When asked
pole or kissing a pig in an effort say, ‘When they and administration professionals. The whole
the build- team, from the lunch ladies to coaches to
how he became
to raise money for our school!” enter
ing, those lines classroom teachers to the specialists, work
interested in eduare blurred.’ We in concert to meet each child at his or her
cation, Roerdink
– Caroline Williams
treat every child
replied, “I became
with respect and
interested in education soon after high school when I studied move them toward excellence by meeting
for a semester in the Czech Republic while their individual needs. We recognize that
teaching students English. I love seeing every child learns differently and embrace
I was a sickly child. I spent a lot of
students when they learn. I especially love the challenge of unlocking the keys to their
time
in hospitals and at home alone, so I
seeing them get excited when they learn learning,” he says.
became
a voracious reader. In second grade,
Roerdink does an incredible job of maksomething new. I am a ‘big kid’ at heart, and
during
an
extended stay in the hospital, I
knew soon after high school that teaching ing students feel at ease as they walk in the
read
“Little
Women.” I read it so quickly
building. Sarah Lehn, mother of Camp,
was a career I wanted to pursue.”
that
it
actually
led to testing to determine
For the past 20 years, Roerdink has Thatcher, Tuck and Forrest, said, “Jeremy
if
I
was
a
speed
reader.
pursued education, blessing hundreds of Roerdink is amazing. No matter what he has
The
thought
that kept running through
students in the process. He began his teach- going on in his own life, he is always there
my
mind
was,
“If
I only had a sister, she
ing career at Chattanooga Valley Middle to greet students with a smile as they arrive
would be here in this hospital bed soothing
me.” This was my dream, but it was not to be.
I fell in love with John Stroud in the
spring of 1987. He was one of three boys.
His dad was also one of three boys, and
this pattern went back five generations. My
mother told me repeatedly that I’d never
have a daughter.
Anna was born in 1991, Sally in 1993,
Tay Tay in 1997 and finally Beebe in 1999.
John Stroud and I high-fived each other
when the sonogram tech told us Beebe
was a girl.
Yes, some days were like Marmee’s house
in the book, and other days I praised God
that we were all alive at the end of the day.
What no one tells you about parenting is
that it gets harder and harder the older the
children get. I think this is especially true
for girls, as most of them are verbal processors, and as mother, you get everything
processed at you. It makes you weary, like
the weary-in-your-soul, can’t-breathe, can’t-

level to help develop each student to reach
his or her full potential, laying a foundation
that prepares them for middle school and
well beyond! Mr. Roerdink works very hard
to ensure that we not only have the best
people on campus, but the right people for
our students.”
Caroline further explained, “Mr. Roerdink employs an open-door policy that has
served him well, as he is always willing to talk
through an idea or concern. Additionally,
he looks beyond the walls of our campus
to find opportunities for our students. He
continually reaches out to stakeholders in
the community by presenting initiatives to
the city council. [He created] the Fairyland
School Council made up of community
members and business professionals, [collaborates] with the PTO and also [represents]
school initiatives and needs with the county
and state.
“He has made such an impact that student enrollment has increased by almost 50
percent since he took the position of principal! While enrollment numbers are great,
what really matters is the quality of education
that students are receiving. I would put up
a Fairyland School education against any in
the region. Fairyland has been named the top
performing school in Northwest Georgia, as
well as the top 1 percent of all elementary
schools in the state! That is an unbelievable
feat when you consider that our school is
up against charter and magnet schools in
Atlanta and Savannah.”
Another thing that Caroline appreciates about the FES principal is his sense of
fun. He understands education is a serious
subject, but he has a penchant for making
things fun.
“He is up for anything, including being
taped to the flag pole or kissing a pig in an
effort to raise money for our school! The
children love being with him, and we are so
thrilled to have such an amazing leader shape
the future of our youngest mountaineers,”
she said.
What a gift to have such a talented and
dedicated leader of the Fairyland School.
Jeremy Roerdink is truly a gem!
by Ann Henley Perry

The Love of a Sister
sleep sort of weary.
My girls amaze me, and they are changing lives in their wake, but I was tired
when daughter No. 4 recently headed to
college. I know each one of my daughters
paid a price of my weariness: not everyone
got homemade goodies for bake sales; not
everyone got new clothes; one of them even
got the exhausted mom.
I thought I was not only prepared for
the baby to fly the nest, but was actually
excited. Two days before drop-off, I found
myself in the very familiar aisle seven at the
Lookout Valley Walmart, buying my last
round of feminine products. All of a sudden, I broke into an ugly, snotty, mascararunning cry, doubt running through my
head. What if my girls don’t know how
much I love them? What if each one paid
too high a price for an unprepared large
family mom? What if they’ll be in therapy
all their days? How did I get here? Wasn’t
kindergarten drop-off for the baby last year?
Did I worry about a clean house too much
and leave them in the dust?
Drop-off came too soon, and the baby
was ready for us to leave at lunchtime. All
the sisters were texting during that day.
Pause. The sisters were reaching out to each
other. Wasn’t that the dream? The sisters,
not me. Maybe I got that dream after all.
by Merrile Stroud
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Toni Gwaltney inspires and encourages creativity in children, exposing them to art, music, history and more in her Beehive program.

Toni Gwaltney Relaunches Beehive Art Program
The sounds of Bossa Nova music filter
out of the classroom where young children
are happily engaged in creative art projects,
all of them using many different materials,
from fabric scraps to glitter to paint or buttons.
From the midst of these discarded pieces, great
masterpieces are developed under the patient
guidance of Toni Gwaltney.
Toni has been an art educator for many
years. She retired from teaching at Lookout
Mountain School two years ago, but her love
for children and the arts is stronger than ever.
After a brief hiatus, Toni is more than ready to
work with students again. Therefore, Beehive,
her famous after-school art program, will begin
again this fall.
Toni’s background in the arts is quite
colorful. Her father was a heavyweight boxer
who was also a professional artist. He taught
young Toni how to draw, and her love for
the arts began. Her home was always filled
with music, as her father was a romantic,
handsome Spaniard who loved to sing classic
Spanish love songs to Toni’s mother. After
college, Toni spent time as a tour manager
and graphic artist for a professional theatre.
Toni said, “It was an incredible atmosphere
to be working in everyday, with so many
artists from different disciplines all coming
together to create something beautiful.” These
experiences shaped Toni as both an artist and

future art teacher.
Toni elaborated: “Musical theatre is the
whole package, involving all of the arts. So,
when I started teaching visual art, it was a
natural fit to include everything - even music
and creative drama. As far as I know, most
teacher education programs still separate
the disciplines for the most part. I think my
approach is a little different than most art
teachers, not only because I combine the
disciplines, but also the fact that I didn’t come
from an art education background.
“I have a BFA in art history, my first love.
There is plenty of drama there, too; Just imagine Michelangelo painting a ceiling upside
down for years, a job he didn’t want to do and
didn’t feel qualified for, or Picasso and Matisse
spying on each other in the South of France in
order to stay abreast of the Parisian art scene!
One of the most dramatic, heart-wrenching
stories in all of art history is the life of Vincent
Van Gogh. I was blessed to have the opportunity to follow his footsteps through Arles
and San Remy in France, to sites of some of
his most brilliant and recognizable paintings.
“One of the reasons traveling is so important to me is seeing the art in the context
in which it was created. This summer I spent
three weeks in Portugal, winding my way from
Lisbon to Coimbra and Porto and then back to
the Algarve. Plump fisher-wives, wearing mul-

tiple layers of short, gathered skirts and knee
socks, while they skin and dry their husbands
catches of the day, have already made it into
one of my sketchbook paintings. Humanity is
richly varied and beautifully fascinating – I try
to bring that context to life for my students.”
Toni believes all children need opportunities to create art. “Whether it is acting
in a play, sculpting an animal, or learning
to play a musical instrument, the arts bring
meaning to life. They teach sensitivity to the
nature of beauty and self-expression. The arts
enhance a person’s ability to solve problems
with critical thinking; they develop courage
and self-confidence. The arts deepen one’s
understanding and appreciation of the values
and beliefs of others, and they ultimately connect us to the world,” Toni said.
Toni created Beehive over 20 years ago, in
an effort to expand the visual arts curriculum
at LMS and enhance it by combining the disciplines in ways that couldn’t be accomplished in
a traditional school environment. The Beehive

almost always has elements of music, art, history, creative drama, geography, history, and
of course the main event, visual art.
After a brief time of fully enjoying her
retirement, Toni is excited to be with students
again. The Beehive classes will be offered in
the Dade County Public Library in Trenton,
Ga. The facility is wonderful because it holds
sewing machines, a recording studio, printing
stations and a 3-D printer! Classes take place
on Saturdays in October and November from
10:30 a.m. until noon. In the month of December, Toni will offer some weekday holiday
crafting times, as well. While space is limited,
classes are open to all school-aged students.
For more information, call Toni Gwaltney
at (423) 667-3769 or find her on Facebook at
@BeehiveYoungArtists. Registration forms are
also available in the Hospitality Room at the
Dade Public Library, or at the Children’s Day
Event on the Square in Trenton on Saturday,
October 6, from noon to 3 p.m.
by Ann Henley Perry

Stop juggling financial records.

We can be your solution.
www.bartohoss.com

Winners of the 2018 Lookout Mountain Mixed Doubles Calcutta were Beth Daugherty,
Caroline Williams, Ted Alling and Rich Boschi.

Club Hosts Labor Day
Weekend Tennis Tourney

The 2018 Lookout Mountain Mixed
Doubles Calcutta held over Labor Day
weekend at the Lookout Mountain Club was
a smashing success, thanks to event organizers
Mary Hadley Ozburn and Sue Webb. The
weekend was all about “love” for some teams,
and everyone “got served” during the two days
of grueling matches.
Players were pooled into A, B, C and D
levels, and teams were randomly drawn the
night before by emcee extraordinaire Nelson
Williams, who took great pleasure mispronouncing almost everyone’s name. On Saturday mid-morning, players took to the courts,
and by end of day, the Cross Court Dressers
(team names were chosen by combing Beatles
tunes with tennis terms) came in dead last.

The real court action took place right as
center court was wrapping up, when nonparticipating players Rink Murray and James
Williams took over court 6. After battling
it out on center-court, Tommy Thatcher
led a group of spectators down to court 6
and proceeded to commentate the match
between Murray and Williams. Luckily for
Williams and Murray, a storm blew in and
ended the game.
Sunday marked the finals, with Let It Be
Out (Beth Daugherty, Rich Boschi, Caroline Williams and Ted Alling) edging out
Kevin Leckenby, Kingsley Bennett, Julie
Garret and Will Moses. A good time was
definitely had by all.
by Lucia Hopper

End your headaches from fooling with financial details.
Find relief.
Begin by calling Barto, Hoss & Company.
Financial Statements
• Audits
• Reviews
• Compilations
Payroll

Accounting & Bookkeeping
• Monthly/Quarterly/Yearly Processing
• Quickbooks Setup & Consultation
• Check Writing Services

Who prepares your taxes?
Maybe you should be using a CPA, a professional
who really knows taxes and finances.

Barto-Hoss...ready to be your financial wizard.
5751 Uptain Road Suite 100 Uptain Building
Chattanooga, TN 37411 • 423-855-0700
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LoJacono – Whitaker Wedding McKenzie – Eischeid Wedding

Chanel LoJacono and retired
marine Capt. Bailey Whitaker exchanged marriage vows on August
11 at 4:30 p.m. at Rava Wines
in Paso Robles, Calif., with Guy
Drummond officiating. Parents of
the bride are Ms. Saundra LoJacono and Mr. Joseph LoJacono, and
parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Whitaker. The bride’s
grandfather is Zane Sandusky, and
the groom’s grandmother is Ellen
Whitaker, and his grandfather is
Wayne Burgess.
Madeline DiLascia and Sarah
Woods served as maids of honor,
and bridesmaids were Meghan
Pyle and Kayla Bill. Garrett
Thompson, Chase Schmidt,
and Chase LoJacono served as
bridesmen. Philip Whitaker, father
of the groom, stood as his son’s best Capt. and Mrs. Bailey Whitaker
man, and groomsmen were Matt Stelmach, groom’s father’s and aunt’s birthdays, the
Joe McKee, Cress Clippard, Addison wedding party toured the Firestone Walker
Whitaker and Clay Whitaker, the groom’s Brewing Company, which is owned by one of
brothers, Colton Popp, Brian Williams, the couple’s friends. Everyone loved touring
and Chris Anderson.
the Barrel Room and getting a behind-theThe bridesmaids wore burgundy halter scenes look at the barrel aging room that is
dresses and carried bouquets of white roses usually off-limits to the public. Dinner at
with wrapped stems. The bride’s dress was the adjacent Taproom Restaurant followed.
made of ivory vintage lace with a sweetheart
On Friday, the girls enjoyed a bridesneckline, pearled spaghetti straps, and trans- maids’ luncheon at a local winery while the
lucent sequins. She wore pearl earrings that boys surfed at Pismo Beach. That night, the
her grandmother received upon pledging a groom’s family hosted a rehearsal dinner at
sorority and carried a full bouquet of white Thomas Hill Organics, a local restaurant
roses. Before the bride’s mother was seated, that was one of the area’s first farm-to-table
she surprised her daughter by placing her establishments. Everyone enjoyed lots of
grandmother’s blue handkerchief in the hysterical toasts, as well as many very
bride’s hand.
sentimental ones! On Saturday, before the
After the ceremony, guests were treated wedding, many guests kayaked on Morro
to a sit down dinner reception at Rava Bay and picnicked on the dunes.
Wines. Afterwards, a DJ spun tunes that
The couple enjoyed a mini-moon at
kept everyone on the dance floor. The couple a bed and breakfast in Santa Rosa, Calif.,
sliced into the raspberry-filled cake with but- before returning to their home in Mebane,
tercream frosting with a sword, and guests N.C. Both are enrolled in graduate school at
also enjoyed gourmet doughnuts, as well as a UNC, where Chanel is earning a doctorate
special birthday cake for the groom’s brother, in applied neuromechanics, and Bailey is
Addison, on his 21st birthday.
attending business school.
On Thursday night, in honor of the
by Gwin Tugman

Mary Katherine McKenzie
and Thomas Mills Eischeid exchanged vows on August 25 at 6
p.m. at St. Timothy’s Episcopal
Church on Signal Mountain with
the Rev. Derek Hill officiating.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. James Robert McKenzie,
and parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Keith Robert Eischeid.
Grandparents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Eischeid.
Elizabeth McKenzie Wells
served her sister as matron of
honor, and bridesmaids were
Mary Angela Stagmaier Lenes,
Emily Ann Eischeid, sister of
the groom, Mary Claire Elliott,
Margaret Werner Sanford, Ashley
Scott Bivins, Sandra Elsa Lowe,
Elizabeth Ashley Reeves, Virginia
Weatherly Johnston and Jillian Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Eischeid
Thompson Eischeid, sister-in-law of the by Kimmie’s Cakes, and the groom’s cake
groom. Keith Robert Eischeid stood as his was decorated with hunter’s memorabilia and
son’s best man, and groomsmen were Brian topped with a hand-painted duck and edible
Robert Eischeid, brother of the groom, shot gun shells, all in honor of the groom’s
James Thornhill Johnston Jr., James Robert love of hunting. Young Hearts provided the
Feher, Joseph Christopher Johnson Jr., great dance music, and later in the evening,
Andrew Parker Shuford, Stephen Andrew guests enjoyed a cigar bar in the tent. The
Santos, James Daniel Franklin, William couple left the reception in a vintage Bentley
Blake Bollinger and Nicholas Banks with guests shaking either Alabama or TenCarden. The flower girl was Virginia Pass nessee pom-poms.
Wells, the bride’s niece.
On Thursday night before the wedding,
The bridesmaids wore long light blue out-of-town guests enjoyed a shrimp boil
gowns with halter necks and carried bouquets hosted by the bride’s sister and brother-in-law,
of white and pastel roses and berries created Beth and Beau Wells, at their home on Sigby the Clay Pot. The bride wore a beautiful nal Mountain. On Friday, the bride’s aunts,
V-neck gown with a lace bodice and a full Nancy Stagmaier and Mary Fritsche, hosted
skirt that was appliquéd with scattered lace a bridesmaids’ luncheon at the Easy Bistro.
flowers. She wore a long veil borrowed from The rehearsal dinner, held at the Church on
a close family friend, a tradition in her family. Main, was catered by Events with Taste. Beth
She tucked her great-grandmother’s heirloom Wells compiled a wonderful slide show, and
handkerchief, circa 1929, into the stems of there were many toasts to the happy couple.
her bouquet.
After a honeymoon in Montego Bay,
A reception followed at the Chattanooga the couple returned to their home on Signal
Golf and Country Club. Guests enjoyed a Mountain, where Kate is a commercial realseated dinner, and the reception spilled out tor at Walldorf Realty, and Thomas is a CPA
onto the terrace and the adjacent tent. The with Elliott Davis accounting firm.
bride’s beautiful five-tiered cake was created
by Gwin Tugman

With Support From Friends, Caceres Helps Animals After Hurricane
Everyone who knows Christian Caceres
and Brad Brewer adores them. Their generous spirit is well known in the Chattanooga
community and beyond. They have supported
everything from the Hunter Art Museum to
our local schools, and lots in between. They
have been known to quietly give a large pledge
for a friend’s child who is running laps for
Boosterthon or to open their home to those
in need. They have also hosted fabulous parties
for different charities.
Their love for both people and animals is
legendary, but there is a soft spot in Christian’s
heart for four-legged creatures, and he feels a

sense of responsibility for all of them. “Animals
cannot work. They depend on us. All they give
us is love,” he explains.
It should come as no surprise that while
Hurricane Florence began to threaten the
North Carolina coast, Christian was already
finding ways to jump in and help. Many of
us have great ideas, but Christian is quick
to pounce on them. He learned this from
his mother, who regularly gave everything
she could to the impoverished. “My mother
always told me, ‘ You must help everyone,’”
and her son took this advice to heart. “I told
her that as pet owners, we take responsibility

821-2669

“Quality does not have to be expensive.”

of our pets. I love my
Kline, Susan Maclelanimals, and I will do
lan, Sarah McKenzie,
anything for them,”
Jane Brooks Moss, AlChristian said, clearly
lison Moore, Suzanne
standing behind his
Payne, Ann Henley
words.
Perry, Christy SmalA shout-out to
ley, Angie Sutherland,
several friends raised
Missy Talley, Mary
over $3,000 in mere
Margaret Tollett, Amy
minutes. Christian
Weeks, Caroline Wilsent a text asking
liams, Nicki Brock,
friends for donations
Kristi Murray, Lane
to his Venmo account,
Park, Janyne Preston
explaining he was
and Booper Yates.
heading to PetSmart
Christian shared,
and Stockdale’s to Christian Caceres with a car full of dog food “It was just amazing.
buy food to take to the McKamey Animal Everyone at PetSmart and Stockdale’s was just
Shelter and the Humane Educational Society happy to help. When you saw the faces of the
in anticipation of hundreds of misplaced pets. people at McKamey and HES, you knew that
The comments on the text thread were so you had done your job. It is also great to have
encouraging. Friends happily agreed to sup- friends who share the same passions that I do.
port this cause, and Amy Arrowsmith even We all had to be raised well by our parents to
said, “Christian, for you, I will join Venmo.” love the unfortunate.”
Christian immediately drove to PetSmart
“Together we can make a difference,”
and filled his entire car with dog food, which Christian told his friends on his text plea. “I
he swiftly delivered to McKamey. Since that wanted to make a difference in the lives of the
time, he has made multiple trips back to animals affected by the storm. I am thankful for
Petsmart and Stockdales, delivering his sup- friends who partnered with me in this effort.”
plies to McKamey and HES. Participants were
Philanthropy is an innate quality in
numerous, and included Kelly Alling, Amy Christian, who desires to make a difference
Arrowsmith, Caroline Bentley, Alexis Bogo, in the lives of others because of his great love
Anne Bradshaw, Carolyn Brock, Alicia for them. What an amazing place Lookout
Carico, Wendy Caswell, Courtney Cobb, Mountain can be when we work together for a
Katherine Currin, Morgan Everett, Jamie common cause. In the days to come, may we
Frierson, Lucia Hopper, Louisa Hurst, all find ways to give of our time and resources.
Whitney Johnston, Annette Kelley, Jennifer
by Ann Henley Perry
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October 1 • 7 pm
Operation Song feat. Cody McCarver,
Smith and Wesley, and Billy Crain
October 4 • 9 pm
The Fritz
October 5 • 9 pm
*Repeat Repeat
October 6 • 9 pm
The Velcro Pygmies

Dozens gather every week for dinner and fellowship at the Conrad’s house.

Sunday Dinner at the Conrads Has a Higher Purpose

It’s Thursday morning at a big box store,
and a diminutive blonde heads into the store
with an empty cart.
She looks like a college girl, but the list
she carries suggests she is running a large
enterprise. As she begins, you might observe
a briefly bowed head. Then, off she goes,
knowing herself to be merely a gatherer of
loaves and fishes.
Soon her cart will be overflowing as she
rounds the very familiar aisles. This week it’s
chicken, loaded baked potatoes, broccoli,
baked beans, yeast rolls. She is preparing for
whoever decides to show up at her house at
dinnertime on Sunday.
“Four years ago, we began a weekly dinner
with eight college students for our church,
Rock Creek Fellowship. Last week there were
60 or so. I always pray over that grocery cart,
and like the Biblical story of the loaves and
fishes, there is always enough. We never run
out,” Katie says.
Every Sunday, her family’s doors are open
from 6-8 p.m. After dinner, everybody piles
onto the floor in the basement, and the father
of the household leads a conversation. The
aim of this family is to provide a safe place
to share anything without judgment, and
always to point to the truth of God’s word.
This year they are bringing in people from the
community to share how God is using them
in particular lives and ministries.
When Katie unpacks those groceries in
the West Brow home she and her husband,
John, share with their six children, she thinks
not only loaves and fishes but of living water.
She thinks of students from Covenant College and UTC who have become part of her
family, and in particular of their second and
third children, the son and daughter they
adopted from Uganda.
Katie, who doesn’t just have the gift of
hospitality but also a very wide worldview,
will be thinking of children in that son and
daughter’s homeland who don’t even have
clean water. As she piles her countertops high
with an amazing spread of food, she thinks of
children still living in Uganda and what people
on Lookout Mountain might do to help.
She gets an idea. When the college students gather for their next meal, they’ll hear
from James Harrington from the Ugandan

Water Project. Twelve million people there
have no clean water, and this is the main
reason children die.
So this family has a dream: $12,000
provides a life-giving well. Can they raise it?
Well, they are good at raising. Katie thinks
of her sons, ages 11, 10 and 9, and of her
daughters, a 9-year-old and 7-year-old twins.
Her vision expands to thirsty children who
wrap around the world. Then her openhearted
perspective returns to children who grow up
and become college students, who someday
soon will be called upon to make this a better
world. She knows from walking alongside
college students in crisis that they can have
dark days, choices and experiences. Do they
need other voices talking at them, lecturing?
No. Katie and John realize instead that these
students need to be part of a family.
Everybody who takes care of a family
knows it can be a lot of work, even before

only thing that made it doable,” Katie says.
The neighbors make it all worthwhile,
and Katie describes them as loving and
sacrificial. Every Sunday night, Kristen and
Matt are present; Kristen and Lisa Boozer
and Rachel Shields bring salads and desserts
and help with cooking, and Associate Pastor
Corby Shields and his wife, Rachel, come
with their four kids, intent on getting to know
the students. Now Bob and Ellie Bruhn have
joined their team.
In such a labor-intensive love, it’s impossible for the laborers not to wonder, “Does this
matter? Is it worth it?” When those questions
come - and they do - the Conrads remind each
other that, “serving together has done more
for our marriage than any marriage retreat
could ever do.”
There are some oft-repeated words in
Katie’s vocabulary: blessing; community;
gratitude. “God provides and we know God

Children and college students connect during a soccer match before Sunday dinner.
there are 60 or 70 people regularly coming will continue to. God cares about it all, even
for Sunday dinner. Katie freely admits that if we have enough food,” she says. They inparenting is not always simple, because it tend to keep opening those doors until God
matters so much. She remembers a recent closes them.
day when one child’s simple question about
What do the diners say? The six children in
sports caused her to dissolve in tired tears.
this home, scattered among their guests, think
And then there is the growing task of Sunday night is the best night of the week.
Sunday night dinner, with collegians who
The college students would agree. A young
are, of course, hungry for more than food. “I woman cites “the community, and connectcould never have done this at first, but God ing at a deeper level with other students and
grows you into it. First eight came, then 15. adults.” Another credits the regular gathering
And then people came along to help.”
with “finding a sense of purpose.” Sunday
This is the couple’s 10th year hosting night “re-energizes me for the coming week,”
in their home, which nestles in a wooded says someone else.
area on a driveway with three other families.
One young man has family 18 hours
On Sunday nights, every section of those away, and says, “The way the Conrads have
driveways is filled with cars; the front yard is loved me has literally changed my life. Their
used for volleyball, the back selfless investment opens their home not
porch is thick with clusters only when it is convenient to them, but also
of visiting friends.
during one of the hardest times in my life. I
Their story began many was comforted with genuine love from their
years ago, when three girls hospitality. They are my family.”
from a pastor’s family in
The cook in this kitchen takes no credit for
Charleston, S.C., went to either thinking this up or making this happen.
Covenant College: KrisShe’s sure she couldn’t manage without
ten; Katie; and Kim. Katie the prayerful engaged presence of her husmet golf coach John Con- band, and with people who have turned up
rad there, and Kristen met to lend a hand.
Matt Jelley. The Jelleys and
And then there are all those loaves and
Conrads live on their same fishes, piled into the basket on Thursdays,
driveway, but before they multiplied on Sunday in her Father’s giving
built welcoming homes, the hands.
two families lived in trailTo be part of their Ugandan Water Project
ers – “horrible ones” – for dream, go to ugandanwaterproject.com/contwo years to save money rad, or email John at johnnyconrad@gmail.
Katie and John Conrad with their children, Tamale, Caroline, for building their houses. com or Katie at katiemconrad@gmail.com.
“Doing this together is the
by Jane Henegar
Emma, Sam, Oli and Jack

October 7 • 9 pm
Future Thieves with Joel Crouse
October 10 • 9 pm
John Mark McMillan
October 11 • 9 pm
Turkuaz with Butcher Brown
October 12 • 9 pm
Manic Focus with Esseks
October 13 • 9 pm
10,000 Days: A Tool Tribute
with Evil Empire
October 14 • 9 pm
Reverend Horton Heat
with Special Guest Unknown Hinsion
October 18 • 9 pm
Whitey Morgan
October 19 • 9 pm
We Were Promised Jetpacks
October 20 • 9 pm
CBDB with Maradeen
October 25 • 9 pm
The Cadillac Three with Bones Owens
October 26 • 9 pm
Drivin’ N Cryin’
October 27 • 9 pm
The Communicators
October 28 • 9 pm
James McMurtry
October 31 • 9 pm
Ashley and the X’s CD Release
and Halloween Party

October 2 • 7 pm
Operation Song feat. Don Goodman,
Steave Dean, Bobby Tomberlin & More
October 3 • 7 pm
Cody Canada and the Departed
October 4 • 7 pm
Chris Knight: Full Band Show
October 5 • 7 pm
Sail On: The Beach Boys Tribute
October 10 • 7 pm
Ana Popovic
October 13 • 7 pm
Eg Kight Trio
October 18 • 7 pm
An Evening With the Stanley Clarke Band
October 19 • 7 pm
Tinsely Ellis
October 26 • 7 pm
Jennifer Daniels’ 20th Anniversary Show
October 30 • 9 pm
Scott Sharrard

For info & to purchase tickets, visit

www.songbirdsguitars.com
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GPS alumnae Michal Howick, Margy Davenport Oehmig, Margaret Thatcher Thompson,
Casey Caldwell and Lauren Hayes at the Walk for Cammy’s Cause

BrightStar Care of Chattanooga is locally owned and operated
by Rick Collett (McCallie ‘87). Our goal is to improve the
quality of life of those entrusted to us and to help make it
possible for them to remain in the comfort of
their own home while receiving the quality of care they require to do so.

BRIGHTSTAR CARE® KEY DIFFERENTIATORS
> RN Oversight on Every Client
> No Minimum Hour Requirement
> Joint Commission Accreditation
> 24/7 Live Phone Answer
(Our Staff)
> Experienced Staff – Minimum 1
Year Required
> National Background Checks

> CPR Certified Staff
> From Pediatric to Geriatric Care
> 9 Out of 10 Recommend Us
(Press Ganey Customer
Satisfaction Surveys)
> W2 employees licensed, insured
and bonded and covered under
our workmen’s compensation and
liability insurance

BrightStar Care® of Chattanooga
P: 423 296 6640 F: 423 296 6643
www.brightstarcare.com/chattanooga
Independently Owned & Operated

Walk Raises Awareness and
Money for MCR Foundation

Mary Cameron “Cammy” Robinson
died as a result of an eating disorder 13 years
ago. She was poised at the brink of a wonderful
life, and only in her early 30s, but the years
her body suffered from an eating disorder was
too much for her heart, and she died on Labor
Day weekend, 2005.
Her mother, Jan Robinson, and best
friend, Ashley Yates Martinez, founded the
MCR Foundation in Cammy’s memory.
At the time of Cammy’s death, there
weren’t many resources available for people
dealing with eating disorders, but the MCR
Foundation is chancing that. From distributing information about healthy body image
to elementary schools to hosting numerous informative speakers and events, the
MCR Foundation is making a difference.
The website itself, mcrfoundation.com, is a
plethora of knowledge about this disease, listing resources, support groups, warning signs
of eating disorders, and professionals among
other information. Jan Robinson wishes she
had access to this information 30 years ago,
when Cammy was a toddler.
“There is so much to learn about this
disease, and the earlier it is treated, the better

the chance of survival,” Jan says. “Denying it
will not cause it to go away. We must educate
ourselves to be aware of the behaviors and to
intervene as soon as possible. This is absolutely
crucial.”
The support from the community is vital,
and the Walk for Cammy’s Cause every September (the month of her death) raises funds
not only to educate the community about
this disease, but also bring awareness to eating
disorders. Lots of folks turned out for the 5K
Run/Walk and 1-mile fun run that began and
ended at Ross’s Landing.
According to the National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders,
eating disorders have the highest mortality
rate of any mental illness, and up to 30 million people in the U.S. suffer from an eating
disorder. Twenty-five percent of college-aged
women engage in bingeing and purging as
a weight management technique, according
to ANAD.
“Cammy would be so proud to know her
death was not in vain, and she lives on with
this foundation,” her mother says.
For more info, go to mcrfoundation.com.
by Ferris Robinson

Julie Fisher

Graham Burns

423.756.0771 (O)
423.304.5227 (C)
ChOOseChattanOOgahOmes.COm

423.756.0771 (O)
423.304.8171 (C)
423.821.2840
www.grahamburns.COm

COMING SOON!

637 Battery Place

Chattanooga, TN
Condo convenient to art district,
UTC, downtown, and hospitals.
Delightful patio with sweeping river view.
2 BR, 2.5 BA •1,181 Sq. Ft.
$252,000

1 Woodhill Dr.

67 West Bartram Rd.

Lookout Mountain, TN • 5 BR, 4.5 BA
Custom Built • Master Suite on Main
• 1.36 Acre Lot • Woodhill Private Pool

Lookout Mountain, TN
6 BR, 3.5 BA • 3,223 Sq. Ft.
Master Bedroom on Main Level

$55 OFF
Service of
$300 or more.

Valid only with
coupon. Not valid
with any other offer
or coupon.
Expires 10/31/18.

NEW PRICE!

$75 OFF
Service of
$600 or more.

Valid only with
coupon. Not valid
with any other offer
or coupon.
Expires 10/31/18.

Build Your Dream House on Lookout Mountain
Highly-desirable 1.42 + acre lot on
corner of Mtn. Terrace and Ft. Trace.
Quiet, convenient location, surrounded
by lovely houses. $134,900.

Lot for Sale - McFarland Road:

Small building lot facing
Lookout Glen. $25,000.

Tree Trimming / Tree Removal / Tree Planting
Treatments / Stump Grinding / 24-7 Emergency Services

Call for Your Free Consultation
1201 Market St. Chattanooga, TN 37402

423-451-6388

info@treeworxllc.com

treeworxllc.com
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Voice From the Foot: Viland Improves Local Entertainment Scene
Norfolk, Va., for a
Entertainment imjob with a security
presario Tara Viland
company that was
is a fourth generation
assigned to man the
native Chattanoogan
very first Bonnaroo
who knows the depth
Music Festival. Tara
of the Black Hole Synfell in love with show
drome: “You leave, but
production and is still
Chattanooga always
part of the crew 14
sucks you back,” she
years later.
laughs.
“My honeymoon
Her grandmother,
was at Bonnaroo,
Doris Morris, grew
and on year three, I
up near Manker Patwas pregnant with
ten, and though she
daughter, Kai!” she
could not afford private
explained of her delessons, she spent so
votion to this festival.
many hours practicing
Back in Chattaon the backboard that Tara Viland at The Signal
she became a tennis champion known as nooga, she helped launch The WAWL online
radio show, despite warnings that “No one
the “Queen of the Courts.”
“Opportunity is very important in will listen to music on the internet!” Viland
our family. My grandmother inspired me went on to meet everyone in the local music
to understand that you don’t have to have scene; she interned and was subsequently
everything, but can work hard to get any- hired at Brewer Media, writing and running
the board for Talk Radio FM, and worked
thing,” Viland said.
After graduating in radio production both at Nightfall and Track 29.
Her experience was vast, and when
from Chattanooga State, Tara moved to

At the Movies With Merrile
formance ever, in my opinion. If you start
“Lars,” do not freak out when he visits a
“human doll” website; the movie does not
take a sexually twisted turn, I promise.

by Merrile Stroud
I love that I have
friends who are smarter
than I am and who have
the best ideas. One friend
recently recommended I
write an article requesting readers to send their
own answers to some
movie questions. Please
read the following questions, and email your
answers to merriles@
epbfi.com or answer on
my Instagram account,
@movieswithmerrile.
I’m going to give you my
answers, and I cannot
wait to hear yours!

What Movie Changed Your Mind
About a Belief or an Attitude You Had?
Mine is “Philadelphia.” It completely
broke my heart that
any dying person
could not have
whomever he wanted to be with them
at the end and also
help make medical decisions. Tom
Hanks and Denzel
Washington are simply magnificent.
In theaters,
“Crazy Rich Asians”
What is Your Favorite
was a total delight. I
Movie (or Two)
give it a solid A-.
and Why?
This fall, I sugMy favorite movies
gest you go on and
of all time are “Ordinary
get excited about
People” and “Lars and
“The Hate U Give”
the Real Girl.” “Ordi- One of Merrile Stroud’s favorite movies is (please, read the
nary People” rocked my “Ordinary People.” What’s yours?
book first), as well
world because I had never seen a movie as “A Star is Born” with Lady Gaga and
where the curtain was pulled back from Bradley Cooper . (Do I need to say more than
a “perfect family” to reveal an incredibly “Bradley Cooper” to interest you? If so, it’s
dysfunctional family. I thought only I had also his directorial debut.) “Life Itself,” by the
that story.
creator and writer of the popular TV show
“Lars and the Real Girl” fleshes out “This Is Us,” also seems promising.
what a truly healthy and loving community
Until next month, pass the popcorn
looks like. Ryan Gosling gives his best per- please!

Chris Cobb, founder of Marathon Music
Works in Nashville, developed the former
downtown Jump Park into a new music
venue called The Signal, he realized there
was no better management hire than Viland.
And she is thrilled with her new position.
“It’s been great being next door to Chattanooga Brewing Co., near Finley stadium,
and Chattanooga Market,” Viland says of
The Signal’s location at 1810 Chestnut
Street. But the location is only part of her
enthusiasm.
“I’m excited because so much talent
comes through here now, and a lot of it is
local. Chattanooga could become a “feeder
town,” Viland said. “For example, a band
starts at a small room like JJ’s Bohemia

and gathers a fan base. Then it sells out
The Signal /Songbirds; then opens at the
Tivoli/Memorial Auditorium, then on to
Nashville/Atlanta/the World!”
Viland also envisions growth in creative
partnerships between corporate and entertainment entities. “Specifically, I wish there
was more collaboration within the Chamber
of Commerce,” she said.
A member of the Young Professionals
Association of Chattanooga and Chattanooga Women’s Leadership Institute,
Tara mentors other women and supports
workers in the music industry across town.
For upcoming shows at the Signal, go to
thesignaltn.com.
by Elizabeth Miller

Movies, Shows Give a Dose
of the Halloween Spirit
It is that time of year again, when the
leaves abandon their brilliant colors and fall
to the ground. The evenings grow dark and
cold, and a chill runs through the night.
October is the perfect time for a scary movie
binge. Here are some selections for everyone
of discerning scary film tastes.
“Hotel Transylvania 3”
A delightful animated entry in the
popular film series, this newest installment
highlights the funny moments of Dracula
(voiced by Adam Sandler) and his family of
lovable monsters taking a summer vacation
cruise. Kid-friendly with plenty of song and
dance, this makes for a great little spook film
that the whole family can watch and enjoy.
“A Quiet Place”
Still one of the best horror films of 2018,
“A Quiet Place” is a unique film-watching
experience that requires total dependence
on sound. The present world has been
destroyed by creatures that are attracted to
the slightest sound. A farming family in the
wilderness discovers the secrets to staying
alive, but for how long? A perfect suspenseful
horror film, this one is very appropriate for
teenagers with its PG-13 rating.
“Train To Busan”
In the midst of a terrible virus outbreak
in South Korea, a bullet train of unlikely passengers must combat ravenous and speedy
zombies that are slowly taking over. Fast
paced, action packed and beautiful at times,
“Train To Busan” is a real joy to watch.
“Castle Rock”
Not a film, “Castle Rock” is Hulu’s newest hit television drama. The first season takes
place completely within the Stephen King
universe and is centered on an attorney who
returns home to find things not quite the way

he left them. A mysterious new prisoner at
the local Shawshank Prison (yes, that one)
leads to a terrifying new reality. If you are
a fan of Stephen King, this horror series is
jam-packed with references, and you’ll want
to sometimes watch an episode again, just to
make sure you catch everything. For those
looking to binge-watch a series over several
nights, this is the perfect one.
“Mandy”
If the film “Mad Max: Fury Road” had
a horror version, this would be it. Nicholas Cage stars as a roughneck who is on a
mission to take out a bizarre religious cult
that has kidnapped his wife. Unrelenting,
violent, with over the top grindhouse film
style terror and mayhem, “Mandy” is the
perfect midnight movie to watch. Pay
special attention to Cage’s epic dueling
chainsaw fight. With cinematography that
is wildly psychedelic in color, it’s best to
view this film at night so that every color
is contrasted perfectly.
“Hereditary”
First time writer and director Ari Aster
certainly brings the terror out in this top
rated horror film. The film centers around
Annie (played with terrific terror and pitch
perfect screams by Toni Collette) and her
family after just losing their matriarch. In
picking up the pieces after a series of unfortunate events, Annie begins to lose her
sanity and, seeking help, attempts to unlock
communication to the netherworld. “Hereditary” is a horror film that relies on
quiet and unsettling scenes rather than
jump scares or pure gore. The final climax
to the film is fast and furious, providing an
ending that left me feeling a little uneasy.
Disturbing on every level, “Hereditary” is
the horror film to beat in 2018.
by W. Tyler Thomas

Visit www.mountainmirror.com to subscribe online!
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Continued from page A7.
Susie and Lea Courtney headed to Cincinnati to celebrate their 41st anniversary by
attending the Western and Southern Open
tennis tournament. Susie and Lee both love
tennis, so this weekend was like a slice of
heaven. They love this small venue, and all
the top players were there because it was the
week before the U.S. Open. They saw Roger
Federer, No. 2 in the world, John Isner, Angelique Kerber, and Marcos Baghdatis. They
also saw Frances Tiafoe, an up and coming
teenage tennis player who has an incredible
story. His parents came to the United States
years ago, and his father worked as a custodian
at a tennis center. Frances learned to play tennis
by using old broken rackets that he found in
garbage cans. A natural talent, Tiafo is predicted to be one of the best tennis players in
the world one day. The Courtneys watched five
full matches and enjoyed every one of them.
They celebrated their anniversary with a special
dinner at a really nice restaurant, but neither
of them could wait to get back the next day
to see more matches. They absolutely loved
their time there and hope to go back again.

Lea and Susie Courtney with tennis player
Marcos Baghdatis
The “water babies” from Beth Murphy’s
water aerobics class at the Fairyland Club
held their annual summer party at Marie and
Ricky Thatcher’s lovely home. Everyone
brought side dishes and Carolyn Miller
provided the delicious fried chicken. The
2018 water babies include me, Ann and
John Woody, Jane Fitzpatrick, Margaret
Smith, Ann Allen, Bonny Shuptrine, and
Margaret Thompson, among others. Before
dinner, everyone sat on the stone terrace
and swapped stories about our crazy, fun
summer. After dinner, a few of us lingered
on the screen porch to laugh and talk, and
Liz Davidson cracked everyone up when
she said that there was no way she was going
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I hope you saw the TV show on the Cooking Channel called “Southern and Hungry,”
which aired an episode called “Chattanooga
Chew” in mid-August. Hosts Damaris Philips
and Rutledge Wood search for restaurants that
serve memorable dishes with a down-home
feel. They chose three local restaurants, including Syrup and Eggs, located in St. Elmo,
for this segment. There, they feasted on blue
cornmeal taco pancakes and bruleed grapefruit
before heading to Purple Daisy to enjoy the
hashbrown casserole, pulled pork, and homemade barbecue sauce. They loved everything
they tried at both places, but saved room for a
visit to Main Street Meats, where they enjoyed
a fried bologna sandwich and strawberry pie.
They were most impressed by the baloney
that’s made in-house and kept talking about
what a growing city Chattanooga is. Damaris,
who is from the South, loves Chattanooga
and thinks it is a beautiful city. If you missed
the episode, find it on the Cooking Channel’s
website or keep checking for reruns. It’s really
neat to see our city featured on national TV!
Some people who know me (and probably some who don’t) think I’m certifiable,
and I agree. This is my 30th year of manning the LMS Carnival’s Children’s Corner,
where I sell silly string, bomb bags and other
weapons of destruction. Of course, the children love things that make noise, and most
things I sell most do. But certifiable or not,
I obviously love doing it because it keeps me
in touch with the young people. I hope to
see you there. You can’t miss me – I’m the
oldest one there!
Til next month ...

Beth Murphy’s water aerobics class at the annual end of summer party
to be the first to leave since we might talk the doctors and nurses how the other family
about her - hence we all left at the same was doing, but because of HIPAA, no one
time! This group is a riot, and we definitely could give any updates. The families stayed
make exercising fun.
in rooms just across the hallway from each
other, and the babies finally
got to meet each other in
the hospital before heading
home. Fr. Mac Brown of
Church of the Good Shepherd stopped by the hospital
to bless the babies and the
parents, which made it even
more special.
The beginning fall is
the time of year with many
high school reunions taking
Elizabeth McKegg Boschi and David Alexander Barnes
place, and a group of fine
Two Lookout Mountain babies were born folks enjoyed one earlier this year. Memon the same day, Monday, Aug. 27, 2018, at bers of the class of ’61, both from Baylor
Erlanger East Hospital. Elizabeth McKegg and McCallie, as well as quite a few guests,
Boschi, daughter of Kate and Rich, was born gathered to reminisce and reconnect. They
at 8:12 a.m., weighing 7 pounds, 9 ounces, and are all pictured below.
David Alexander Barnes,
and son of Whitney and
David, was born at 6:25
p.m., weighing 8 pounds,
13 ounces. It is such a
small world because Rich
and Whitney are colleagues
at Sanofi (Chattem’s new
name) and knew all along
their babies would be born
close together - but never
thought it would actually
be on the same day! Once
everyone figured out the
babies were coming on the Seated, Claudia McCall Polancich, John and Isabell McCall, Jon Armstrong and Wiki Carter
same day, both the Boschis Standing, Bill and Diane Brown, Bill and Judy Eiselstein, Cindy and Jeff McCall, Tom Mastin,Robert and
and the Barnes kept asking Stacy Divine, Bill Carter and Prentice Tomlinson

Scenic City Chorus Hold Concert on November 3

For over 50 years, Scenic City Chorus
has entertained audiences in the surrounding
Chattanooga area with dynamic, a cappella,
four-part harmony! Our style of entertainment
is family-friendly and refreshingly different.
Audiences enjoy our contemporary spin on
songs that include an array of modern pop, old
standards, inspirational and patriotic favorites.
Whether a heartfelt ballad or toe-tapping up
tune, there is something for everyone.
Scenic City Chorus is a chartered member
of Sweet Adeline International since 1962.
Sweet Adelines International is a highly respected worldwide organization of women
singers committed to advancing the musical
art form of barbershop harmony through

education, competition and performance.
This independent, nonprofit music education
association is one of the world’s largest singing
organizations for women. Members say that
singing the powerfully balanced sounds of barbershop harmony provides a rich, rewarding
experience that changes their lives and helps
women find their voices, both on the risers
and in their everyday lives.
Scenic City Chorus has grown from a small
chorus to a large chorus over the past 56 years.
Director Jennifer Cooke hails from Nashville
and is a member of the International Board
of Sweet Adelines Inc. She was voted Coach
of the Year for Region 4 in 2017 and received
the title of Master Director at the 2017 Region

4 competition in Lexington, Ky., where our
chorus was honored with the title of Master
Singers. Members work every week improving their skills in hopes of obtaining an even
higher score at next year’s competition. The
chorus meets every Monday at Spring Creek
Baptist Gymnasium, 1312 Spring Creek Rd.,
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. New members of all
ages are welcome to share the love of singing
four-part harmony.
In addition to singing for a variety of community events, members produce an annual
show. This year’s show is Saturday, November
3, at Notre Dame High School at 4 p.m. “The
Singing Zone” is an opportunity for you to
enjoy the chorus as it sings 10 new songs.

ALL-NATURAL AIRBRUSH TANNING & BOUTIQUE
2 North Shore, Suite 204 | M-F 10-7 Sat 9-4
423.486.1700 | www.healthyglowstudio.com

COME GET YOUR

ON!

Custom Homes, Remodeling,
Electrical & Plumbing Services

423.208.9897 www.embarkps.com

In addition to the performances of this
award-winning chorus, the show will feature
a very special guest quartet, The Buzz. This
quartet was crowned the 2003 Sweet Adelines
International Championship Quartet.
Show tickets are $20 for adults, $18 for
senior and students, and free for children
age 12 and under. Call (423) 284-7069 or
go visit www.sceniccitychorus.com to order
tickets. After the show, there will be a delicious catered meal and more entertainment.
Afterglow tickets are $15 for adults and seniors
and $10 for children. Afterglow tickets must
be purchased before October 29, and only
100 seats are available.
by Ray Ann Kurtz
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Face Your Fears at Dread Hollow
Experience horror on another level as the
award-winning team behind Dread Hollow
returns with three terrifying new haunts intertwined into one nightmare. The haunt in
the mythic town of Dread Hollow runs every
Thursday – Sunday through October and
Halloween night. The 29,000-square-foot
location at 321 Brows Ferry Rd. in Lookout
Valley includes newly developed areas of town
for this year’s ominous storylines.
“A fright-filled night at Dread Hollow is
a Chattanooga tradition. Visitors come back
year after year, knowing we unleash all-new
petrifying storylines, characters and professional sets each fall. It’s always a new terrifying experience,” shares Ruby Falls president
Hugh Morrow. The Dread Hollow haunted
attraction has been named a top 10 scare in
the nation and is consistently listed as a top
20 event in the Southeast.
“Dread Hollow 2018 delves into storylines and physical spaces that are a part of
most folks’ worst nightmares, with extensive
new areas of the town that will push you way
past your comfort zone,” explains Todd Patton, Fear Connection’s co-creator of Dread
Hollow. Also new this year is the introduction
of two separately ticketed extreme escape

PART TIME SERVERS NEEDED
$100.00 / SHIFT
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
WHITWELL, TN
423-309-1667

Jim Little is now
licensed in both
Tennessee and Georgia!

Home
& Auto.
Smart
& Easy.

Experience your darkest fears at Dread Hollow
on weekends during October.
rooms designed for two to four people.
Both rooms come with a warning to expect
dirt, grime, blood and slime to play a role
in getaway attempts.
Tickets for Dread Hollow can be purchased online at www.dreadhollow or at the
door. For freak-seekers who want the ultimate blood-red carpet treatment, R.I.P. Fast
Passes are available on weekends. R.I.P. Pass
holders also receive a lanyard and exclusive
discounts on Dread Hollow merchandise and
photography packages. Escape room tickets
are available at Dread Hollow only.

Computer Fix w/Mark
Get up and running again.
$30: 1-60 minutes,
then $30/hr w/prorate | Electronics too
423-314-3094

Classified ads are $20 for 25 words or less. Call (423) 822-6397 for more info.

Jim Little, Agent
6321A East Brainerd Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421
Bus: 423-894-3839
jim.little.b12s@statefarm.com

When you combine your
home and auto insurance,
good things happen – like
saving time and money. Just
another way I’m here to help
life go right .
CALL ME TODAY.
™

1601531

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company
State Farm General Insurance Company
Bloomington, IL

Continuing a State Farm
family tradition for 66 years!

C: 423.421.9192
O: 423.664.1600
gjenkins33@comcast.net
www.gailjhomes.com
1200 Perimiter Dr., Suite 140 Chattanooga, TN 37421
Each Keller Williams office is independently owned and operated.

NEW LISTING

NEW LISTING

225 East Brow Road
Lookout Mountain, TN
$1,450,000
5 BR/5 Full, 1 Half BA
6,221 sq. ft. | MLS 1280497

1000 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, TN
$1,150,000
6 BR/5 Full, 1 Half BA
5,571 sq. ft. | MLS 1284300

82 Stonesthrow Lane
Lookout Mountain, GA
5 BR/4 Full, 1 Half BA
4,505 sq. ft.

NEW LISTING

NEW PRICE

SOLD

1505 Mother Goose Trail
Lookout Mountain, GA
$475,000
5 BR/3 Full, 1 Half BA
3,293 sq. ft. | MLS 1286164

141 Brow Lake Road
Lookout Mountain, GA
$460,000
3 BR/3 Full, 1 Half BA
3,300 sq. ft. | MLS 1269273

715 East Brow Road
Lookout Mountain, TN
$1,482,200
5 BR/5 Full, 1 Half BA
5,347 sq. ft. | MLS 1279796
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Home is where the dog is,
and we’re happy to call Chattanooga home!

With new ownership and new managment, we’re bringing a new experience
to Chattanooga’s automotive industry. We are dedicated to delivering a
quality experience to every customer. Whether you need a state-of-the-art Acura
model or just a simple oil change, our experts are willing to go the
extra mile to ensure your satisfaction. Our luxurious and tech-savy lineup
offers something for every driver. We look forward to meeting you.

2131 Chapman Rd., Chattanooga, TN 37421

(423) 855-5454 acuraofchattanooga.com

Loyal, Happy Staff. Loyal, Happy Customers.

